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I, 

THE Vera Institute of Justice is a private non-profit corporation that has been trying 
for 15 years, with funding from foundations and government agencies, to help make 

the criminal justice system work better. This public report on the Institute's work from 
1971 through 1976 updates a similar account on Vera's first ten years, 1961-1971. 

The process of preparing this report has helped us reflect on our experience and on 
the lessons that have been learned from it. We hope it will stimulate the reader and 
prompt further inquiries and new ideas about ways to proceed in the difficult but impor
tant field of criminal justice reform. 

It is inappropriate to personalize the story, and so references to individuals have been 
left out. The report could not be published; however, without noting the contributions 
to Vera's work by several men: first, the late Louis Schweitzer, whose concern for the 
Eighth Amendment of the Bill of Rights found expression in the creation of Vera in 1961. 
We are also indebted to three men who have passed away since the publication of Vera's 
last report, men who influenced the concepts and programs that have shaped the Institute. 
Two, Judge Bernard Botein and Orison S. Marden, served with distinction as members 
of Vera's Board of Trustees. The third, Ennis J. Olgiati, was in at the beginning of Vera's 
Manhattan Court Employment Project and was its director before his appointment as 
Chairman ofthe New Y ()rk State Parole Board. 

All of these men were crucial to Vera. All are greatly missed. 

Herbert Sturz 
President and tlirector 
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CRIMINAL justice is notoriously complicated and difficult to manage, perhaps more 
difficult in New York than anywhere else. What we call the criminal justice "system>! 

is reany a vast and often uncoordinated network. Police officers, district attorneys, de~ 
fense lawyers, judges, correctional officers, and probation officers have perspectives that 
differ and interests that conflict, sometimes by constitutional design. They work under 
the weight of three hundred years of slowly accumulated habits of thought and practice. 

In all the study that has been made of criminal activity, and in the vast literature it has 
generated, there is little agreement as to what causes crime Of what society can or should 
do about it. If a ruptured or disordered family life tends to spawn delinquency and crime, 
how can or should society respond? If joblessness instills feelings of self~disregard and 
leads to anti-social behavior, how can or should the American competitive economy re
act? If many of the worst lawbreakers go uncaught, if the courts are overburdened in 
dealing with those who are caught, and if prisons do not rehabilitate, what is a society 
to do when it is dedicated both to individual liberties and to prevention of crime? 

While there are no final answers to such large questions, Vera's approach has been 
to try to break down complex phenomena-such as the relationship of unemployment to 
criminal behavior-into smaller parts (lack of a job might correlate with some crimes but 
not others, for example) ; then to formulate hypotheses as to what might work; and, fi
nally, to develop pilot and research projects that test the ideas and measure their effects. 

This approach has required the Institute to find out a great deal about a subject before 
testing an idea; there is always the chance that there are impassable subsurface obstacles 
to a new approach. Vera has relied from the beginning upon general support from the 
Ford Foundation that has made possible the preliminary digging. The Institute has always 
tried to get its own facts, on the streets and in the precincts and courtrooms. And, over the 
past five years, a more developed research capacity has enabled Vera to see more clearly 
what it has been working on, with what effect, and where it might move next. 

The Role of a Private Organization 
Vera came into exis~ence in 1961 through the interest of a private citizen in one specific 
problem affecting the indigent accused. The Manhattan Bail Project was the result. The 
Institute has remained outside the system, unburdened by statutory responsibilities. It has 
remained free to seek solutions to narrow, specific problems, free to risk the failure that 
often accompanies innovation, and free to change directions when project findings show 
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the need for it. Yet, as its work is carried out in collaboration with government, the find
ings can directly affect public agencies. 

Vera offers to the professionals inside the system an idea source and testing facility 
insulated from the pressures of publ~c opinion, politics, and just plain habit. But, as a 
private institution working in partnership with hard pressed public agencies, Vera has 
learned to respect their sensitivities and accept their limitations. 

As a private operating group, Vera can also function as catalyst or broker among 
governmental institutions on the federal, state, and local levels as well as among founda
tions, public service agencies, and public-spirited corporations. The flow of ideas among 
all these points of related activity can be strengthened through the linking efforts of a pri
vate agency like Vera. 

The First Decade 
During the first ten years, each new Vera project seemed to flow from the experience and 
data gathered in the projects that preceded it. The first eifort, the 1961 Manhattan Bail 
Project, sought release from jail for accused persons-many of whom were young and 
would not be found guilty-who could be trusted to show up for their trials. Large num
bers of such persons were then being held in detention because they were poor and unable 
to afford even low amounts of bail. Vera was able to demonstrate that many of these de
fendants could in fact be released on their own recognizance prior to trial without an in
crease in the rate at which they failed to appear in court. 

The Bail Project was followed in 1964 by the Manhattan Summons Project, which 
applied Bail Project techniques to the earlier pre-arraignment stage of the criminal justice 
process. It tested procedures for the police to release, at the stationhouse, persons accused 
of certain violations and misdemeanors. The Summons Project sought not only to benefit 
the accused and his family but also to achieve substantial savings in police personnel 
time by freeing the arresting officer from the need to shepherd his prisoner through the 
extended process of booking, complaint filing, and arraignment. 

Next came the Manhattan Bowery Project, in 1966, which aimed to divert derelict 
alcoholics frOnl. the arrest-jail-street-arrest-jail revolving door into a medical treatment 
and rehabilitation facility. The project brought decent treatment to relatively harmless 
down-and-outs, while relieving the police and courts of 95 percent of drunkenness-related 
arrests on the Bowery. 
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Vera's Backgroulld 
lIfldProgram 
in Summary 

Then, in the second half of its first decade, Vera branched out, starting a number of 
projects that intervened at other points in the criminal justice process. The projects tested 

• procedures that were designed to bring greater efficiency to criminal justice agencies 
while securing better treatment for accused and convicted persons. Where the Bowery 
Project (1966) intervened before arrest, the Manhattan Court Employment Project 
(1967) intervened after arrest but before trial. It sought to establish grounds for dis
missing cases by counseling and by finding jobs for accused persons who seemed to be 
good risks. The Bronx Sentencing Project (1968) intervened after conviction but before 
sentencing in an effort to increase the number of non-prison sentences for those who 
seemed, again, good risks. 

Lessons learned in these efforts led Vera to launch projects testing new kinds of re
habilitative services for other groups having recurring problems with the law: the Addic
tion Research and Treatment Corporation (1969) for drug addicts; and the Neighbor
hood Youth Diversion Program (1970) for juveniles. 

Meanwhile, close relationships had grown up between Vera and New York's criminal 
justice agencies. Vera found opportunities for innovation and experiments inside the 
agencies, especially the Police Department and the courts. Collaborative efforts produced 
projects to speed up the pre-arraignment process and to rationalize adjournment pro
cedures so that inconveniences to witnesses would be reduced and less police time would 
be wasted. 

Vera also undertook a number of short-term projects during its first ten years. These 
ran from a 1966 collaboration with the Police Department aimed at breaking language 
barriers in police lockups to the joint planning in 1971 of a new Criminal Justice Bureau 
within the Police Department. This Bureau centralized court-related operations, coor
dinated with other agencies, and encouraged fresh approaches to police policy-making. 

In the first decade, Vera,projects dealt with defendants, victims, witnesses, judges, 
policemen, proseclltors, defense lawyers, prison guards, clerks, and administrators-vir
tually everyone enmeshed in the criminal justice system. The first ten years ended with a 
new beginning: a "support~ work" program designed to provide transitional paid em
ployment, with built-in suppC'rts, to ex-addicts and former offenders who had poor pros
pects for getting and holding regular jobs and would otherwise be expected to remain on 
welfare. (Each project begun during Vera's first ten years that is not discussed in the main 
text of this report is summarized in Appendix A, beginning on page 119.) 
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Into the Second Decade 

Vera's efforts over the five years 1972-1976, the subject of this report, fall into the follow
ing categories: 

Searching for Fairness and Efficiency in the Criminal Justice System. This search, 
described in Chapter 2, has led to experiments such as the Pretrial Services Agency, which 
traces its origins to the 1961 Manhattan Bail Project, and the Victim/Witness Assistance 
Project, which attempts to expedite the handling of victims and witnesses so that their ex
periences with crime are less traumatic and their court appearances less onerous. 

Vera is also working with the New York State Office of Court Administration to speed 
the information flow on case dispositions, and with the State's Department of Correctional 
Services to rationalize prison rules and temporary release criteria. And Vera has created 
an independent public interest law firm, the Legal Action Center, which attempts to re
dress through litigation some of the irrational ways that the criminal system and the larger 
society deal with persons who have been involved with the criminal law or with drug 
addiction. 

From its inception, Vera has tried to increase efficiency and fairness by devising work
able alternatives to conventional criminal justice processing. The system's limited ability 
to distinguish the repeat offender from the beginner or the preda.tory crime from the do
mestic quarrel has been somewhat strengthened by diversion projects that have created 
alternatives-the Court Employment Project, the Manhattan Bowery Project, and thf,} 
Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program. These projects were discussed in Vera's last 
report, but further work on them is reported in Chapter 2. 

Expanding Supported Work and Experimenttng with Job Creation. Vera's supported 
work efforts expanded sharply in the years following 1971. They have been funded by a 
broad range of public sources and have aimed to put hard-to-employ ex-addicts and 
former offenders to work in useful projects a~ a net saving to the public. The programs 
are described in Chapter 3. 

Exploring the Criminal Justice Process through Structured Research. Vera has al
ways been committed to an "ac'~ion-research" approach; that is, it has based projects on 
empirical findings and has useo those projects in turn as sources of new data for further 
action. Vera's research effort~. were not systematically organized, however, until a Re
search Department was formed in 1972. The Department's work is described in Chap
ter 4. 
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Vera's Background 
alld Program 
in Summary 

Sharing Vera's Experience: Assisting-and Learning from-Other Jurisdiction.: . 
Vera began as a New York City effort, and its main focus has remained on New York's 
complicated criminal justice problems. But it has realized, as have its supporters-espe~ 
cially the Ford Foundation and the German Marshall Fund of the United States- that 
some of its experiences might be adapted to problems in other jurisdictions and that in
volvement with other systems could enrich Vera's work in New York. The Institute has 
responded to requests for technical assistance from various jurisdictions, beginning in 
1964 when it heJped the city of Des Moines, Iowa, to set up a pretrial release project. In 
1972 the Institute's technh::al assistance efforts were made formal and given separate 
funding. Formal technical assistance contracts have involved Vera directly in the crim
inal process of more than a score of jurisdictions in this country over the past five years; 
at the request of the Home Office in Great Britain and the Ministry of Justice in France, 
Vera has also established offices in London and Paris. These efforts, and the less focused 
technical assistance that is part of day-to-day work at Vera, are reported in Chapter 5. 
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CRIME is all too visible, from the perspective of most citizens. But the criminal justice· 
system is a hidden world with mysterious features: precinct stations, central booking, 

detention pens, complaint rooms, arraignment courts, plea bargains, correctional facili-
ties, parole hearings. It is also large and active. Each year in New York City, more than 
200,000 people must be processed, prosecuted, and, frequently, confined, mainltained, 
and rehabilitated. The public agencies that make up the criminal justice system-police, 
courts, defense, prosecution, probation, and corrections-are only loosely related, com
munication among them is imperfect, and they operate on limited and, in some cases, 
diminishing budgets. 

In New York, some of the problems are obvious: the early morning traffic jam in the 
detention cells and in arraignment courts allows Legal Aid lawyers only a few minutes' 
preparation time with each defendant; extended waiting and other inconveniences are 
suffered by both victims and witnesses; and sentenced offenders often emerge from the 
state prisons angrier and more skilled in the ways of crime than when they went in. 

This chapter summarizes a number of new projects aimed at making the system 
fairer and more efficient and launched by Vera or with Vera's help during the last five 
years. Each has a shape peculiar to its purpose, but nearly all the projects also have a 
capacity to generate new and more useful information and to speed its flow within the 
system so that decision-making can be better informed and more consistent, cases can be 
handled more speedily, and less time and fewer public resources are wasted. These pro
jects generatC', information about accused persons and their appearance dates (the Pre
trial Services Agency), the scheduling of witness appearances (the Victim/Witness As
sistance Project), the disposition of cases within the system (the Disposition Reporting 
Project), the qualificfitions of prisoners for temporary release to jobs or study programs 
(the Temporary Rele'aae Project), and the rights and rules applying to sentenced prison
ers (the Inmate Rule Book Project). 

This chapter also summarizes the work done since 1971 by three projects begun by 
Vera in its first decade, all of whlch divert from the criminal justice system certain cases 
that can be handled better in some other way. Finally, it discusses the Legal Action Cen
ter, which Vera helped create. Unlike the other projects, the Center works not by col .. 
laborating in programs but by confronting in court; it initiates litigation aimed at estab .. 
lishing new principles and "watchdogs" the implementation of court orders growing from 
successful suits. 
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Pretrial Services Agency,' Dilemmas of the Pretrial Period 

In 1961, the bail system's most obvious deficiency was that the indigent accused were held 
in jail while the more affluent paid the bondsman and went free. Vera's Manhattan Bail 
Project (page 119) provided an alternative; it led to a national bail reform movement 
in the 1960s, culminating in the federal Bail Reform Act of 1966. The result was wide
spread adoption of the Project's techniques for verifying a defendant's community roots 
in order to make a non-financial test of the likelihood of his returning for trial if released 
on his own recognizance. The controlled research study that attended the introduction 
of this technique in Manhattan showed that the Project both increased the rate at which 
defendants were released on their own recognizance (RoR'd) and decreased the rate at 
which they failed to appear at later court proceedings. These findings were validated by 
the experience of similar projects in scores of jurisdictions around the country. 

But even in the mid-1960s, when operation of Vera's release-on-recognizance pro
gram was turned over to New York City's Department of Probation, there were questions 
about the adequacy and implications of the reform. Some of these were noted in Vera's 
ten-year report in 1972: Under what circumstances, if any, should background informa
tion about defendants, gathered to facilitate vertification and notification, be made avail
able to other agencies (defense, prosecution, court, or police)? Should recommendations 
against release be made to the court, and, if so, when? Are there times when an un con
victed defendant can reasonably be denied ROR or bail-no matter how strong his com
munity ties-because he is likely to commit crimes or intimidate witnesses while awaiting 
trial? To what extent is preventive detention achieved, in a way that is indirect and not 
subject to review, by judges' setting high money bail? What is an appropriate response to 
such practices for an ROR program based on community ties? 

By the eady 1970s the program had also encountered operational problems. Insti
tutionalization of the Bail Project within New York City'S Probation Department was so 
hindered by scarce personnel resources and by the low priority given in the Department to 
this function that the staff completed less than 80 percent of pre-arraignment interviews 
in 1971. At the same time, the criminal process was subjected to increasing pressure by a 
rise in the detention population .in city jails, from a peak of 4,880 in February of 1965 
(when those facilities were at about 130 percent of capacity) to a peak of 8,095 in June 
of 1970 (when the facilities were at nearly 160 percent of capacity). Riots later that 
summer in the Tombs, then the city's main detention facility, brought forcefully to public 
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Toward a Fair 
alld Efficiellt 
Crimillal Justice System 

attention the overcrowding and the poor conditions endured by persons waiting for trial. 
In 1973 the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, the city's mayoral agency re

sponsible for criminal justice planning, asked Vera to set up and run a more efficient and 
comprehensive pretrial agency. The Pretrial Services Agency (PTSA) was the result. It 
began operations as a division of Vera in Brooklyn in June 1973 and expanded to Staten 
Island in June 1974, to the Bronx in December 1974, to Manhattan in March 1976, and 
to Queens in December 1976. 

PTSA'S formally-stated tasks were: 
1. To decrease the number of days spent in detention by defendants who could be re

leased to the community while awaiting trial, through increasing the number of deft~n
uants ROR'd, and through arranging supervised or conditional release for suitable defen
dants who were not ROR'd and were unable to meet money bail. 

2. To increase the rate of appearance in court by defendants released from detention 
and awaiting trial-in other words, to cut down on bail-jumping. 

3. To provide a variety of services relating to court appearances before trial-services 
to the public, to criminal justice agencies. and to defendants. 

Planning the New Agency 
Assuming responsibility for the new Pretrial Services Agem~y provided Vera with an op
portunity to test for itself the new ideas it had developed t.hrough research and through 
participation in the development of bail reform programs throughout the country between 
1963 and 1973. 

Despite significant changes in the operation of the New York City criminal justice sys
tem and in the types of defendants coming before the courts, the city's pretrial release pro
gram still functioned in 1973 in much the same way as Vera had left it in 1964. Yet dur
ing the intervening decade, judges had become comfortable with ROR as an alternative to 
money bail; by 1973 they were routinely releasing large numbers of defendants in this 
manner. Vera therefore approached the planning of a new pretrial agency with a number 
of questions in mind. Was a pretrial release agency needed in 1973 to increas,~ the lise of 
ROR, to maintain its use at levels reached as a result of the original Manhattan Bail Proj
ect, or to protect against its abuse in cases where defendants did not meet ROR criteria'? 
Was the basic point score, developed to make ROR recommendations objective in, the 
Manhattan Bail Project. still valid in 1973? Did documenting and weighting a defen-
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dant's community ties still meet the decision-making needs of judges, or was other, more 
pertinent information required? What relationship is there-if any-between a defen
dant's community ties and his potential for committing crimes while waiting for trial? If 
such a relationship exists, should it be given weight in the recommendations of an agency 
operating within the American legal framework, where a prediction of possible criminal 
acts and a hope of preventing pretrial release are, officially, inappropriate grounds for set
ting high bail? If no such relationship exists, should the agency seek some ('~her basis upon 
which thrtt risk might be weighed before making release recommendations to judges? 

The sensitivity of PTSA'S planners to such issues was increased by their familiarity 
with the federal Bail Refol'm Act of 1966. There, policy was clear: money bail was to be 
a last resort, and risk of flight was the only risk that might properly be considered in set
ting the terms of pretrial release; if release 011 re.cognizance would not be likely to secure 
the defendant's attendance at court, non-:financial conditions of release-even supervision 
in the community-were to be favored over money bail. These developments in federal 
law had not penetrated to the New York City ROR program. But they led Vera, when it 
planned the new agency, to develop community-based alternatives for defendants un
likely to get ROR. 

The idea of actually creating community ties for certain defendants seemed promising 
in 1973. A range of community services suitable for many defendants -services that had 
been scare in 1961, when the Manhattan Bail Project was 'uegun - had grown up in the 
mid-sixties as part of the War on Poverty. What the criminal justice system lacked was a 
mechanism for matching defendants to these community resources in the period between 
arrest and sentence. It seemed to Vera planners that the individual burdens and public 
costs of pretrial detention might be reduced if these community-based programs could be 
brought into active involvement with the criminal justice system. 

These were some of the issues considered by Vera in establishing the Pretrial Services 
Agency. Other issues, equally important, arose over the next four years. Not all have been 
answered, but a beginning has been made. 

How the Agency Works 
PTSA began operations in Brooklyn in June 1973. A criminal justice advisory board and a 
community advisory board were formed. The criminal justice advisory board helped the 
new agency establish working relations with other components of the criminal justice sys-
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and Efficient 
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tem. Made up of representatives of the courts, police, corrections, prosecution, and de
fense, it also reviewed the Project's operations and evaluated plans for the improvement 
of its peI~vUllance. The community advisory board, composed of members of civic, fra
ternal, union, and community service groups, served as a link among the courts, the c(')m
n1unity, and PTSA. 

In Bl'ooklyn and in each of the other boroughs of the city, as PTSA expanded to pro
vide city-wide service, the Agency established close working relationship with the bench 
by meeting monthly with the boroughs' supervising judges, by providing an extensive 
briefing to each judge assigned 10 arraignment court before his assignment began, by 
addressing judicial meetings, and by taking part in the orientation program for new 
judges. 

Increasing the Use of ROR in Appropriate Cases. PTSA established a seven-day, 24-
hour interviewing schedule and recruited enough bi-lingual staff to conduct full and time
ly interviews with every defendant held in pre-arraignment custody. The Police Depart
rnent agreed both to permit PTSA to interview defendants held overnight in precinct cells 
and, when needed, to provide transportation for PTSA staff to and from the precincts 
throughout the night and early morning hours. 

The PTSA interview draws out Information that can help measure a defendant's ties to 
the community and the likelihood of his return for trial. Interviewels a;SO obtain the 
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of people who CM corroborate information 
about the jefendant and who can help I'TSA !ltay in touch with him if the court wleases 
him on his own recognizance. By com!Jleting interviews of as much as half of each morn
ing's arraignment cases before court opens, PTSA stays ahead of the day's cLllendar and, 
without delaying proceedings, can make substantial efforts to verify the community ties 
information in each case before it goes to court. 

After the defendant has been interviewed and attempts have been made to verify the 
i.dormation, PTSA obtains a copy of any official criminal history he may have; if the de
fendant has been arrested before, his record will be stored in a state-wide information sys
tem under his New York State Identification (NYSID) number. The NYSID "rap sheet," clb
tained by a pOlice unit at the court house, will show both prior arrests and, if they have 
been entered in the file, the dispositions of those cases. Typically, the rap sheet shows as 
"open cases" some prosecutions that in fact have already been disposed of in the courts. 
PTSA'S own computerized information system usually has the up-to-date data, and entries 
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are made on the defendant's interview report to show the complete picture. 
A point score, initially similar to the one devised in the Manhattan Bail Project, is 

used to weigh the risk of absconding. It is based on the attendance records of previously 
interviewed defendants with comparable community ties and criminal histories. On the 
basis of his score, each defendant is placed in the appropriate risk category. The most 
positive is "Recommended for ROR, based on Verified Community Ties." Another posi
tive category - "Recommended for ROR, based on Unverified Community Ties" - applies 
when the defendant meets agency criteria but verification cannot be completed before 
arraignment. When a defendant lacks sufficient community ties to warrant an ROR recom
mendation on the point score, or when his interview information conflicts with facts dis
covered during verification, the report is stamped "PTSA Makes No Recommendation." 

When defendants are named on outstanding arrest warrants or "holds'" from other 
jurisdictions, when they refuse to be fingerprinted or interviewed, or when their criminal 
history reports are not available from the state informadon system, PTSA can make no 
recommendation and informs the judge of the pertinent reason. 

The PTSA report detailing basic community ties information, showing the criminal 
history, and bearing one of PTSA'S rating stamps goes to the arraignment judge, with 
copies provided to the Assistant District Attorney and defense counsel. A copy is retained 
by PTSA, together with the Agency's worksheet, which records the defendant's point score 
and the confidential information used in verification and in any subsequent attempts to 
contact him. Subsequent worksheet entries show the arraignment outcome, the court
processing information necessary to proper notifications, and, ultimately, the case dis
position necessary to accurate cri •. )nal history files. PTSA'S interview report and work
sheet are reprinted all pages 14 and 15, completed for a hypothetical defendant. 

The defendant received a "Recommended/Verified" stamp on the strength of his 
score in the last box on the worksheet. This positive recommendation requires, first, that 
the defendant have a verified address in New York City and a verified response to at least 
one of the following interview form questions: length of time at his current residence; 
number and names of other persons at that residence; or his status in employment, in 
school, or in a training program. In addition, positive answers must appear for ?t least two 
of the other six items listed in the "Recommendation Basis" box at the end of the work
sheet (for example, having a phone in his current residence, having no felony convictions, 
or residing with parent or spouse) . 
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This method of relating community ties information to ROR recommendations has 
evolved from the technique of the original Manhattan Bail Project, which numerically 
weighted each of ten items according to its power to predict a defendant's return for trial. 
Under that system, for eKample, a defendant who had resided at the same address for five 
years was given more points than one who had only six months of stable residence before 
arrt!st. Weights were similarly given to information about family ties, employment. length 
of time in New York City, and previous criminal record. 

PTSA had been using the old point system for 19 months and had completed inter
views and court appearance histories for more than 75,000 defendants, when an outside 
research consultant revised it at Vera's invitation. With the assistance of PTSA research 
staff, he developed and tested modifications of the original scale, using a sample of about 
6,000 cases. The new system is simpler to administer (the score is determined from an
swers to the seven true/false items printed at the end of the PTSA worksheet), it results in 
a higher rate of ROR recommendations, and it has greater predictive ability. Like any pre
dictive instrument, however, PTSA'S new point system must be regularly reviewed for 
validity; at the end of 1976, Vera and PTSA research staffs were engaged, once again, in a 
critical reassessment of it. 

Reducing the Rate of Failure to Appear. PTSA'S approach to reducing the failure-to
appear (FTA) rate of defendants recommended for ROR comisted primarily of revising 
and tightening the predictive point score and completing verification in a greater pro
portion of the interviews. PTSA's arrangements with the Police Department for conduct
ing intel ;,riews at precinct detention facilities. for example, were directed principaIly at 
ensuring timely verification. 

During PTSA'S planning phase, however. attention was paid to the likelihood that 
failures to appear were not always intentionaL Arraignments in New York City are some
times conclu.ded in less than 90 seconds. During this time, the defendant is told the 
charges against him, the terms (if any) of his release, and his next appearance date. 
While some defense att9rneys take the time to write out a note for the defendant to ex
plain his further obligations, others do not. Some defendants forget, some seem to think 
the case is over at the end of the arraignment hearing. But whatever the reason for a de
fendant's faiJ\lre to appear, his absence from court on the appointed day results in issu
ance of a warrant for his rearrest. In cases where the failure to appear is not an intentional 
effort to abscond, execution of the arrest warrant adds the waste of valuable police effort 
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to the waste of court resources at the aborted hearing. 
PTSA therefore devised a notification system that opens two-way communication 

between the Agency at court and the defendant in the community. The Agency notifies 
the defendant of his scheduled appearance, and the defendant acknowledges receipt of 
this notification either by presenting himself at PTSA'S "contact area" in the court build. 
ing or by telephoning the Agency. Either way, his obligations can be explained to him 
and his understanding of them can be confirmed. 

To facilitate this process, PTSA developed a computerized notification system, safe
guarded against access by anyone except PTSA personnel. Data from each interview re
port and worksheet are filed in the computer, as are the daily calendars from each crim
inal court. The calendars list the action taken on each case scheduled in the courtroom 
that day (for example, adjourned to another date, ROR'd, bail set, dismissed, or convicted 
and put on probation). The computer is programmed to generate letters that notify each 
ROR'd defendant-whether or not he was recommended for ROR by PTSA-of his next 
scheduled appearance date and ask him to telephone the Agency within 72 hours to ac
knowledge receipt of the letter. If the defendant visits or telephones, the status of his case, 
the adjourned date, and the courtroom in which he must appear are instantly available 
by reference to the computer file from any of PTSA'S on-line terminals; at the same time, 
the file is updated to note that the defendant made contact. Every day, the computer auto
matically prints out a list of those defendants who failed to meet the deadline for acknowl
edging notification. Agency personnel then attempt to track these persons down by tele
phoning them, telephoning the persons they named as verification sources, or contacting 
a PTSA "Area Rep" in the community. This routine is repeated for each subsequent court 
appearance. 

A further effort is made to secure voluntary attendance at court by ROR'd defendants 
who fail to show up for a scheduled appearance and for whom arrest warrants are issued. 
The computer prints a daily list of such cases, and PTSA staff attempts to contact them, 
advises them to return to court immediately, and arranges for their voluntary sun-ender 
and continuation of their ROR status. While PTSA cannot guarantee that the court will con
tinue an individual's ROR status if he appears voluntarily, experience in similar cases per
mits staff to inform the defendants that it is the normal practice of the court to do so. (The 
impact of PTSA'S effort to reduce the FTA rate is discussed below.) 

An unexpected by-product of the computer notification system is that it became the 
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most accurate, current, and accessible source of information about the status of each open 
case and the disposition of each closed case in the Criminal Court-the lower, or misde
meanor, court in New York State. This occurred because PTSA'S computer system calls for 
daily entry of court calendar information and cross-reference between the calendar and 
the individual case files. (The implications of the system for court managemetn and co
ordination of the city's criminal justice agencies are described at page 31.) 

Creating Community Ties: The Supervised Release Program. In New York's crim
inal justice system, all felony and misdemeanor cases are initially arraigned in the Crim
inal, or lower, Court (except a handful of felony cases taken by the prosecutor directly to 
the Grand Jury). All misdemeanor arrests, and many felony arrests (after charges have 
been reduced to misdemeanors) are disposed of in this lower court. Felony cases are dis
posed of in the Supreme Court only if the felony charges are substantial enough not to 
have been reduced to misdemeanors or dismissed at the Criminal Court arraignment, at 
the preliminary hearing, or at the Grand Jury stages. Thus, a felony defendant who is still 
in detention when his case reaches the Supreme Court is likely to have been charged with 
a particularly serious crime or to have a particularly heavy criminall"ecord; the lower 
court has considered him a bad risk for ROR, has not permitted him to plead guilty to a 
lesser charge, and has set money bail high enough so that he has been unable to post a 
bond. Yet it is not certain that he will be found guilty or be given a prison sentence. 

Meanwhile, his continued incarceration places a particularly heavy burden on the 
city's detention facilities because of the length of time it typically takes to process a felony 
case-often six or more months. Release can be secured for some of these defendants if 
the court is presented with an appropriate plan for the pretrial period. PTSA'S Supervised 
Released Program was developed primarily to serve this kind of defendant. 

Supervised Release attempts to provide a link to community service agencies for the 
defendant who lacks personal and community stability and who is in need of social ser
vices. Although PTSA itself does not offer direct services of this kind to defendants, within 
a year of its creation it had enlisted the commitment of over 120 community organizations 
and agencies in Brooklyn alone. Each agreed to provide support and services to defen
dants with few or no ties to the community who would otherwise remain in detention. 
While some of these agencies have been used only occasionally, others offer services that 
are needed by a substantial number of eligible defendants, and PTSA has established regu
lar working relationships with them. 
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Potential participants are referred to PTSA'S Supervised Release staff by defense coun
sel or by Supreme Court justices, a screening that permits the small staff to concentrate 
its efforts on likely candidates. Supervised Release counselors interview each referred de
fendant to assess his needs and motivation, and they research his criminal record and 
court appearance history. If it appears that the defendant would benefit from a service 
progmm and that he has a strong desire to participate, the counselor attempts to arrange 
a referral. A Supervised Release referral may, for example, require the defendant to 
enter a residential drug program or halfway house, to enroll in a manpower training or 
high school eqUivalency program, or to find a job or a place to live. After the referral has 
been arranged, the counselor prepares a report for the justice in whose court the defen
dant's case is pending. A representative of the agency that has agreed to accept the defen
dant attends court with the PTSA counselor. If the justice decides in favor of release, the 
counselor agrees to serve as the communication link between court and agency and to 
submit progress reports on the defendant until the case is disposed. If the defendant fails 
to cooperate with the community agency after release, he is terminated from the Super
vised Release program, and the court is informed. But in most of these cases, PTSA has 
found, the defendant's behavior does not indicate that he is likely to abscond or commit 
crimes if he remains at liberty, and the court continues him on ROR. 

Is PTSA Working? 
The impact of PTSA'S post-arraignment program has been easier to measure than that of 
its ROR effort. Every defendant who is granted Supervised Release was in pretrial deten
tion, unable to meet money bail and likely to remain in jail for a substantial period until 
disposition of the felony charges. Every supervised release is therefore a direct and quan
tifiable reduction of the burden on pretrial detention facilities. On the other hand, PTSA 

costs for each of these releases are high. 
The courts' use of Supervised Release has varied from borough to borough, and from 

time to time. Initially, the program was received with some caution by the Brooklyn Su
preme Court justices. By mid-1975, however, approximately 25 defendants wete being 
released to the Brooklyn program each month, and the staff there had an averagle active 
caseload of 125. Meanwhile, Supervised Release was incorporated into the Bronx PTSA 

office when it opened in December 1974. There, the program soon obtained supervised 
releases for an average of ten defendants per month; in addition, staff reports led to an 
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equal number or releases through justices' simply reducing the amount of bail. Experience 
with Supervised Release in Manhattan has paralleled that in Brooklyn. 

The FTA rate of defendants on Supervised Release has never risen above three per
cent-a remarkably low rate for this presumably high-risk group, and one lower than 
that of other groups released on bail or ROR'd. The data on Supervised Release suggest 
another benefit: successful participation on the program is associated with non-prison 
sentences, apparently because the sentencing justice has before him evidence of the de
fendant's active participation in a rehabilitation program. 

Changes in the administration of District Attorneys' offices since 1974 have affected 
the number of cases for which Supervised Release is appropriate. The Criminal Courts 
have traditionally been staffed by the youngest and least experienced Assistant District 
Attorneys, while those with greater experience have staffed the Supreme Courts. This 
practice limited the opportunity for dismissal 01' reduction of charges at an early stage in 
cases that more experienced ADAS would see as too weak or otherwise not warranting Su
preme Court action. The 1970s have seen a number of experimental programs (such as 
the Early Case Assessment Bureaus, page 88) in which experienced ADAS take adminis
trative responsibility to assure, from the beginning of the process, a vigor of prosecution 
that accords with the underlying facts of a case rather than with the initial Charge. 

As a result of such screening efforts, the number of felony indictments has dropped 
in every borough; in Brooklyn, it dropped 32.5 percent from 1975 to 1976. The greater 
concentration of genuinely serious offenders in the Supreme Court and the speedier dis
position of other cases in the Criminal Court have naturally led to a reduction in thenum
bel' of referrals to Supervised Release. PTSA has therefore reduced the size of the Super
vised Release staff and has consolidated the program in its central office. 

Meanwhile! PTSA and Vera researchers have been analyzing the characteristics of 
persons who are still being detained before trial. The results of this study may help to 
gauge the potential value of services such as bail hostels (an idea borrowed from the 
modern English practice) or day-attendance centers, both of which would offer more in~ 
tensive support and supervision than is available through existing community agencies. 

Measuring the ResuLts of ROR. The impact of PTSA'S ROR program is difficult to- ·llSsess; 
a proper assessment requires knowing what the decisions on bail and ROn. woufd have 
been if PTSA'S services had not been available. The only really satisfactory way to measure 
it would be to apply PTSA procedures to a random half of the cases, and to compare the 
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ROR and FTA rates for that group with those for the cases processed without PTSA'S ser
vices. A controlled research study of this type had been conducted when ROR interviews 
and recommendations were first introduced by the Manhattan Bail Project in the early 
'60s. The impact shown by that study led to a general belief that defendants were less like
ly to be released if they were not given ROR interviews, and that belief-whether or not it 
was still justified in the changed circumstances of 1974-76-madeit impossible to secure 
the agreement of the courts and the Legal Aid Society to a controlled study of PTSA in 
which interviews and recommendations would be withheld from a random half of the 
defendants. 

In the absence of controlled research, it seemed sensible to look for changes, since the 
introduction of PTSA, in the ROR rate (the proportion of all defendants proceeding be
yond arraignment who are granted release on recognizance). Vera found little apparent 
change; the ROR rate has remained in the 45-50 percent nmge for most New York City 
courts. On the other hand, many persons who would have been ROR'd on misdemeanor 
charges in the late 1960s and early '70s now have their cases disposed at arraignment; for 
them, the question of ROR or bail does not arise. There is evidence sl!ggesting that the 
availability of verified background information from PTSA'S interview forms has made it 
possible for the courts to dispose of more cases at the first court appearance. But, again, 
PTSA has not been able, in the absence of a controlled study, to examine the possibility 
properly. 

As the courts become more efficient in disposing of cases at the earliest possible mo
ment, it might be eX'1ected that the cases remaining in the system would be more serious 
and that the ROR rate would decline. That the ROR rate has instead remained relatively 
constant is one reason for the general opinion that PTSA's ROR program has reduced the 
burden on detention facilities and increased the use of recognizance release. To keep the 
ROR rate constant in the face of a rising arraignment disposition rate, PTSA'S operations 
must be resulting in the ROR of defendants who, before 1973, would have remained in de
tention. This impression is supported by research showing that a substantially greater 
proportion of defendants Charged with serious felonies were granted ROR after the estab
lishment of PTSA than before. 

PTSA'S impact On failure-to-appear (FTA) rates is easier to measure. Various studies 
conducted in New York in the late 1960s and early I 970s put the rate at more than ten 
percent. PTSA has always recorded FTA rates in two categories, "aggregate" and "willful." 
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The aggregate rate is determined from the number of defendants issued bench warrants 
(except stayed warrants) as a percentage of all appearances scheduled for ROR'd defen
dants. The willful rate is determined from the number of defendants who have not re
turned to court (voluntarily or involuntarily) within 31 days after the warrant's issue, as 
a percentage of all appearances scheduled for ROR'd defendants. 

During a recent six-month period, the ROR'd defendants who had received positive 
PTSA recommendations at arraignment had an aggregate FTA rate of 6.4 percent. Within 
31 days of their scheduled appeal'ance dates, more than half the delinquent defendants 
returned to court, making the willful FTA rate for this group only 3.2 percent. During the 
same period, the aggregate FTA rate of defendants who had been ROR'd without PTSA rec
ommendation was 9.5 percent, and their willful FTA rate was 5.6 percent. 

The impact of PTSA'S notification system on FTA rates is difficult to assess, but several 
studies have been conducted. One focused on the Area Reps, who were assigned to make 
personal contact with defendants when attempts by mail and telephone failed. The re
search disclosed that the Area Reps made virtually no difference to the appearance rates; 
the function was eliminated, and the staff was absorbed into other aspects of PTSA's pro
gram. 

In another study, during August 1976, all defendants ROR'd in Brooklyn were ran
domly aSSigned to an "experimental" or a "control" group. The experimentals received 
the computer-generated notification letters, and attempts were made to contact them by 
telephone if they did not respond, The controls received no notification. Each defendant 
was then tracked through subsequent court appearances until disposition of his case. This 
study showed that the impact of notification varies for different groups of defendants. In 
certain charge categories, PTSA'S notifications reduced the FTA rates by half. The impact 
was greatest when the time between release and court appearance was short, and it dimin
ished markedly after six weeks. The findings suggest both that the notification system does 
make a difference and that further inquiry is necessary to discover how best to reach those 
defendants for whom the present notification system appears less effective. 

Unresolved Issues 
PTSA has done much, in three and a half years, to make the pretrial process more fair and 
efficient. And it has added an information and coordinating capacity to the court system 
that brings further reforms within reach. But PTSA has not resolved all the issues that were 
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raised at its creation or were surfaced by its operations. An indication of the extent of re
maining problems is that over 40 percent of PTSA'S positive recommendations for ROR are 
disregarded by judges. In some of these cases the defendant can raise the money bail set 
by the court; in others he cannot, and he remains in detention. 

The most important and most difficult dilemma underlying that statistic is this: What 
should be done-and what can an agency like PTSA do-about the "dangerous" defen
dant with strong community ties who can be relied on to show up as required in court, but 
who, it ftppears, will commit crimes if released on ItOR or bail? ROR programs draw their 
strength and their method from the American legal principle that restrictions on or con- , 
ditions of pretrial release are permissible only to assure the appearance of the accused at 
trial. There has always been a tension between this principle and the realities of judicial 
decision-making. It is clear-and becoming clearer-that judges sometimes set money 
bail at a figure beyond the defendant's means not because bail in that amount is thought 
necessary to prevent the defendant from absconding, but because he is thought likely to 
commit crimes if he is not kept locked up. On the one hand, this practice seems contrary 
to the presumption of innocence and to U.S. Supreme Court pronouncements on the prin
ciples of bail. On the other hand, the pressure on courts to protect the community is great, 
and principles or presumptions are little comfort to victims of crime. 

In a case where the judge's overriding concern is the defendant's propensity for fur
ther crime, community ties and court appearance record will usually take second place in 
the pretrial release decision. Yet application of PTSA's point system may trigger an ROR 

recommendation. Is this an unreasonable adherence to an irrelevant principle? Does the 
court's rejection of PTSA recommendations in such cases weaken the persuasive impact of 
positive release recommendations in the bulk of cases, where dangerousness is not an 
issue? If judicial practice cannot be brought into line with the principle, should PTSA'S 
point system be brought into line with judicial practice? Underlying these questions is the 
impossibility of knowing whether, when high bail effectively results in preventive deten
tion, the judge's prediction was right that the defendant would have committed a crime 
if released. 

There is no reliable method for predicting an individual's conduct. ~~search has 
shown that higher scores on the PTSA point system, reflecting greater community ties, are 
associated with lower rates of rearrest before trial. But the relationship be~ween PTSA 
point score and rearrest is not strong enough to label low-scoring defendants as "danger-
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ous" and to warrant keeping them in preventive detention. Despite the higher rate of 
criminal activity while on pretrial release shown by the low-scoring group as a whole, the 
fact remains that most individuals in this group are not rearrested. PTSA and Vera have 
been no more successful than the countless others who have tried to develop an accurate 
')ystem to predict further criminal conduct. Without such a device, there is little justifica
tion for PTSA to base recommendations to the courts on hunches about dangerousness. 
Conditions of bail may be designed to reduce the likelihood of recidivism among defen
dants who might commit crimes if ROR'd, but fiscal and ethical constraints prevent any 
widespread imposition of crime-control restrictions on unconvicted defendants unless the 
few who would be rearrested can be accurately identified. Attempts to produce an objec
tive point system with substantial accuracy in predicting pretrial recidivism continue, but 
meanwhile the judges can be expected to reject ROR recommendations in cases where, for 
whatever reason, they think the defendant is dangerous. 

There are other distortions in the pretrial process that seem to lead inevitably to re
jection of certain of PTSA'S positive recommendations. Some judges candidly deny ROn. 
and set prohibitive bail in cases where they feel the defendant is obviously guilty and 
should be pleading gUilty rather than forcing the prosecution to trial. These judges are 
not prepared to take the pressure of continued detention off such defendants because, if 
released, they might seek delays that would, as witnesses' memories fade, reduce the 
chances of conviction. This use of pretrial imprisonment as an aid to plea bacgaining is 
not likely to be stopped until court processing is made more efficient and the prospect of 
speedy trial becomes credible to defendants who now may take advantage of delay while 
on ROR or bail. PTSA'S main contribution to that prospect is the improved case- and court
management capacity that has become available through the Agency's infonnation sys
tem. 

Another dilemma is raised by the fact that, while community ties and related factors 
can be verified and analyzed for their predictive power, other factors that may lawfully 
affect bail decisions are more elusive and are not included in the point system. The New 
York Criminal Procedure Law directs judges, when considering ROR or bail, to assess not 
only the risk of flight, but also the weight of evidence against the defendant, the chances 
for conviction, and the probable sentence upon conviction. The statute's recitation of 
these factors reflects the commonsense notion that the worse the defendant's prospects, 
the more likely he is to abscond. PTSA cannot easily amend its point system to 811ticipate 
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judicial consideration of these factors, because the likelihood of conviction and lI:obablr 
sentence can only be guessed at until the time (during arraignment, at the earliest) when 
the prosecution and defense probe the weight of the evidence in an adversarial setting. 
This dilemma is obviously not PTSA'S alone. The statute calls for consideration of these 
factol"s, and judges do in fact consider them when setting bail, but at the rushed arraign
ment hearings it is often impossible to explore evidence in detail. Judges therefore some
times appear to rely almost entirely upon the prosecutor's judgment; if the ADA objects to 
recognizance release and suggests bail in a certain amount, the judge may rely solely OD 

the ADA'S suggestion as a summary indicator of the weight of the evidence against the ac
cused and the likelihood of conviction and a heavy sentence. Revision of PTSA'S point 
score does not seem likely to bring decision-making of this kind closer to the model en
visioned by the statute. 

None of these dilemmas will be resolved by sudden programmatic innovations. But 
PTSA'S growing 1'esearch ~apacity provides the system with new opportunities to examine 
the consequences of its decisions, illuminate the difficulties, and identify points where in
cremental improvements can be made. 

Funding and the Future 
From its birth in 1973, in Brooklyn, through the end of 1976, when PTSA was an inte
gral part of the city~wide criminal justice process, the Agency was financed by the state 
Division of Criminal Justice Services and the city Criminal Justice Coordinating Coun
cil, using funds from the federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 

States and localities that fund projects this way cannot expect the federal subsidy to con· 
Hnue indefinitely; after three or four years, successful efforts can be continued only by 
state and local financing. 

The path to institutionalization for each type of project must differ from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction. Toward the end of 1976, Vera and representatives from responsible agen
cies of state and city government decided on the method for institutionalizing PTSA that 
seemed most suitable in New York City. It was decided not to fold PTSA into an existing 
city agency, not to make it a new agency within the executive 1>ranch of government, and 
not to place it under the administration of the courts themselves. Each of these options 
offered certain advantages, but the existing range of PTSA'S services and the functions it 
is likely to develop in the future seem broader than the mandate of any agency or branch 
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of government. Therefore, a public benefit corporation has been created-the New York 
City Criminal Justice Agency, Inc. - to take over the existing PTSA operation and to build 
upon it a comprehensive system of services and information useful to the whole spectrum 
of individuals and agencies enmeshed in criminal justice. 

In its first year, beginning mid-l977, half of the new agency's budget is to come from 
tax levy funds of the City of New York and half from established LEAA channels, Tile 
agency will operate, and be accountahle, under a contract" ith the city. 

It is expected that, by its second year, the new agency will be wholly financed from 
city fund!) and that its role within the criminal justice system will have expanded beyond 
the present boundaries of Vera's Pretrial Services Agency, 

Help for the Victiln.: The Victim / Witness Assistance Project 
A longstanding problem in the pror,ecution of criminal cases is that victims and other wit
nesses fail, at alarming rates, to show up for court henrings. The assumption, verified by 
various informal studies, is that they drop out because they lose patience with the pro
tracted, inconvenient, and frustratingly slow proceedings. Little has been done to make 
this process less onerous. After victims have suffered asstlult, burglary, or other trauma, 
they often face long hours in uncomfortable settings, away from their jobs or families, in 
order to appear briefly in s court proceeding whose purpose and outcome are often not 
explained or, perhaps more likely, in order only to see the proceeding postponed again 
and again. 

lults 1970 Appearance Control Project. Vera first attacked this problem by estab
lishing a telephone alert system for prosecution witnesses. Appearance Control art.unged 
for selected witnesses (both police and civilian) to remain Ht WOl'k or at home on the date 
of their scheduled court appearances until it was determined they were needed in court. 
Then they were summoned by telephone. (If a police officer witness was on patrol, the 
precinct was notified by telephone, and he was dispatched to court by tad 0.) 

A controlled study showed that the alert procedures neither delayed court pro(:eed~ 
ings nor led to more dismissals. The reseal'ch also suggested that a city-wide program 
could be expected to save police time worth about $4 million annually, and A:9pearance 
Control was institutionalized within the Polke Department in all New York City bor
oughs except Staten Island. 



The Victim/Witness Assistance Project was created in July 1975 to improve further 
the use and treatment of victims and other prosecution witnesses (including police), by 
reducing the time they must spend in court and by providing them with a range of needed 
services. The hypothesis was that witness participation could increase, leading to fewer 
postponements, higher conviction rates, and fewer dismissals-in short, a more efficient 
and humane criminal justice process. 

The Victim/Witness Assistance Project was launched in Brooklyn, where about 
47,000 cases are processed in the Criminal Court each year. Operating under a grant 
from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, it is a cooperative venture of the 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, the Kings County District Attorney's Office, the 
New York City Courts, the New York Police Department, and Vera. The Appearance 
Control Unit's staff in Brooklyn was outstationed to the new program. 

The Project has undertaken three tasks. First, in order to reduce witness confusion 
and unnecessary appearances and to encourage appearances when they are necessary, the 
Project notifies all prosecution witnesses of the dates they are expected in court. Second, 
the Project provides Assistant District Attorneys with daily rosters of witnesses (civilian 
and police) for every case, indicating ",,~~ether the witnesses are "expected to appear," are 
"not expected to appear," are "on standby telephone alert," or have not been reached. 
And third, the Project provides services that include a reception center for victims and 
witnesses, a children's play center, transportation to court, a crime victim hotline, a bur
glary repair unit, and a service counselor. Complaining witnesses, most of them victims, 
make up 90 percent of the Project's civilian caseload; the remainder are eye-witnesses. 

More Efficient Use ot Witnesses: H ow Notification Works 

Project operations start in the Criminal Court Complaint Room, the point of entry for 
virtually all criminal cases, where civilian witnesses are interviewed by Project staff (po
lice witnesses simply fill out a form). The resulting information is fed into an on-line 
computer, which creates case files that form the basis for future notifications of court ap
pearances. Arraignment information is also fed into the computer-docket number, wit
ness presence or absence at arraignment, court outcome, and adjourned date and court 
part. 

As the first step in the notification process, the computer generates daily lists of "long 
dates" (cases adjourned for six or more days) and "short dates" (those adjourned for 
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five or fewer days). In long-date cases, the computer prints a letter that notifies the wit
ness of his court date and asks him to phone the Project to confirm receipt of the letter. 
The caller may be placed on alert-if he can get to court within an hour from his home or 
job and can be contacted by phone-or he may be told to appear. (Witnesses excused 
from the outset receive no letter.) Whether the witness is required at court or put on 
alert. the notifier tries to encourage him to appear by offering sympathetic support and 
information about the Project's services. For the short-date cases, Project staff starts tele
phone or in-person notification efforts immediately after arraignment. 

To facilitate notifications, the computer also generates three other daily lists of the 
short-date cases and long-date cases in which the witness has not yet responded. The first 
list-and the one the staff devotes most of its energy to-shows all witnesses scheduled for 
appearances the next day; the second, all those who have appearances in two days; and 
the third, those who have appearances in five days. 

The staff members try to reach persons on the three lists by telephone. If they suc
ceed, they follow the same procedure as if the witness had responded. For serious cases, 
a Victim/Witness community representative attempts to locate in person those witnesses 
''''ho cannot be reached by phone. 

Every evening, the computer prints a set of information sheets on Project cases sched
uled for the next day in each court part. The sheets list witnesses by case, as well as each 
witness's appearance status (must appear, on alert, or excused) , hC!'w he has been reached 
(telephone, letter, visit), and whether he is expected to appear in court on that day. 
These sheets are then fonv<hrded to Assistant District Attorneys (ADAS) in the post-ar
raignment court parts to help them make informed decisions on how to proceed with their 
cases. 

At the end of each day, the ADAS note the outcome of the proceedings (disposition, 
adjourned date, court part, and so on), which witnesses are not needed next time, and 
any additional witnesses who wiII be required for the next court proceeding. The infor
mation provided by the ADA is entered into the computer, and the notification cycle be
gins again. 

The method for notifying police witnesses is similar to that for civilians, except that 
they ate contacted at their precincts (by teletype or telephone) rather than at their 
homes, and officers' eligibility for alert status is determined by different, more objective 
standards. 
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A Service Program for Victims and Witnesses 

The Project's services are designed to respond to the victim's immediate and longer-term 
needs. Direct services include a reception center, a crime victim hotline, and an emer
gency repair service. A key ingredient of these services is a network of community re
sources and groups to which the Project can refer victims of crime for help with special 
and long-term problems. Increasingly, the Project's service components have been staffed 
by volunteers recruited primarily from high schools, universities, and senior citizen 
groups. At the end of 1976, 500 volunteer hours were being contributed each week. 

The Victim/Witness Reception Center. Victims and witnesses who come to court 
often wait several hours in crowded courtrooms or noisy hallways, at times encountering 
harassment from defendants or friends and relatives of defendants. In an effort to make 
that wait more comfortable, the Project created a reception center on the eighth floor of 
the Brooklyn Criminal Court bUilding. It provides a safe, pleasant setting in which wit
nesses can wait until their cases are called. The court parts communicate with the re;:ep
tion center by intercom. Coffee, magazines, television, and telephones are available. 

Most people who use the center are victims referred by ADAS. The center is also avJ.iI
able for ADAS to interview their witnesses. Reception center staff members help victims to 
fill out claims to the New York State Crime Victim Compensation Board (when they 
have suffered injury resulting in loss of earnings, medical expenses, funeral expenses, or a 
need for emergency financial assistance) and refer them to the Project's service counselor 
when appropriate. A Project representative, with access to a computer print-out of cases 
scheduled for the day, directs persons to the appropriate parts of the building and an
swers questions about court proceedings. 

Service Counselor. The Project's service counselor is available full-time in the recep
tion center to work with victims and witnesses who have special service needs, who have 
been seriously traumatized as a result of the crimes committed against them, or who are 
intimidated and confused by the criminal court process. Besides providing support and 
encouragement, the service counselor and his staff of graduate students explain court pro
cedures and the role of the victim and other witnesses in the process. If a witness reports 
an incident of harassment by a defendant, the counselor notifies the Detective Investiga
tors Unit in the District Attorney's office. 

Often the crime that has brought the victim to court is not the sole source of his diffi
culty. For example, for a woman who filed a complaint because her husband had abused 
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her and threatened her with a gun, the service counselor not only described the court 
process, accompanied her to the arraignment, and explained her case to the ADA, but also 
referred her to an organization for battered wives and, because she was without a source 
of income, expedited her application for welfare. The counselor often acts as an advocate 
- writing letters or making phone calls to insure prompt action on referrals. An attempt 
is made to follow up each referral to determine whether the client used it, and to what 
end. 

Children's Play Center. Many parents-whether victims or defendants-are unable 
to leave their children with relatives or cannot afford babysitters when they must go to 
court. For this reason the Project constructed a children's play center On the fifth fioor of 
the court building. The play center has helped ease this problem for parents and has re
duced the number of small children sitting for many hours in crowded courtrooms. 

The center is headed by a trained preschool teacher and accepts children up to 12 
years of age; about 250 are served every month. Besides providing recreation and a learn
ing environment for the children, the center offers services to parents: identification of 
gross health and developmental problems in their children; information on day care ser
vices and preschool facilities in their communities; material on health, nutrition, and child 
development and care; and referrals of those in need of social services to the Victim/Wit
ness service counselor. 

Crime Victim Hotline. The Project's hotline operates 14 hours a day, seven days a 
week, and is staffed by two full-time counselors and trained volunteers. Its purpose is to 
offer a listening ear and practical advice (in Spanish or English) to crime victims. The 
bilingual staff provides information on police and court procedures, crime victim com~ 
pensation, Project services, and help available in the communities. The staff is also 
trained to give short-term counseling in crisis situations. 

The number of hotline calls averages about 100 a week, and nearly two-thirds are 
from crime victims. Others include police and social service personnel who want infor
mation about the hotline. 

Emergency Repair. The Project's emergency repair service, which also operates 
seven days a week, assists those who have been burglarized at llours when private repair 
services are not available. It was developed because Vera believes that in a system that 
affords little comfort to victims of predatory crime, and in a city where the chances are 
less than one in five that a burglary will lead to an arrest-and even slimmer that an ar-
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rest will lead to restitution for the victim-it is necessary to do more than dust for finger
prints. 

The service responds to calls, from anywhere in Brooklyn, made between 7:00 and 
11 :00 p.m. Two repairmen, whose tour of duty sometimes ends as late as 3:00 in the 
morning, fix broken locks, board up windows, and rebuild doors so that private and com
mercial premises are secured against further break-ins. Police officers responding to 
crime calls tell victims about the service; the officers or victim then telephones the Vic
tim/Witness hotline for help. Hotline staff members communicate with the emergency 
repair van through two-way radio, and the crew reports to the local precinct both before 
and after undertaking a repair. 

In addition to delivering emergency repair services to about a thousand victims of 
crime since the Project began, the emergency repair unit has saved many hours of patrol 
officers' time, which would otherwise have been spent guarding vulnerable commercial 
premises until the next morning when repairs could be made. 

Transportation. The Project provides taxi vouchers for free transportation for wit
nesses unable to get to and from court on their own. Witnesses eligible for the service in
clude elderly and disabled persons who cannot afford the cost of public transportation 
and parents who must take very young children to court. 

Is the Project Working? 

The Victim/Witness Assistance Project has prevented thousands of unnecessary court 
appearances. Since the Brooklyn Appearance Control Unit was incorporated into it, the 
unit's use of "alert" status to avoid wasted court appearances by police officers has in
creased from 50 to 70 alerts per day; alerts for civilian witnesses have nearly doubled. 
The officers whose alerts are not activated remain on the streets, and the result in the 
Project's second year was to free 65 tours of duty each day for patrol in Brooklyn-a di
version of more than $2 million in police time from unnecessary waiting to active polic
ing. Cun'ent Project and police data suggest that the use of alerts might be further in
creased, leading to still more effective allocation of police manpower. Meanwhile, the 
Project continues to try to place as many police and civilian witnesses on alert status as 
possible. 

The Project has not achieved comparable success in increasing ch man participation 
in prosecutions, however. There has been only marginal improvement, since the pre-
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Project period, in appearance rates at the first adjourned date, and research shows that 
this margin is lost by the next court date. Overall, the attendance rate of civilian witnes
ses has increased only from 43 to 46 percent since the Project began. 

The most difficult issue facing the Project, therefore, is civilian attendance in court. 
Unlike police witnesses, civilians appear on their own time, and usually without sanction 
if they fail to appear. They often drop out of the process if their property is restored or if 
they are inconvenienced by having to return repeatedly and wait long hours in court. 
Furthermore, findings from Vera's felony disposition study (see page 82 below) suggest 
that half of all victims in cases commenced by felony arrest had prior relationships
often close-with the defendants, and that many of them, having achieved an immediate 
end (punishment, revenge, escape) by causing the defendant's arrest, become reluctant 
to pursue the matter any further. To some extent, the Victim/Witness Assistance Project 
may be making prosecution a more comfortable and accessible process even in cases 
when it is not the best answer from the perspective of the victim. Therefore, the Project is 
designing an experimental program to offer mediation and conciliation as alternatives to 
formal prosecution for certain prior-relationship cases. The hope is that participation of 
victims in the resolution of their cases will be increased, and that resulting dispositions 
will better serve the interests of victims, defendants, and the community. 

Modernizing the Information System 
through Computerized Disposition Reporting 

The benefits of computerization, quick storage and retrieval of information and rapid 
communication of selected data to geographically dispersed points in the system, have 
been available all too slowly to the people who are trying to make New York's criminal 
justice system work. Indeed, this is one reason why the system always has had such diffi
CUlty: the paper avalanche has been too much to handle with the typewriter, the postal 
service, the filing cabinet, and the telephone. 

But the situation has been improving. The Pretrial Services Agency's computeriza
tion of ROR information, begun in 1973, has been expanded to include information on all 
defendants except those released from police precincts on Desk Appearance tickets. As 
the PTSA data base expanded, it was evident that the on-line computer program, origi
nally created for the agency's own operational and research needs, could fiU information 
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gaps elsewhere throughout the criminal justice system. 
In Apri1197 6, the State Office of Court Administration (OCA) contr~l(:ted with Vera 

to develop an automated system of disposition reporting tied to the existing PTSA infor
mation base. The goal was to relieve court clerical personnel of the burden of manually 
reporting case outcomes and to provide more complete and timely disposition informa
tion to the Division of Criminal Justice Services, which is charged with maintaining 
criminal history files for the state. Access to such files is required on short notice when 
defendants are being charged, arraigned, or sentenced. Decisions based on erroneous or 
incomplete records can, on the one hand, do individuals injustice or, on the other hand, 
put the community in danger. 

Vera was given this assignment in part because of PTSA'S experience with gathering, 
computerizing, and reporting data in the complex city court system and safeguarding the 
data from unauthorized use. By late 1976 court dispositions in Brooklyn, Manhattan, 
and the Bronx were being fed into OCA'S new "offender-based transaction statistics" sys
tem on an experimental basis, and quality control procedures were being developed to 
assure accurate reporting. 

It is expected that the new system will have potential for producing and processing 
other information useful to the courts, such as data necessary for calendaring and court 
management. The calendars now used throughout Manhattan Criminal Court, for ex
ample, are being printed by the new Vera-designed OCA system. Eventually, other ele
ments of the criminal justice process-police, Legal Aid, corrections, and parole-may 
be able to improve their operations by using and contributing to the expanding computer 
system. 

Working Inside the Prisons 

In 1975, nearly a decade and a half after its initial work on bail, Vera reached the other 
end of the formal criminal justice system and began its first project within the prisons. Al
though the Institute had focused during the first 15 years on ways to keep persons from 
entering prisons, some of the techniques developed in that work had potential for making 
the prisons themselves more fair and efficient. The first opportunity came in early 1975, 
when the New York State Department of Correctional Services asked Vera to explore the 
possibility of applying the point score concept, developed for the Manhattan Bail Proj-
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ect, to the process of making decisions on prisoners' applications fo!' temporary release. 
The Departm:::nt. with its own funds and with a grant from the State Division of 

Criminal Justice Services, engaged Vera in two areas of work: first, to rationalize the 
grounds for and procedures by which prisoners are released temporarily for work, study, 
industrial training, special leaves of absence, and other purposes allowed by law; and 
second, to reconsider and clarify the rules and sanctions that govern inmate behavior. 

Rationalizing the Temporary Release Program 
In 1969, the Department began to explore programs for the temporary release of in
mates. The idea was not new; in fact, it had been tried as long ago as 1906 in Vermont. 
But it had not been instituted on a large scale in New York until the 1960s, whel1 the state 
legislature created a variety of temporary release possibilities. There had been no conclu
sive demonstration that temporary release programs aid inmate rehabilitation or reduce 
recidivism rates, but it was assumed that such programs, if sensibly administered, might 
help the individual offender make a successful transition from incarceration to paroled 
freedom and to a more productive life. Another objective was to avoid some of the harsh
est aspects of incarceration in fortress-like facilities far removed from the inmate's com
munity. 

The "Work Release Program for State Correctional Institutions;" enacted in 1969, 
authorized inmate absences of up to 14 hours a day for three purposes: education, on
the-job training, and paid civilian employment. The law at first applied only to inmates in 
certain facilities who were within one year of becoming eligible for parole. 

In 1970, the State Corrections Department's first work release program was begun at 
the Auburn Correctional Facility, and during that year 33 inmates participated. The fol
lowing year, programs were established at Attica and Bedford Hills, and 66 inmates par~ 
ticipated. 

In 1972, the New York State Legislature reviewed the Department's experience anci 
broadened the 1969 legislation, adding to the work reiease component a furlough pro~ 
gram that authorized release for up to seven days to seek employment, maintain family 
ties, solve family problems, or attend short-term educational and vocational training 
courses. The new law also established a leave of absence program. allowing inmates to 
visit relatives suffering terminal illness, attend funerals, and obtain medical or dental 
treatment not available in the facility. By 1973 the number of facilities with temporary 



release programs had increased to 12. In that year, 919 inmates were permitted workre
lease or educational leave, and 7,501 furloughs and 660 leaves of absence were granted. 

In 1974 the legislature further broadened eligibility to include inmates who were 
within one year of conditional release, and it added two more categories to the temporary 
release programs: a community services program (including release for participation in 
religious services, volunteer work, and athletic events} and an industrial training leave 
program. The number of temporary release programs thus grew to six. During 1974, 
nearly 1,600 inmates were granted work release or education leave, and there were over 
15,000 furloughs and leaves of absence and 175 temporary releases for community 
service. 

The steady rise in inmate participation in the various temporary release programs 
began to cause management problems. The Department of Correctional Services' request 
for Vera's assistance in 1975 reflected an awareness that its temporary release programs 
were also causing serious tension among inmates and that the process by which decisions 
were made to grant or deny temporary release was unsatisfactory. Vera's preliminary an
alysis identU1ed three principal problems: 

I. Inadequate staffing and operation oj the selection process. Because of depart
mental budget constraints, the members of each prison's temporary release committee 
(usually consisting of a security staff member, a parole officer, and a service unit coun
selor) had other fu U-time responsibilities and were provided with little or no clerical staff. 
As a result, the inmate population was poorly informed about temporary release pro
grams and about the specifics of the selection process. The infrequency of committee 
meetings led to delay in processing applications. Applications were often rejected per
functorily, without inmates appearing before the committees, adding to the inmates' frus
tration. Since temporary release is available only to inmates within a year of their eligi
bility for conditional release or parole, and since the approval and review process was 
time consuming (each step took between one week and three months) , participants often 
entered work release programs less than three months before achieving their freedom; in 
some cases, the brevity of such periods of transition defeated the purpose of the program. 

2. Irrelevant or unclear criteria for selection. The principal criterion for selection 
was community safety. The inmate's need for and likelihood of success in the program 
were given little consideration. Further, the lack of fully stated criteria led many inmates 
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to view the system as unfair and allowed the selection process to be used to pressure in
mates into more "acceptable" behavior rather than to facilitate their reentry into society. 
The lack of effective review increased inmates' alienation from the selection process. 

3. Inadequate reporting for program management. There was no management infor
mation system from which to determine the number of applications received, the deci
sions made, the reasons for them, or the characteristics of persons accepted and rejected. 
Nor was information compiled in retrievable form about the success of temporary release 
programs: released inmates' job performance, completion of educational and training 
programs, subsequent performance on parole, and recidivism. 

Vera's aim in the Temporary Release Project has been to increase the fairness of selection 
and to improve the likelihood of identifying inmates who are most likely to profit from 
temporary release, while protecting community safety. This has required development of 
a uniform selection process, adaptable to each component of temporary release and to 
each correctional facility. In addition, the Project has sought to increase inmate under
standing of and involvement in the process and to develop a computer-based manage~ 
ment information system to monitor it. 

After analyzing initial data, Vera devised a point system similar in concept, though 
not in content, to that used in the Manhattan Bail Project. As a first step, an analysis was 
performed on the characteristics and temporary release performance of 337 men and 
women who had been admitted to the programs from four state prisons. The. data were 
used to identify and give appropriate weight to the characteristics such as criminal and 
employment patterns, age, educational level, prison disciplinary record, and record of 
participation in prison programs. Based on the analysis, positive and negative point values 
were ascribed to each of 18 "predictability" characteristics. In its final form, the point sys
tem relies only on prior record and institutional behavior. Other factors, such as marital 
status, ethnicity, and juvenile record were included in the initial analyses for the purpose 
of basic research, but were excluded from the point system on ethical or legal grounds; 
these exclusions did not undermine the predictive power of the system. 

In September 1976, the new point system was introduced at four correctional facili
ties to test the extent to which its use would bring greater uniformity to the selection pro
cess, reduce arbitrariness, ease administration, and limit the possibility for corruption in 
the decision-making process. 
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The point system consists of the following elements: 
Criminal history: 
1. Previous incarceration (2 points if none, 0 points if one or more). 
2. Number of prior felony convictions (1 point if none, 0 points if one or more). 
3. Number of prior misdemeanor convictions (1 p.::.int if none, 0 points if one or 

more). 
4. Previous revocations of parole or probation, if resulting from attempts to abscond 

or rearrest (2 points if none, 0 points if one or more). 
5. Outstanding warrants at time of commitment (2 points if none, 0 points if one or 

more). 
6. Nature of prior and current convictions of crimes against the person (minus 6 

points if any convictions for murder, sex crimes, or kidnapping first or second degree; 
minus 4 points if any manslaughter or first or second degree arson convictions; minus 2 
points if any robbery, assault, possession of dangerous weapon, menacing, or first degree 
reckless endangerment convictions; 0 points if no convictions for violent crimes against 
the person). 

Institutional behavior: 
7. Program participation (2 points if completed a program or participated continu

ollsly for six months during the last two years or if carried out any work assignment or 
series of work assignments for ten months out of the past year; 0 points if not). 

8. Discipline I (2 points if two or fewer Adjustment Committee decisions imposing 
a penalty within JtlUSt year; 0 points if three or more). 

9. Discipline II (2 points if no Adjustment Committee decisions imposing a penalty 
within last three months; 0 points if one or more of these penalties are imposed) . 

10. Record on previous release. (Plus 4 points if most recent unescorted participa
tion on temporary release was successful and occurred during the past year. Minus 6 
points if convicted of a crime, or arrested, with disposition of charges pending, or ab
sconded while on temporary release within the last year; minus 3 points if con'·;icted of a 
crime, or arrested, with disposition of charges pending, or absconded while on temporary 
release from one to two years ago. Minus 2 points if returned late or under influence of 
alcohol or drugs within the past six months. Zero points if none of the above apply.) 

The new point system was designed for use with revised selection procedures that were 
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introduced at the same time. An applicant's score determines the way his application will 
be treated. Scores are divided into three ranges-low, middle, and high-for each type of 
temporary release (work release; furlough, educational1eave, and so on). Applicants 
scoring in the low range are automatically rejected. Those in the middle range are consid~ 
ered individually by the temporary release committee. And those in the high range are 
automatically granted participation unless any of four "sensitive factors" is involved: his~ 
tory of mental instability, unusual notoriety in the community, sedous sexual offenses un~ 
derlying the current conviction, or substantial involvement with organized crime. Such 
cases, when the score is in the middle or even the high range, require further considera~ 
tion by the temporary release committee before participation may be granted. 

Under the new selection system, an inmate wishing to apply for temporary release 
meets with an interviewer to discuss his application and point score. During the interview, 
or within three days, the applicant may challenge the information used to score his appli
cation, and he may request further verification. If one of the four sensitive factors is in
volv(~d, he may contest its relevance or its truth at a hearing. Negative decision by the 
committee may be appealed to the Department's central office, but decisions in favor of 
participation are final. 

EarZy Results. The new selection procedures are being monitored by the Department 
and Vera. A computerized management information system is recording for research and 
evaluation purposes the details and outcomes of applications. In the project's second 
phase, to begin mid~ 1977, the information system will contain evaluations of perfor
mance on temporary release. This will permit easy and accurate scoring of inmates' sub
sequent applications, better informed parole decisions, and effective review of the point 
system itself. 

In the first th ree months (through December 1976), 1}5 L 9 applications were made at 
the pilot facilities, and 54 percent of them were approved. Although that rate is not much 
greater than the rate at which such applications were approved prior to the new system, 
the number of inmates released has risen substantially Decause the number of fully pro
cessed applications has increased by over 20 percent. 

Most of the applicants (68 percent) fell into the middle scoring range and thus went 
to committee hearings, where over half were approved. Fifteen percent were in the high 
and 17 percent in the low ranges. Five persons approved for furloughs under the new 
system absconded, compared to 14 persons, from a smaller number released, in the same 
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period of the previous year. (The term of participation is longer in the other temporary 
release programs, and absconding rates for them cannot be determined at this writing.) 
Of all the temporary release applicants, 66 made appeals and five were granted. 

Of the 1,260 applicants falling into the middle and high ranges, fewer than ten per
cent involved any of the four sensitive factors, and almost all of these were in the "history 
of mental instability" category. Hearing officers found that a sensitive factor merited sub
stantial consideration in about one-third of the cases; after consideration, some of these 
were still granted temporary release. 

In December 1976, the Department of Correctional Services was awarded another 
grant by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (through the State Di".:,ision of 
Criminal Justice Services) to expand use of the new selection procedures to all state facili
ties by October 1977. Under the grant, the Department has engaged Vera to refine the 
point system, forms, manuals, and management information system. A1l10ng the revisions 
contemplated are several aimed at reducing the proportion of cases that require discre
tionary decisions from the temporary release committees. 

The experience gained in designing a point system for temporary release led to an 
agreement by Vera to aid in the development of guidelines for parole decision-making. 
Funds from LEAA were granted to Vera in October 1976 to work with the state Parole 
Board to develop a point system that will take into account severity of offense and prior 
criminal record in parole decisions. Such a system should reduce the workload of Parole 
Board members and make more visible 10 inmates the basis of their decisions. 

Rationalizing Prison Rules: The Inmate Rulebook Project 
New York State's Department of Correctional Services operates more than 25 facilities: 
minimum, medium, and maximum security prisons; camps; and halfway houses. Each of 
these has its own administration, atmosphere, and security problems; each has its own 
rulebook governing inmate behavior in general as well as a set of rules, specific to its own 
inmates, regulating such matters as visits, dress, and the use of corridors, messhalls, and 
recreational areas. The result has been that inmates transferred from one institution to 
another face inconsistencies in the regulations structuring their prison lives. The mix of 
cryptic general rules, elaborate special rules, and occasional departmental directives has 
made it difficult for the inmate to know what is and is not prohibited. 

On September 1, 1975, at the direction of the state legisJati' 'e, the Department of 
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Correctional Services issued a set of standards for inmate behavior at all Departmen, in~ 
stitutions. The new stDndards provided some uniformity, but, having been drawn up 
quickly to comply with the legislature's mandate, they did not cover the full range of in
stitutional regulation. Nor could they reflect a careful review of institutional needs, in
male concerns, and Departmental policie.<;. Belie\fing that such a review was desirable, the 
Department asked Vera to draft a completely new rulebook. 

Vera's task was to produce a comprehensive restatement or code of inmate offenses 
and disciplinary proceedings. The work began in January 1976 and, at the end of the 
year, a final draft was being readied for submission to the Department for its review and, 
perhaps, its formal adoption. 

After familiarizing itself with the varied documents detailing the existing rules and 
regulations, the project staff spent six months at New York correctional faciUties-Green
haven, Eastern, Wallkill, Clinton, Great Meadow, and Bedford Hills-observing the dis~ 
ciplinary process and interviewing administrators, staff, and inmates. Inmate rulebooks 
from many jurisdictions in this country and from England were reviewed, and visits were 
made to correctional facilities in New Jersey, Washington, D.C., Massachusetts, and Min
nesota. 

The staff found many departmental rules were neither clearly understood nor uni
formly interpreted and enforced. There were areas of unnecessary over-regulation. Penal
ties imposed for similar infractions varied arbitrarily, and the absence of reasonable up
per limits on punishments, geared to the seriousness of offenses, left the Department open 
to at least the appearance of abuse and injustice in particular cases. The lack of adequate 
procedures for fact-finding or review often reduced disciplinary proceedings to "nreview
able determinations of punishment and left inmates persuaded of a presumption against 
innocence. Inmates were often unaware of their rights in disciplinary proceedings and 
their rights to review, and the uncertainties and unevenness of rule:s and procedures exac
erbated conflict between inmates and prison staff. 

Project staff held a series of meetings with two advisory groups to discuss drafts of re
vised rules. The advisory groups-one composed of prison staff from the various facilities 
and the other chosen from inmates who had been interviewed by Vera-helped shape the 
final drafts of the new rule book. 

By clarifying and specifying, as comprehensively as possible, what inmates are and 
are not allowed to do in the state's correctional facilities, the new rulebook ~hould reduce 
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confusion and frustration among inmates while making the enforcement of rules easier 
for the prison staff. 

Rules have been broken down into different grades so that punishments reflect the 
seriousness of the threat that each proscribed act presents to the personal safety of prison 
staff and other inmates or to the security of the facility. 

At the top of the range of punishments-for offenses such as intentionally causing se
rious injury, rape, or taking a person hostage-is 15 days in special housing (segregated 
cells with limited amenities) or 30 days in keeplock (confinement to own cell) or 60 days' 
loss of privileges (such as movies or useof the yard or gym). Heavier penalties can beim
posed for such acts, but only upon approval by the Department's central office. (Prosecu
tions may be initiated in the regular courts as well.) At the bottom of the new range of 
penalties is a maximum of 5 days' loss of privileges. 

The rulebook is designed, like the Penal Law, so that punishments can be cumulative 
when several important rules are broken in one course of action. For example, if an in
mate has disobeyed a direct o"rler to stop fighting with another inmate, the maximum pen
alty for violating an order-14 days in keeplock or 28 days' loss of privileges-may not 
be sufficient. In such a case, the inmate is likely to have caused physical injury and may 
have damaged state property during the fight; he could then be charged with, and given 
the maximum penalty for, each of those additional offenses. Therefore, although the new 
code places limits on the power of the facility to punish offenses, it should leave sufficient 
latitude for maintenance of order and security. 

In drafting the rulebook, Vera also sought to reduce the degree of regulation over 
details of inmates' lives. When no overriding Department interest in regulating a particu
lar aspect of inmate behavior was identified, the existing rules were eliminated or sub
stantially modified. 

As the draft was intended for immediate use, it retained some restrictions on inmate 
conduct that take into account constraints on Departmental policy imposed by existing 
staff and physical plant. Vera's new draft is therefore not an "ideal" set of rules. Rather, 
it is a revision and restatement of existing rules, and it will no doubt be further clarified 
and simplified through regular review by the Department of Correctional Services of its 
experience with it. This process, too, should lead to greater fairness in the immediate as 
well as the distant future. 
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Further Development of the Diversion Idea 

In 1967 Vera created the Manhattan Bowery Project to divert derelict alcGholics from 
police lockups, courts, and jails to a 24-hour medical facility. Since then the Institute has 
developed programs that remove from the criminal process several other categories of 
persons that might be handled better in other settings. 

The Bowery Project was created to serve chronic derelict alcoholics, the Court Em
ployment Project to serve accused persons for whom jobs or school might avert criminal 
careers, and the Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program to provide mediation, counsel
ing, and other services for juveniles taken to Family Court. 

As these projects proved valuable to the system and to the diverted individuals, they 
evolved into independent, separately funded and separately managed corporations. Vera 
has maintained informal ties with all of them, consulting on problems or new ideas, con
ducting or assisting in research studies, and helping to assure continued funding when it 
was threatened by New York City's fiscal crisis. 

In 1976, nine years after the Manhattan Bowery Project set up its medical facility, 
Vera helped the Project design a non-medical detoxification service to test whether der
elict drunks could be "talked down" and dried out without drugs and round-the-clock 
doctors and nurses. (The new service is to begin in January 1977.) The Court Employ
ment Project was redesigned in cooperation with Vera, and in 1977 its client group will 
expand to include accused persons with serious prior records facing serious charges as 
well as young first- and second-time offenders. Vera's Research Department has received 
a grant from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice to conduct 
a controlled research study on the impact of the Project. 

Meanwhile, the Institute has been considering proposals for diversion from the crim
inal justice system of prostitutes, the mentally ill and disturbed, and former prisoners 
whose parole has been revoked for technical violations but who might, under suitable 
conditions, be safely given another chance. 

The original diversion projects were discussed in some detail in Vera's ten year report 
(1972) . Activities since then have been as follows. 
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The Manhattan Bowery Project 

In the last five years the Manhattan Bowery Project expanded to New York's West Side, 
opened a non-medical detoxification center, and evolved into a comprehensive alcohol
ism treatment program offering a variety of rehabilitative services. For several years it 
has been the principal provider of services for skid row alcoholics in New York City. On 
January 1, 1976, New York State decriminalized public drunkenness, a measure passed 
in part becau1ie the Bowery Project had demonstrated that it is not necessary to use law 
enforcement mechanisms (police, jails, and courts) to get public inebriates off the street. 

Downtown Project Operations. The core Bowery Project operates out of the New 
York City-administered Men's Shelter in the Bowery. Its mobile rescue teams approach 
derelicts who are in obvious distress and offer them the Project's services, which include 
detoxification with medical care in a 48-bed facility, and outpatient medical, counseling, 
recreational, referral, and other services. Between 1971 and 1976 the rescue teams (each 
composed of one policeman and one civilian, a recovered alcoholic) approached 22,500 
individuals on the street, of whom two-thirds were escorted directly to the inpatient facil
ity. Between 15 and 20 percent of these persons were new admissions each year; the rest 
had detoxified at the Project at least once and as many as ten or more times before. Over 
3,800 of those approached declined admission but accepted some other form of assis
tance, such as transportation. 

After detoxification, which usually requires five days in the facility, nearly half ac
cepted referral to aftercare in hospitals and alcohol rehabilitation programs, including 
the Project's own outpatient department and therapeutic communities. The Project's out
patient department saw about 100 individuals a week, each averaging between three and 
four visits. 

Project Renewal. A residential center in Brooklyn that offers recovering alcoholics 
job training, work experience, rehabilitation services, and job placement assistance, Pro
ject Renewal (an affiliate of the Bowery Project) has graduated 42 men since its incep
tion in 1970. About 50 percent of those who enroll have stayed in the program more than 
six months; about half of those men stay for the full term of one year. At the heart of the 
program is the work the men do: 20 hours a week cleaning public play areas under con
tract with the city. In December 1973, a mayoral Certificate of Appreciation commended 
the project for "unfailing and outstanding service in providing safe and clean recreational 
areas throughout the city." Vera's participation in the planning and operation of Project 
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Renewal played a role in the conceptual development of "supported work" (see page 61 ) . 
Supported Therapeutic Environment Program (STEP J. In October 1973 the Manhat

tan Bowery Project began STEP, a six-month residential program for recovering alcohol
ics at a single-room-occupancy hotel in Greenwich Village. It offers a "sober community" 
with counseling and other services for 14 men at a time, most referred from the Manhat
tan Bowery Project's outpatient department. 

Expansion to the West Side. Over the past five years alcoholic derelicts have appeared 
in increasing numbers in neighborhoods of Manhattan outside the Bowery. In response 
to a request from officials and from residents of the Upper West Side, the Bowery Project 
began a pilot rescue operation there in December 1973. Street rescue teams approach in
ebriates and offer detoxHication at one of two local cooperating hospitals. In the past two 
years its rescue teams have approached 3,200 individuals, of whom over 1,000 accepted 
hospital admission and 1,300 some other assistance. In February 1976 a 19-person STEP 
was opened at a West Side single-room-occupancy hotel. In addition to the program ser
vices developed at the Greenwich Village STEP, the West Side STEP has organized a work 
project that has engaged the interest and involvement of the community-sTEP residents 
regularly clean and maintain the center malls on upper Broadway, Unlike Project Renew
al and the other Bowery Project programs, its participants include women. 

At the end of 1976 the West Side program had planned and, with a grant from the 
National Institute of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, was ready to open a non-medical 
(or "social setting") detoxification center on West 51st Street. It will accept referrals 
from the rescue teams and other agencies. Based on successful non-medical treatment 
models in San Francisco and Toronto, it accommodates 40 residents for periods of up to 
five days, and nearly all are expected to be treated without any form of medication. A 
nearby hospital will provide back-up services for the estimated five percent of patients 
who need some medical attention or drugs during the detoxification period. Referrals to 
aftercare and long-term supportive services after detoxification are an integral part of the 
program design. 

This development will permit Vera and the Manhattan Bowery Corporation to study 
the value and costs of different detoxification programs for different populations. 

Funding. Since 1974, the core Bowery Project, like many other social service pro
grams in New York City, has faced severe funding cutbacks, and in 1976 it began to ex
plore ways to become eligible for third-party reimbursement such as Medicaid. One pro-
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posed solution has been consolidation with a hospital, which would establish eligibllity 
for such funds but would make the Project more costly to run. Meanwhile, Vera is at
tempting to put together a third-party reimbursement formula that, if approved, would 
assure the long-term survival of the Manhattan Bowery Project network. 

The Court Employment Project 
The Court Employment Project (CEP) was developed by Vera in 1968 to divert from full 
prosecution defendants who were at risk of beginning criminal careers but who seemed 
likely to profit more from counseling and education and employment referral services 
than from adjudication of gUilt and imposition of sanctions. After a three-year demonstra
tion in Manhattan, CEP became an independent city-wide corporation, funded by the 
city's Human Resources Administration. The Project's goals continue to be to reduce re
cidivism, avoid conviction, and improve th~ educational and employment prospects of its 
participants. 

The Project has three major components. First, staff members screen arraignments to 
select eligible participants. Second, if the defendant, prosecutor, and judge agree, the de
fendant enters the program and receives weekly personal and vocational counseling and 
other services. Third, attempts are made to phJ!ce him in a job or in a vocational or educa
tional program. After he has been in CEP at least 90 days (four and a half months is the 
average), the defendant returns to court for disposition of his case. If he has attended 
counseling, pursued referrals or held a job, and stayed out of trouble, the Project recom
mends that the case against him be dismissed. 

P/'oject Results, 1971-1976. During these last five years, CEP provided counseling, 
referral, and other services to about 10,000 active participants and another 5,000 for
mer participants and friends and relatives of defendants. Eighty-five percent were black 
or Hispanic, and their average educational level was 9.7 years. Their median age was 17, 
down from a pre-1971 median of 19. Of those diverted from the courts, roughly 60 per
cent had been arrested for felonies and the rest for misdemeanors; the most common 
charges were larceny, burglary, and possession of stolen property. 

The rate at which CEP clients had their cases dismissed remained fairly constant 
throughout the five year period and averaged 60 percent. Another 36 percent were termi
nated from the program, usually because they failed to attend counseling or were rearres
ted. The remaining 4 percent were administratively discharged or referred elsewhere by 
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the program; this group included defendants who moved out of the city or exhibited drug 
or serious emotional problems that CEP counselors were not equipped to handle. 

The rate at which clients attended counseling sessions-one fairly reliable indicator of 
success-rose over the five years, from about 60 percent in 1971-72 to about 68 percent 
in 1975-76. The proportion of job placements resulting from referrals went down, how
ever, from 44 percent in 1971 to 24 percent by mid-l 97 5, chiefly because of the eConom~ 
ic recession, but also because of the younger age of the clients. Between 1971 and '76, the 
program staff made about 3,600 referrals to jobs, 2,300 to vocational training, and 900 
to schools-some 6,800 referrals in all. Of these, half resulted in actual placements; in 
addition, 2,000 participants found job, training, or school placements on their own. 

In response to needs identified by counselors, CEP in 1974 began remedial tutoring 
programs in basic literacy, math, and English as a Second Language. In September 1975, 
the Project became an extension of Brooklyn College's School of Contemporary Studies; 
qualified participants can enroll directly in a full-time degree program with job oppor
tunities to help them subsidize their education. 

Issues in Pretrial Diversion. From 1968 to 1975, the Court Employment Project 
dealt almost exclusively with youths between the ages of 16 and 19, first or second of
fenders facing only moderately serious charges. The initial decision to concentrate on this 
group reflected the fact that diversion from the courts was then a new and somewhat radi
cal idea; prosecutors and judges were not prepared for a program that would remove 
from court processing defendants facing serious charges or having extensive prior rec
ords. Pretrial diversion for certain young defendants was suggested as a way to tum the 
negative experience of arrest into a more positive experience in which young offenders 
might receive rehabilitative services and avoid the stigma of conviction. Such diversion 
was also looked upon as a way to make the courts more efficient by freeing up resources 
that could then be concentrated on the prosecution of repeat and serious offenders. 

In the mid-seventies, with court diversion projects established in over 200 jurisdic
tions around the country, attention turned to such questions as these: Are diversion pro
grams handling the types of defendants who can most benefit from their services? Are 
they reducing recidivism? Are they placing restrictions on their clients' freedom that 
would not have been otherwise imposed? Are they ensuring clients due process? And, are 
they saving the criminal justice s"stem any substantia! amounts of money? Questions 
were also raised about where programs such as Court Employment should be located: in 
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their own offices, as independent, non-profit corporations? within the prosecutors' of
fices? within public defender or legal aid offices? under the jurisdiction of the court? 

In 1974, during the House JUdiciary Committee hearings on a bill to incorporate pre
trial diversion into the federal law, Yale Law School professor and Vera Board Member 
Daniel J. Freed argued against the measure on the grounds that such issues had not been 
adequately explored. He pointed to the absence of reliable research into existing pro
grams and their effects and to the difficulty of conducting such research on programs, like 
CEP, that " ... appear to limit their recommendations ... to defendants for whom-if con
victed-imprisonment will represent both an undesirable and unlikely sentence." 

In part as a result of the debate stirred by the hearings (the bill was not passed) and 
in part because a 1973 research studY by an outside consultant had raised serious ques
tions about the impact of CEP, Vera advanced two proposals. The first was a design for 
a rigorous controlled study of Court Employment's impact on dismissal rates, recidivism, 
and employment patterns of its clients. The study would also try to determine which of 
CEP'S rehabilitative efforts work best, analyze the program's costs and benefits to taxpay
ers, and compare the Court Employment Project with diversion programs in other cities. 

The research takes account of the concerns of program operators and others about 
the fairness of withholding CEP'S services from the "control" group-those persons who 
are prosecuted in the ordinary way-in order that their court and employment experi
ences can be compared to those of the diverted, or "experimental," group. Since CEP does 
not have the resources to serve all potential clients in any case, eligible defendants are be
ing selected on a first-come, first-served basis. For example, if the program can take 25 
participants in a one-week period, all other eligible defendants during that week become 
"overflows" and are assigned to the control group. (See page 80 for more discussion of 
the issues surrounding controlled research on social programs.) The study began in late 
1976. 

Vera's second proposal was t..lJ.at CEP include among its clients-at least on an ex
perimental basis-not only youthful first or second offenders facing moderately seri
ous charges but also individuals with more extensive prior records facing more serious 
charges. 

Political constraints on diversion of the more serious cases are not as substantial as 
they were when CEP was introduced in 1968, and, if diversion is to be a more efficient and 
fiscally sound method of handling eligible defendants than formal prosecution, it is clear 
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that programs like CEP must prove effective with cases that would not be dismissed in the 
normal course of events and would cost the system more if not diverted. 

Funding and the Future. During the spring of 1976, New York City cut CEP out of 
its budget. Intake was halted, but a skeleton staff was maintained while the Chairman of 
the Mayor's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council and Vera staff sought ways to revive 
th~ Project. The city's Human Resources Administration finally agreed to refund CEP for 
1976-77, though at a reduced budget. 

The Project is now trying to deliver services to as many defendants as possible within 
the new budget. Vera's Pretrial Services Agency is helping by donating some screening 
and data-gathering services. As previously stated, the Project is including among its par
ticipants defendants who are charged with felonies and who have more serious prior rec
ords, with the expectation of savings to the criminal justice system in court and detention 
costs. In addition. because court services formerly provided by other agencies have bl!en 
eliminated, CEP has begun to refer defendants involved in narcotics use to treatment pro
grams throughout the city. 

Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program 
The Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program (NYDP) was developed by Vera and Ford
ham University as a community-based, short-term alternative to the Family Court juve
nile justice system. The Program began as a three-year demonstration in 1970, funded by 
LEAA through Vera. It was independently incorporated in 1973 and has been funded ever 
since by the city's Human Resources Administration, Division of Special Services for 
Children. N¥DP'S target area is the Bast Tremont .section of the Bronx, a poor, predomi
nantly black and Puerto Rican community. The program's goals are to prevent institu
tionalization of juveniles between the ages of seven and sixteen and to maintain them in 
their families and community. They are diverted from Family Court to the NYDP program 
of counseling, special referrals, and advocacy with schools and other institutions. 

Most NYDP participants are referred by Family Court intake personnel. Others are 
sent by the Board of Education's Bureau of Attendance, supervising probation officers, 
local police precincts, the Police Youth Aid Division, and the city's Division of Special 
Services for Children. Each child is assigned to an NYDP staff member called an "advo
cate," who meets regularly with him for counseling, recreational activities, school visits, 
and so on. Working with the child on a short-term basis, the advocate gets in touch with 
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community agencies and institutions that can assist both the child and his family in a 
long-term treatment plan. 

At the heart of NYDP'S program is the Youth Forum, an early model for extra-judicial 
settlement of personal conflicts. Panels of neighborhood residents trained in techniques of 
fact-finding, mediation, and conciliation, resolve conflicts and recommend treatment 
plans. The Forum's hearings provide an informal setting in which the youngster and his 
parents can discuss problems and find ways to solve them without further court involve
ment. On occasion, the Forum also mediates teacher-student disputes. 

An attempt was made in 1973 to apply the Forum idea directly to the court process 
for cases not diverted at intake. NYDP and the Bronx Office of Probation created the Fam
ily Court Predisposition Panel (Fepp) to intervene after fact-finding but before disposi
tion of cases that could not be diverted either because the complainant refused to agree 
or because the offense was too serious. This pilot project, funded by the New York Com
munity Trust, operated from October 1973 to August 1975. FCPP mediators (similar to 
NYDP Forum mediators) worked with 47 youngsters and their families. They identified 
special services or informal arrangements that would meet the youths' needs and, through 
a Forum, recommended dispositions to the court. 

Vera examined the case histories and final dispositions in the 47 cases handled by 
FCPP and compared them to those of 41 similar cases handled in the conventional way. 
FCPP cases reached disposition more swiftly and the youngsters involved received more 
social services, but these cases were not dismissed significantly more often than the com
parison group of cases; the youngsters were placed under probation supervision less often 
in the Fepp cases, but dispositions were otherwise similar for the two groups. Following 
this research, the panel's operations and funding were discontinued. 

Other Services. As NYDP developed, it increased its referral capabilities and set up 
linison with other agencies-particularly those providing medical and psychiatric care. In 
the fall of 1972, with the cooperation of the Fordham University Teacher Corps and 
local School District 10, NYDP created an "Interim Learning Center" for junior high stu
dents who, because of behavior problems or learning difficulties, were unable to cope 
Witll the public schools. Its chief purposes were to increase the children's basic skills and, 
through counseling and individual attention, to change their attitudes about learning so 
they could eventually return to conventional school settings. By June 1974 (when fund
ing cutbacks closed the school), 124 youngsters had attended the school for varying 
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lengths of time and, on the average, had increased their math and reading achievement 
by one grade level for each month in the Learning Center. 

Beginning early in 1977, NYDP will undertake an innovative approach to truancy 
prevention. Two advocates will be assigned to provide intensive counseling to chronically 
truant elementary and junior high school students in half-day "learning readiness" pro
grams on the NYDP premises. Forum panels will be used to develop and enforce contracts 
to seek parental cooperation. 

NYDP also offers athletics, cultural events and tours, and camping trips, and it has 
maintained an emergency and special service fund to aid participants and their families. 
In 1976 NYDP cooperated with Vera in preparing and publishing A Caseworker's Guide 
to the New York State Juvenile Justlce System. The guide is based on NYDP advocate 
training materials and provides information to those who work in the Family Court. * 

Program Results, 1970-1976. In its first six years NYDP diverted over 1,800 chil
dren, 60 percent of whom faced delinquency charges, most commonly robbery and bur
glary; the remaining 40 percent were PINs-youngsters brought before the Family Court 
as Persons in Need of Supervision. Three-quarters were boys, and nearly aU were black 
or Hispanic. Their average length of stay in the program was three mOllths, and about 
one-third of the cases were referred by an advocate to a Forum. The majority of the 
Forum cases were successfully resolved so that no return to Family Court was necessary; 
in 1974-75 the success rate was 78 percent. 

The Legal Action Center,' Another A venue to Change 

An early decision at Vera was to work within the system in attempting to bring about use
ful change. But it is clear that change can also be effected through outside pressure-and 
such pressure, mounted through the courts, has increasingly won support from people in
side government who have found that public interest litigation can help the administra
tors themselves to break old molds and force new ways of thinking in their agencies. 

By 1972, Vera1s exploration of this approach had become specific. A public interest 
law firm-the Legal Action Center, as it carne to be called-was designed to focus in new 
ways on problems in the criminal justice area. The Legal Action Center was established 

'" Copies of the Caseworker's Guide and a supplement incorporating changes wrought by the Juvenile 
Justice Reform Act of 1976 (effective February 1,1977) are available through Vera at $2.50 each. 
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in 1973, with principal funding from the Ford Foundation and t11e New World Founda
tion. It was to launch affirmative class actions seeking systematic reform and challenging 
the legality of particular laws, regulations. and oflicial practices and policies. It was to 
challenge unfairness in the operations of criminal justice agencies and to press for oppor
tunities for rehabilitation of persons with histories of involvement in crime or drug abuse. 
And it was to base its litigation on analysis of the responsible public and private agencies I 
which would help determine the kinds of reforms needed and whether a litigation strat
egy was likely to be effective. 

While Legal Action's litigation would consist hll'gely of "test cases" seeking new legal 
principles, the Center would also focus on the implementation of court orders issued un
der those new principles. Efforts would be made to follow through en cases to determine 
what, if any, changes were actually effected, and to pursue other approaches where nec
essary. 

In order that the Center's litigation agenda might mesh with Vera's efforts, it was de
cided that the two agencies should have a close working relationship. Thus, in designing 
complex litigation, the Center could take advantage of Vera's capacity for empirical re
search. And when eady stages of litigation revealed a pattern that might lend itself to set
tlement, Vera's program experience might be tapped to frame an appropdatp. agreement. 
But the Center was established as a separate entity with its own corporate structure and 
board of directors. While some persons serve on the boards of both the Center and Vera, 
the relationship between the organizations is informal, based on mutual interests. 

The Litigation Program 
Employment Discrimination. The Legal Action Center's first project was a series of law
suits designed to open up opportunities for persons excluded from jobs and from services 
because of their criminal or drug abuse histories. Support for legal theories challenging 
such discrimination as irrational was drawn from the performance of ex-addicts and for
mer offenders in several of Vera's employment projects. 

For years, substantial public and private funds have been committed to the treatment 
and rehabilitation of offenders and drug abusers in order that they might be assimilated 
into the mainstream of legitimate society. Discrimination that exclttdeslhem from work
ing and otherwise participating in our society seems irrational and counterproductive. 
The Legal Action Center sought to prove that most of these exclusionary policies are ir-
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rational in a more fundamental sense-when the job is one that an ex-addict or ex-offen
der can perform as well as anyone else, the discrimination might violate the Constitution's 
guarantees of equal protection ane! due process of law. 

Legal Action's preliminury analysis demonstrated that discrimination against reform
ed drug abusers und offenders is a major problem, affecting even those who are clearly 
rehabilitated and whose drug or other offenses were minor and obviously unrelated to the 
jobs or benefits that are denied to them. Many major public and private employers have 
sweeping policies denying employment in even their most menial jobs to all persons with 
any history of drug use. and they refuse even to consider fitness to pl.!rform on an individ
ual basis. Thus New York City's Transit Authority flatly excluded former dmg users 
from all its 47,000 jobs, including janitorial and clerical positions. The United States 
Postnl Service likewise excluded this group -including a Center client who had briefly. 
many years ago, used cocaine-from thousands of jobs. Other employers and licensing 
agencies that do not have policies expressly eXcluding former drug users simply bar them 
as a matter of practice. One Legal Action client was denied an ophthalmic dispensing li
cense on the basis of a single non-job-related conviction despite the fact that hehad been 
trained in prison to work as an ophthalmic dispenser. Another client was denied civil ser
vice employment because she admitted having experimented with marijuana once at the 
age of fifteen. 

The situation with regard to insurance, housing, health care, and access to welfare 
benefits is much the same. A Legal Action client who is steadily employed and supports 
a young child has had a life insurance application refused because she is an ex-addict. A 
major realtor told another client that no apartments were available to him because of his 
participation in an addiction treatment program. A seventy-one-year-old amputee was 
denied access to physicaJ rehabilitation services solely because he was engaged in metha
done maintenance treatment for his former drug abuse problems. The Center's staff 
found that in nearly every aspect of our society, lvrmer drug abusers are restricted from 
obtaining goods and services that most people take for granted. 

The Center's staff decided that employment discrimination was the central problem, 
and it designed litigation that could establish the principle that employers may not law~ 
fully discriminate against persons with drug abuse histories-that employers must give 
such persons an opportunity to compete with everyone else on the basis of their individ
ual suitability for the particular job. 
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In Beazer v. New York CitJ' Transit A lIthol'ity the Center won major court rulings 
that discrimination based on drug abuse history or treatment is unlawful- that it violates 
hoth the Federal Constitution and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The federal 
court's opinion is the first significant judicial recognition of the legal rights of rehahili~ 
tated drug abusers. The opinion contains extensive findings of fact~overing most of the 
available scientific and other evidence demonstrating that drug abuscrs can be fully re
habilitated and that those cngaged in treatment-indudin~ methadone maintenance
are fully suitable for employment. The ruling should haw' impact not only as legal prece
dent, but also as a means of persuading employers and others of the irrationality of blan
ket discrimination against fonner addicts. MC)st of the Transit Authority's 47,000 jobs
all of which were previously closed to former drug abusers-have now been opened up to 
this popUlation, and Legal Action clients are now on the job at the Transit Authority. 
The case was described by Dr. Robert 1.. DuPont, Director of the National Institute on 
Drug Abuse (NIDA), as a "major breakthrough for forml!r drug ubusers." NTOA dissemi
nated copies of the Beaz£'1' decision nationwide to drug treatment programs and Legal 
Services nttortleys so that widespread advantage could be taken of the Court's factual and 
legal findings. 

A supplementary court opinion in the Beazer case accepted the Center's argument 
that employment policies that discriminate against ex-addicts operate to exclude 11 dis
proportionate number of minorities and thus constitute a form of racial discrirnination. 
This ruling provides a basis for challenging private, as well as public, employer discrimi
nation. It also means that discrimination against ex-addicts can be judged by the rela
tively strict standards of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act; under this law, the em
ployer has a heavier burden in justifying discriminatory policies than he does under the 
Fourteenth Amendment's "equal protection" standard. 

Another Legal Action lawsuit, Ocasio v. Klassen, succeeded in reversing the Postal 
Service's policy of barring former drug users from ali employment. As part of the settle
ment ending this federal lawsuit, new Postal Service regulations, drafted by the Legal 
Action Center, were adopted by the court. These regulations, now applicable nationwide, 
prohibit discrimination against former drug users in virtually all the Postal Service's 
700,000 jobs, and they constitute a model for adoption by other employers or for settle
ment of other lawsuits. Approximately 75 Legal Action clients, previously denied work, 
are already working for the Postal Service in the New York area. Legal Action is plan-
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ning a controlled study of their perf -nance, in cooperation with Vera and the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse, in an attempt to obtain the kind of hard evidence on the job per
formance abilities of former drug abusers that is essential in f.urther litigation Over dis
crimination against them. 

Following the favorable supplementary Beazer opinion, Legal Action launched a 
challenge to discrimination by private employers in Davis v. New York Telepholle Com
pany. The case involves a woman fired after seven years of satisfactory employment be
cause of a misdemeanor conviction for marijuana possession. As in its cases challenging 
discrimination in public employment, the Center has chosen to litigaw against an employ
er with the potential to offer a large number of secure, well-paying jobs to ex-offenders 
and ex-acdicts. 

Other pending cases challenge the manner in which licensing and civil service agen
cies operate to restrict former drug abusers' employment opportunities (Captan v. Ny
quist and Akell v. Civ';' Service Commission of the City of New York). 

The Center has completed preliminary work for challenges to a range of other forms 
of discrimination suffered by former drug users. Some of the possibilities have already 
been explored in individual cases. For example, the Center has successfully represented 
a mother who had been denied custody of her child solely because of her participation in 
drug treatment (People ex reI. Esmael Quintana v. Tirado) and an amputee who had been 
denied essential physical rehabilitative treatment for the same reason. But the Center's 
work has revealed that former drug abusers have serious problems obtaining udequate 
housing, ins'Jrance, and other benefits and services. A program has been developed that 
will challenge irrational discrimination in these areas as it has been challenged in the area 
of employment .. , 

The Legal Action Center's attacks on employment discrimination against former ad
dicts led naturally to its second major program,litigation challenging similarly irrational 
discrimination against persons with arrest and conviction histories. In this field, too, the 
Center's focus has been on employment because discrimination in that area seems to pose 
the most significant barrier to rehabilitation. Persons with criminal records have an extra
ordinarily difficult time getting jobs even when they appear to be entirely suitable for em
ployment--as, for example, when their prior offense is unrelated to the JJb at issue and 
they have a demonstrated record of rehabilitation. Again, one major public employer 
whose policies in this area directly affected a substantial number of Center clients wns the 
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Transit Authority. The Center went to court with ConnoLLy v. New York City Transit Au
thority not only to establish new law barring such discrimination but also to take on the 
difficult problem of proof raised when an employer claims that it does not have a blanket 
policy barring all ex-offenders and that it deals with them on an individual basis. As 
courts strike down overt discriminatory employment policies, it seems likely that employ
ers will attempt to shield employment discrimination from outside scrutiny by developing 
overly restrictive yet ostemHbly "individualized" hiring and firing procedures. Connolly 
should provide a model for challenging this type of discrimination. 

Throughout the civil service there are many other types of employment from which 
ex-offenders have been barred. Similarly, occupational licenses-essential for many 
trades-are often denied to persons with criminal records. Legal Action has established 
new law governing official standards and procedures in these areas. In DePaolo v. D'Arn
brose the Center obtained a state court ruling that ex-offenders could not be barred from 
civil service on the basis of non-job-related convictions. Keyer v. Civil Service Cmn
mission of the City of New York and Em'andes v. Codcl successfully challenged, in federal 
court, civil service and licensing procedures that placed unfair and ordinarily insurmount-. 
able obstacles in the way of ex-offenders trying to prove their right to the jobs at issue. 

Many civil service and licensing statutes have flat bans on the employment of former 
offenders. In Smith v. Fuessenich Legal Action is seeking a ruling in fede.t;:al court that 
such legislation is unconstitutional. At least as significant a problem for ex-offenders is 
posed by legislation excluding from certain jobs any person who fails to meet a vague 
"good character" requirement. Legal Action recently brought a case designed to obtain 
a ruling that this kind of requirement is also unconstitutional. 

Central to the discrimination problem is the fact that employers and licensing agen
cies are often able to get ac" .... :5s to job applicants' criminal records, which tend to include 
irrelevant, outdated, and even inaccurate information. Legal Action is working on litiga
tion designed to limit the dissemination of the records. 

Legal Action has also helped develop legislation protecting ex-offenders against job 
discrimination. The Center's staff provided technical assistance, for example; on legisla
tion passed by the New York Legislature in 1976 to prohibit irrational employment dis
crimination. The Center then brought the first suit seeking to implement that legislation; 
it was successfully resolved when the plaintiff was employed in the position he had sought 
(Cicchetti v. New York City Housing Authority). 
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Reform of the Penal Law. In 1973, New York State amended its penal1aw to man
date harsh sanctions for all drug offenders, even the most marginal. The Center challeng
ed the application of these new legal provisions to persons arrested for selling or giving 
away methadone (usually obtained from treatment programs). Under the new provisions, 
they received the same harsh punishment as far more serious drug offenders-a manda
tory prison sentence with a minimum set between 15 and 25 years, an automatic maxi
mum of life imprisonment and, if released, lifetime parole. One of the Center's clients had 
been a heroin addict for 16 years, but for the past three years had successfully partici
pated in a methadone treatment program. She was charged under the new law with the 
unauthorized transfer of a small amount of methadone. Despite her excellent prospects 
for rehabilitation, the court was required to subject her to the harsh lifetime sanctions. In 
a Legal Action suit, People v. Cartel', the law's provisions governing methadone were 
held unconstitutional. Remedia1 legislation consistent with this decision was enacted 
shortly thereafter. 

Pending in federal court is a Legal Action lawsuit, Carmona v. Ward, challenging the 
constitutionality of the life sentence and lifetime parole provisions of the law as applied 
to other drug offenders; the suit argues that mandatory imposition of these penalties, with
out regard to the severity of the offense or the nature of the offender, is cruel and unusual 
punishment. One of the petitioners in this case illustrates the problem. H~l' crime involved 
a $40 drug transaction. She was in methadone maintenance treatment at the time, was 
considered a good patient with excellent prospects for rehabilitation, had no prior crim
inal record, and was the mother of ~ young child. Although she was clearly a person for 
whom probation would be considered the appropriate sentence, under the New York drug 
law the judge was required to sentence her to an indeterminate sentence with a lifetime 
maximum, and lifetime parole without possibility of discharge if she were ever released. 

Another part of New York's Penal Law authorized judges to h;md out, to persons 16 
to 21 years of age, indeterminate sentences with four-year tnaximums for minor crimes 
carrying a maximum of a year-or even 90 days-for adu.1ts. In Sero v. Preiser, the Legal 
Action Center argued that, because the state made no special effort to rehabilitate the per
sons subjected to this sentence and, in fact, mixed them indiscriminately with other pris
oners in correctional facilities, the sentences violated constitutional guarantees of equal 
protection and due process. The federal court declared the sentence unconstitutional, and 
its order released more than 700 persons from prison and parole custody. Remedial legis-
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lation was passed by the state legislature during the last stages of the litigation so that 
such sentences could not be used in the future. 

Reforming the Administration of Justice. The Legal Action Center has launched a 
victimless crimes project to relieve the criminal justice system of persons and offenses for 
which it seems ill-suited and which place an overwhelming burden on it. 

Over half of all arrests are for crimes that, because of their consensual nature, are 
termed "victimless"; they involve willing participants who pose no threat of real hann to 
others. While such offenders may be in need of assistance, they are not r(lceiving it from 
the criminal justice system, and the economic and social costs of controlling crimes such 
as public drunkenness, prostitution, and gambling are enormous. In New York City, for 
example, nearly 45,000 prostitution-related loitering arrests are made each year at the 
cost of approximately $285 per arrest; the annual cost of police overtime associated with 
these arrests reaches $200,000-$300,000 in certain precincts. 

Legal Action's initial effort in the victimless crime area has focused on prostitution. 
In New York, control of prostitution has been attempted through roundup ("sweep") ar
rests on disorderly conduct or loitering charges. The criminal charges resulting from these 
sweeps have been routinely dropped, however, and the women return to the streets after 
a brief period in police custody. The practice is conceded to have little impact on the pros
titution problem; serving only to clear the streets from time to time. It does, however, cre
ate a sizable group of stigmatized and bitter women whose criminal records become a bar
rier to employment other than the selling of sex. Legal Action has challenged sweep ar
rests in the case of Dominguez v. Beame. 

A rather different issue in the administration of justice is the intractable and emotion
laden problem of official brutality. Extensive investigation of conditions at a New York 
City correctional facility indicated to the Center's staff that guard brutality was common 
and that it was to some extent condoned - incidents of brutality were not properly inves
tigated, and guards gUilty of misconduct were seldom disciplined. Legal Action filed suit, 
on behalf of seven adolescent victims of guard brutality, against both the guards alleged 
to be responsible and against their superiors (Outlaw v. D'Elia). Substantial damages and 
injunctive relief have been requested in an attempt both to deter such conduct in the fu
ture and to establish by court order an effective system for supervising and monitoring 
correctional staff. 

In another suit, Graseck v. Mauceri, the Center challenged the nature of legal repre-
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sentation provided to some criminal defendants. Most defendants cannot afford privatf' 
counsel and must depend on representation by public defenders or Legal Aid attorneys. 
As these lawyers are paid from public funds, the danger exists that they will place a higher 
priority on not offending public officials than on pursuing the best interests of their indi
gent clients. In Graseck, the Legal Action Center is attempting to establish the principle 
that such attorneys must be allowed to assert the rights of their clients as vigorously as do 
the members of the private bar. The case concerns an attorney who was discharged from 
his position with a legal aid agency, apparently as a result of improper pressure placed on 
its director by judges who were offended by the aggressiveness with which he pursued his 
indigent clients' interests. 

Widening the Center's Impact 
The Legal Action Center has recently taken a number of steps to extend the reach of its 
work. Though its professional staff is small-a director and six attorneys-its board of di
rectors is diverse and expert (it includes practicing lawyers, law professors, physicians, 
a journalist, and others engaged in public affairs). Largely through the efforts of these 
board members. the Center has expanded its litigation capacity by involving members of 
the private bar in its lawsuits, on a pro bono basis. In addition, an expanding student in
tern program, conducted in cooperation with clinical education courses at several law 
schools, gives the Center's lawyers substantial backup. 

Through a paralegal program, the Center has been able to supplement the test case 
program of litigation by providing specialized assistance to hundreds of individual ex
addicts and ex-offenders for whom no similar legal expertise is available to help with ob
taining jobs, licenses, housing, insurance, adequate treatment, and confidentiality of their 
treatment and criminal records. This work has led the Center's staff to assist drug treat
ment programs to build up their own capacity to recognize and act on their client's legal 
difficulties in these areas. 

The Center's focus has been on bringing change to the system in New York, but it is 
increasingly serving as a national backup resource, assisting attorneys throughout the 
country on matters within its expertise. For example, under a grant from the National In
stitute on Drug Abuse, the Center recently prepared for national distribution a publica
tion, Employment Discrimination and How to Deal with It: A Manual for People Con
cerned with Helping Former Drug Abusers. 
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The scope and quality of the Legal Action Center's program has so far ensured con
tinuing fiscal support from foundation and government sources. But, with a view to the 
future, it has made a major effort to supplement these funds by obtaining court awards 
for attorneys' fees to cover the costs of its major successful litigation. In a recent court de
cision applying the 1976 civil rights law's provisions governing attorneys' fees, the Center 
was granted one of the largest awards ever made in a case involving civil rights. By pur
suing this source of funding, the Center is seeking further development of tl~e law govern
ing such awards so that it and public interest law firms like it may become substantially 
more self-sufficient. 
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I N the course of its work in criminal justice reform, and specifically in trying to find jobs 
for ex-addicts and ex-offenders, Vera has learned that some people may be perma

nently excluded from the labor market not because they are lazy or physically disabled 
or incapable of useful work, but because of a combination of other factors: a lack of 
work experience and the self-confidence that goes with it, an absence of skills and posi
tive work habits, and a tendency on the part of potential employers to make negative pre
judgments about people who have been in prison or on drugs. 

Vera had been experimenting, even before 1971, with the creation of transitional jobs 
for such groups and had decided that the jobs require special "supports" to compensate 
for employees' deficiencies in experience, skills, attitudes, and work habits. Both struc
tural and service supports seemed necessary. "Structural" supports include working in 
groups with co-workers who have similar backgrounds, performance pressures that in
crease to normal levels only as a worker's tolerance for stress increases, and sympathetic 
supervision. "Service" supports include vocatlonal counseling and assistance with edu
cation, health care, legal problem">, and so on. These are the key elements of the Wildcnt 
Service Corporation, created in 1972 as a large-scale test of the feasibility and impact of 
supported work programs for the "unemployable." 

Wildcat represented a commitment by Vera to the exploration of three ideas that 
seemed to hold promise. The first was that many idle and dependent people could, under 
specialized conditions. produce services needed by the larger community. The second was 
that welfare payments could be combined with other funds to make up salaries for a work 
force that would produce valuable services lnd give the public a positive return for its 
money, even in the short term. And the third was that some supported workers might de
velop sufficiently solid work histories and skills so that conventional employers would be 
willing to hire them for regular jobs (and thus take them off welfare) . 

Vera hoped that most Wildcat employees would be able to move on to non-supported 
jobs, and the Wildcat supports were designed to encourage that transition. But Vera rf;C
ognized that this hope might not be realized, and that for a minority of Wildcat em
ployees a job in the open labor market may never be a realistic expectation. Some persons 
may need the supportive environment of a program like Wildcat throughout their work
ing lives. But for such people (and from the taxpayers' point of view) , a supported work 
career might be preferable to a lifetime on welfare, for it would give them self-esteem and 
enable them to earn a living and provide services of real value to the community. 
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The early results of the Wildcat experiment have been promising. As a private, non
profit corporation, Wildcat was able to enlist the cooperation of the Secretary of Health. 
Education and Welfare in financing un experiment that made participants' welfare 
checks part of their supported work salaries. Other federal agencies have provided grants 
to bring salaries to more than double the welfare benefits and to finance a thorough, four
year controlled research study. The agencies pooling resources for this effort have in
cluded the National Institute on Drug Abuse of the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Department of Jus
tice, and the Manpower Administration of the Department of Labor. In addition, the 
City of New York, through its Department of Employment, has made a substantial finan
cial investment in the manpower training aspects of the program. City. state, and federal 
agencies contract with Wildcat to provide services, including the waterblasting of public 
buildings, pest control, repair of buildings, message delivery, erosion control, and main
tenance of police precinct and court houses. 

Much has happened in the field of supported work since Wildcat was created in 1972. 
After two years, the Wildcat labor force had grown from a handful to 1,400 persons, and 
promising initial findings from research had become available. In March 1975 the Labor 
Department joined forces with the Ford Foundation (which, through its sustaining 
grants to Vera, had helped get Wildcat off the ground) to launch a national supported 
work experiment, the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MoRe). 

In addition to its support from Ford and the Labor Department, MDRC receives funds 
from the federal agencies that have supported Wildcat and from the Department of Hous
ing and Urban Developmen t and the Department of Commerce. MDRC oversees the opel'
ation of 15 supported work projects in various parts of the country. each planned and 
managed locally. The projects are monitored through a common research design to 
measure their success in moving people from supported employment to normal jobs. In 
addition to ex-addicts and ex-offenders, MDRC projects offer supported work to other 
chronically unemployed persons, such as welfare mothers, out-of-school youth, former 
mental patients, and recovering alcoholics. In 1976, the Wildcat Service Corporation be
came a part of MORC'S national experiment. >I< 

oj! More information on MDRC can be obtained by writing to Manpower Demonstration Research Cor
poration, 3 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 10016. 
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Early Explorations 

It might be said that Vera stumbled onto supported work in the COUl'se of trying to figure 
out what to do for derelict alcoholics who had been treated at the Manhattan Bowery 
Project (page 42) . That project had been established in 1967 as a detoxification and so" 
cial service program for alcoholics who congregated in the Bowery, an area of Manhat" 
tan that has long been u gathering place for derelicts and the site of "drunk tank" round
up arrests. A year later, when Vera staff members were visiting Camp LaGuardia, a camp 
for alcoholics rUn by New York City in the nearby Catskill Mountains, they leamed that 
local resort owners recruited summer he1p from the camp. The LaGuardia alcoholics 
seemed able, without drinking. to work well in groups at johs such as dishwashing and 
kitchen cleanup. The Vera staff wondered whether working in groups at cleady"defined 
and relatively simple tasks gave the alcoholics essential supports that allowed them to stay 
sober and work productively. 

To test that notion, Vera set up a pilot program in which a few outpatients from the 
Manhattan Bowery Project. working in groups, cleaned and maintained vacant lots on 
New York's Lower East Side. At the end of six weeks nOne of the workers had f'etumed 
to drinking, and the project expanded to include clean~up of lots in a larger area. Later 
a more ambitious effort was built upon the experience of this pilot project. Called Project 
Renewal, it permitted a group of Bowery Project outpatients to share a common residence 
and to contract with the city to maintain public playgrounds (page 42). 

Holland and England have networks of "sheltered workshops" for the physically and 
mentally handicapped-vast efforts subsidized by the governments of those countries. 
Vera staff members observed these systems with the idea that similar settings might be 
developed in America for the socially handicapped, especially persons with criminal and 
drug histories. To put the supported work concept to such a test, Vera set up a pilot pro
ject in which chronic alcoholics produced wooden toys for commercial marketing. This 
short~lived venture demonstrated that light manufacturing wa'\ not economically feasible 
and overtaxed the limited patience of the men. Vera planners turned, then, to ideas for 
supported work in the provision of services rather than the production of goods. 

Piol1eer Messenger Service. In 1971 Vera undertook its first effort to provide full
time employment and job supports for ex-addicts and ex-offenders. The Pioneer Mes
senger Service, a private non-profit corporation, was set up with funding from the U.S. 
Department of Labor. Pioneer operated as a commercially competitive business, offering 
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the same services to its customers as did profit-making messenger companies. It aimed 
to pay saluries und overhead through a combination of earned income and the Labor De
partment grant. 

Pioneer took on only ex-addicts and ex-offenders witn histories of chronic unemploy
ment. (Planners found early that the program was ineffective for abstaining alcoholics. 
mainly because of their physical disabilities, and this group was dropped from the (arget 
population.) As the business expanded and became more efficient, its earned iI1come paid 
for a larger proportion of its ernployees' salaries until, at the end, 100 percent of salary 
costs were covered through the sale of services. But Pioneer never achieved financial in
dependence; counseling and other support services. along with high overhead costs, re
quired continuing subsidies. The subsidy dropped, however. from $8,800 per participant 
in the first year to $3,000 by the end of the third-lower than the cost of jailing a prisoner, 
for example. 

Pioneer showed that these ex-addicts and ex-offenders could be employed produc
tively, some with no supports beyond those that the work milieu provided, others with 
counseling. The expedment confirmed for Vera and its funding sources that supported 
work could be a humane and efficient approach to the employment problems of these 
groups. 

Pioneer also provided Vera with ideas on how to organize supported employment 
projects. Four of Pioneer's "structural supports" underpin the philosophy, if not always 
the practice, of supported work as it later evolved at Wildcat: (1) employment in groups 
with persons of similur backgrounds; (2) graduated demands for productivity accom
panied by graduated rewards for good performance: (3) sympathetic but firm super
vision; and (4) constant feedback to the employee so that he knows what is expected of 
him. 

The Pioneer experience helped to shape Wildcat in other ways. The apparent need 
for permanent subsidy. for example, led Wildcat planners to two innovative concepts: 
welfare diversion, by which public assistance payments can be used as a base for crew
members' salades; and pooling monies of various types (welfare, research and demon
stration grants. and service contracts) from agencies concerned with the participants' 
various problems (dependency, crime, unemployment, and addiction) at various levels 
of government (federal. state, and local). 

But expanding to a large scale the simple Pioneer model- a su bsidized business vying 
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for its share of the market-eventually would have incurred charges of unfair competi
tion from non-~l1bsidized rivals. Moreover, the private message delivery business did not 
lend itself to full-time work. promotions, and transition to better jobs. For these reasons, 
Pioneer phased out its commercial activities and, as a part of Wildcat. evolved into the 
principal ml!ssenger and delivery service for New York City's public agencies. 

Other Early Experiments 

In 197 L Vera conducted another supported work project. which demonstrated that ex
addicts could work competently and reliablY at even very sensitive jobs. A branch office 
of the Off-Track Betting Corporation (OTB), the public corporation set up by New York 
City to accept bets on horse races. was staffed entirely by former addicts. The prospective 
employees were carefully screened. as the job required that they sit for long periods, han
dle large amounts of money, do complex computer transactions, and deal with customers 
who were often hurried and irritable. OTB management found that the ex-addicts did 
as well and were as trustworthy as employees at other OTn branches (although regular 
branches had fewer workers than the supported branch). and the corporation later open
ed two more offices employing supported workers. 

In 1972 Vera pooled grants from the V.S. Department of Labor with funds desig
nated under the Emergency Employment Act (ERA) for transitional jobs for the unem
ployed, to create still more. supported jobs for ex-addicts and ex-offenders. Three projects 
were developed: masonry cleaning, newspaper recycling, and pest control. It soon be
came clear, however. that the ERA was not a useful vehicle. for supported work. The pro
gram's future was uncertain. EEA slots were tied to tlme-consuming Civil Service hiring 
procedures. and EEA jobs did not lend themselves to stability. incentives, or group work, 
all of which were considered important job supports. 

Hence, Vera opted for another course of action, the establi!;hment of a separate cor
poration that would employ participants directly and COrltract with outside institutions 
for work. The Wildcm Service Corporation was the result. 

Wildcat's Growth and Consolidation 
Wildcat began operations in Manhattan in July 1972 with 53 employees. By the end of 
the first year, 300 ex-addicts referred from d .• !.\g treatmc.lt programs were employed. To 
persuade city agencies to try Wildcat, services werc provided free. 
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With strong financial backing from New York City, Wildcat expanded to 1,400 em
ployees during its second year. A Manhattan corporate headquarters anj operating units 
in Brooklyn and the Bronx were opened. Wildcat expanded its network to include pris
am;, pretrial service agencies, and parole offices in order to employ ex-offenders who were 
not necessarily ex-addicts. It also began to charge for some of its services: 12 contracts 
with municipal agencies brought in $350,000 in 1973-74. 

Wildcat's rapid growth was soon checked. The declining national economy and the 
city'') fiscal crisis diminished both federal and local grant funds. By the middle of 1976 
(the end of the fourth program year) the number of employees had dropped to about 
1,000, and the three operations units had been consolidated. 

The corporation's budget rose from $1.6 million in the first year to a peak of over 
$13 million in the third year; the projected fifth-year budget is $10 million. The gross 
cost of the program per crewmember remained relatively stable, averaging between 
$9,000 and $10,000 per year, including salary, supervision, services, overhead, and ma
terials. 

Since 1972, Wildcat has steadily decreased its reliance on federal funds as local fund
ing has increased. In the first year, federal funds accounted for 92 percent of Wildcat's 
budget. This decreased to 35 percent by the third year and to a projected 25 percent in 
the fifth year. Reliance on demonstration grants has also diminished as income from ser
vice contracts and from welfare diversion has risen. In Wildcat's first year, it received 
$150,000 in fees for services; this rose to $1 million in the third year and a projected $1.7 
million in the fifth year. 

Wildcat's Workers: Who They Are, What They Do 
The average Wildcat worker is a minority male handicapped by an addiction and crimi
nal history, a spotty or nonexistent work rec.:ord, low education level, and few or no skills. 
He comes to the program when he is 32 years old and with a police record showing eight 
arrests and four convictions. He became addicted to heroin at age 19. He attended school 
for ten years but entered Wildcat with a fifth-grade score on arithmetic tests. He has no 
bank account. He was on some form of welfare before entering Wildcat and has not 
worked for at least six months. 

The following case histories provide a glimpse of Wildcat crewmembers. 
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Benny Sampson came to Wildcat in 1974 when he was 50 years old. He was a pickpock
et, petty thief, confidence mall, burglar, and stick-up artist, and he had spent over half of 
the past 30 years in prison. For nearly all of his adult life Benny had been addicted to 
heroin. and to the lure of fast money and easy livhtg. While he was serving his last sentence 
he decidd that he Ivas tired of shuttling back and forth between jail and the streets, and 
that it was ""'ne to go straight. For him, going straight meant a job, a home, and time to 
spend wit" his family, all elements of what he calls "the mainstream." The way to join 
the mainstream, Benny concluded, ,"vas to get a job. Ce had last worked sometime during 
World War II and had stayed with that job for three paydays. 

Released from prison, Benny returned to heroin for a brief spree and then enrolled 
in a methadone maintenance program and began to look for work. He found nothing. He 
was at an age when many men begin to think of retirement, and he had no skills that an 
employer would pay for, no work experience and, of course, no references. Once, apply
ing for a job as a sewing machine operator, Benny was asked if he had ever used hard 
drugs. Knowing that one phone call by the employer would reveal the truth, he admitted 
that he had. He was 1l/1'lled down before the employer had gotten arollnd to asking him 
whether he had a criminal record . 

.Tennifer Rodriguez was pregnant at 13, plcying confidence games on New York's West 
Side at 15, earning a living as a prostitute at 16, and mainlining heroin at 17, By the time 
she was in her early twenties, she had been arrested for prostitution 18 t:mes,' an armed 
robbery charge brought her three years in prison. Released 011 parole, anxious to put her 
past behind her, she began looking fa/' work. Everywhere she vvent, from the state em
ployment service to private agencies to businesses, she heard the same thing: Wf:' have 
nothing now, but come back later, maybe something will open up. 

Glenn Payne grew up in Harlem on a street that he describes as a hang-out for "pimps, 
whores, pushers, and winos." Unlike some of his friends, Glenn had liked school and ll-'aS 
a voracious reader. But using drugs was the "cool" thing to do, Cind at the age of 15 he 
started snorting heroin at weekend parties. Twelve months later he was mainlining. 
Glenn dropped out of school at 17 and began supporting his habit by pl.(rse-snatching 
and rolling the drunks who fell asleep in midtorl'n movie theatres. 

As he grew older, Glenn alld his friends graduated to the real thing-armed robbery 
with sticks, knives, and guns, Glenn was arrested four times before he was 19, though 
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he never spent more than two weeks in jail. His mother had him committed to a narcotics 
rehabilitation center in upstate New York. But while he was there he refused to partici~ 
pate in the group therapy sessions; he felt that he wasn't ready to give up the "good" times 
and companionship that came with taking drugs. 

In 1973 when Glenn was 21, drugs became harder to obtain,' pushers found their 
suppUes temporarily cut off, and heroin was mixed with {iour, talcum powder, and rat 
poison. One of Glenn's friends died of an adulterated "fix." For Glenn, using drugs was 
no longer fun, it was a struggle. He was over 18 and therefore vulnerable to a lengthy 
prison sentence if caught, and he was increasingly bothered by his parents' and girl~ 
friend's accusations that he would never amount to anything. 

The turning point came when Glenn and his friend Fred tried to hold up a grocery 
store. As Glenn dashed out with the money, he heard a gunshot. Glancing back over his 
shoulder he saw the shopkeeper holding a rifle and Fred sprawled on the {ioor, a bullet 
lodged in his spine. Fred would be a paraplegic for the rest of his life. 

A few months later, Glenn enrolled in a methadone program. 

For the first three years, 90 percent of Wildcat workers, like Benny, Jennifer, and Glenn, 
were referred to Wildcat from drug treatment programs-72 percent from methadone 
maintenance centers and 18 percent from drug-tree programs. Although Wildcat re~ 
quires only three months of previous treatment for applicants with drug abuse histories, 
employees had spent an average of 13 months in drug treatment programs before coming 
to the project. 

The remaining ten percent of Wildcat workers were referred by correctional facili
ties, parole offices, or pretrial service agencies; about one half of these referrals also had 
addiction histories. 

Wildcat's Projects. As of July 1976, Wildcatters had worked on some 1,150 projects 
throughout New York City's five boroughs. They had moved and shelved a quarter of a 
million New York Public Library books; maintained courthouses, district attorneys' offi
ces, police precinct houses, and other municipal buildings; prepared architectural plans 
for microfilming; renovated firehouses and brownstone apartments; staffed information 
booths around the city; and planted trees in Brooklyn. Wildcatters had also acted as in
terpreters, clerks, and security guards; they had served as a maintenance force for Man~ 
hattan's garment center (cleaning streets, washing windows, painting, and so on), th(';y 
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had delivered meals on wheels, taken blood pressure in health centers, and escorted 
the elderly on shopping trips. When a fire destroyed a New York Telephone Company 
switching station in 1975, Wildcat provided emergency.messenger service to stranded 
businesses and government agencies. At the request of a civic group, Wildcatters dis
tributed several thousand information kits to delegates to the 1976 Democratic conven
tion. 

As the accompanying table shows, Wildcat's projects in March 1976 fell into six 
broad categories, with most crewmembers employed in clerical or maintenance jobs. 

Distribution of Wildcat Employees 
by Typeo! Work: March 1976 

Type of Work 

Clerical and para-professional 
Maintenance . . . . . 
Construction and painting 
Messenger 
Moving 

Total , 

Note: In addition, 77 employees were in training programs. 

Number 

509 
388 
160 
69 
9 

1,135 

Percent 

45 
34 
14 
6 
1 

100 

Because some types of work have seemed espf!ciall~ -habilitative to Wildcatters-par
ticularly those activities that provide visible services to the community-Wildcat seeks 
out as many such projects as possible. 

The responsibilities of Wildcat's administrative, legal, and systems departments are 
similar to those in private companies, and its operations department has been organized 
in pyramid fashion. Division Chkfs head up a particular type of work (clerical or main
tenance, for example) and assign three or four projects to each supervisor. SuperviSors 
plan, organize, and oversee the daily activities of four or five crews doing similar work. 
Crew chiefs, who implement the daily assignments, are in charge of five to seven workers. 
Both crewmembers and crew chiefs are supported workers whose wages are paid through 
pooled dalary funds, including diverted welfare payments. Most crewmembers are hired 
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at $95 a week, and they are eligible for raises up to $115. Promotion to crew chief brings 
a raise to $135, the top of the supported workers' salary scale. 

Wildcat's Impact on Employees 

From the beginning, Vera has used several research techniques to monitor the progress 
of supported workers and to measure how useful the program has been in helping them 
lead more productive lives. The data show that employees stay an average of between 
nine months and a year at Wildcat. As of July 1976, 1,069 of the 4,048 persons who had 
been hired by Wildcat since 1972 were still working in the program. Sixty-two percent of 
those who had left Wildcat had not been able to meet the demands of the job, even though 
the demands were graduated. Most of these had been fired for excessive absence or late
ness, and some for drunkenness or drug use on the job; others had left because they were 
dissatisfied with the work or because they knew they were about to be dismissed. Eighteen 
percent had resigned for reasons unrelated to work, such as medical problems, return
ing to school, or moving away from New York. Only 20 percent of tl~ose who hauleft had 
gone directly into regular jobs. 

This disappointing statistic- Vera had hoped a higher proportion would move di
rect1y from Wlldcat to non-supported jobs-is mitigated in part by the success of those 
who moved directly into the labor force and in part by the net savings realized by the tax
payer as a result of Wildcat's existence. Vera's research department conducted a study of 
150 of the former Wildcatters who had graduated directly to regular jobs. Of the 106 in
dividuals who were located by the researchers, 104 had kept their jobs faT at least three 
months, 93 had kept them for at least a year, and 90-or 85 percent-had kept them for 
two years or longer. A cost-benefit study (discussed below) shows that, even without 
taking account of long-term fiscal benefits generated by Wildcat's immediately successful 
graduates, $1.25 has already been returned to the taxpayer for every dollar spent on 
Wildcat. 

The Controlled Study. The effects of participation in Wildcat have been measured 
through a random-as"ignment controlled study in which 302 qualified'applicants were 
offered jobs at Wildcat (the "experimentals") and 302 qualified applicants were not of
fered jobs (the "controls"). The controls were free to seek employment on their own. 

The controlled study was designed 1:0 measure Wildcat's impact on participants' em
ployability, welfare dependency, drug use, criminal activity, and living patterns. 
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Follow-up data on the individuals in both groups have been gathered by quarterly 
interviews and examination of official records. Over the three years since the sample was 
drawn, both groups have been reduced in number by a variety of factors: some died, 
some were later found to have been ineligible, and some of the control group members 
were inadvertently hired by Wilrlcat. The sample has thus been reduced to 269 experi
mentals and 262 controls. Full data were available, at the end of the third year, on 210 
of the experimentals and 207 of the controls. 

Analysis of data shows that the Wildcat participants have worked more, earned 
more, and been less dependent on direct welfare payments than the controls. Most experi
mentals wanted to be employed at Wildcat and came regularly to work (they worked an 
average of 39 weeks the first year), while the controls had difficulty finding and keeping 
jobs (they worked an average of only 12 weeks the first year). All of this affirms the 
major hypothesis of supported work: under the right mix of conditions, many "unem
ployable" ex-addicts can and will work, and the transitional experience will make some 
lasting difference. ' 

The graph on page 72 shows that although the percent of experimentals holding 
jobs has decreased over the three years, the downward trend levelled off somewhat after 
the first year. And the employment rate of experimentals has remained significantly 
higher than that of the controls, through the end of the third year. 

Supported work seems to have had a less well-defined impact on non-work-related 
aspects of employees' lives. In the first year, experimentals were arrested less often than 
controls-19 percent of them were arrested, compared to 31 percent of the controls. Sub
sequently, this difference narrowed. Thereafter, although experimentals were arrested as 
often as controls, they were less likely to be imprisoned. 

At the end of the first year, the average experimental was supporting one more per
son and was more likely than the average control to be married or cohabiting. But he was 
no more likely to have detoxified from methadone, and he reported abuse of drugs or 
alcohol at the same rate as the control. (Regular heroin use was rare for both groups.) 

The impact of Wildcat on participation in the labor force, however, was significant 
and continuing: experimentals have remained more likely than controls to be working at 
stable jobs, to be paying taxes, and to be independent of welfare. 

Analysis of Public Cost vs. Public Benefits. The controlled research permitted a cost
benefit analysis of supported work. Information has been gathered continuouslY on the 
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welfare, incarceration, and arrest-processing costs for, and tax payments by, each experi
mental (the failures as well as the successes) and each control. The grants that subsidize 
Wildcat's operating losses and the income paid to Wildcat on some of its contracts repre
sent additional per capita costs of the program; these costs are partially offset by the 
monetary value of the public services performed by Wildcat. When the data available at 
this writing are drawn together, the following cost-benefit pattern is found: 

Ii In the first year, the taxpayer received $1.02 in benefits for every dollar that the 
program cost. 

II Over e two-year period, the taxpayer received $1.25 in benefits for every dollar of 
cost. 
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Expanding the Supported Work Concept 

In 1973, as data from Wildcat's first year became available, Vera started to consider sup
ported work programs for other disadvantaged groups. In September 1973, the Il1stitute 
developed a supported work program in a New York City public high school, designed to 
integrate part-time public service employment with the school curriculum. Through a 
controlled study, Vera determined that the program had no impact on the students' aca
demic performance and may have increased their absenteeism. Although this program 
failed and was terminated, partially on the basis of the early findings, the experience 
helped Vera to plan another supported work program for adolescents at Manhattan's 
Henry Street Settlement House. This program, begun in 1975, also combined work as
signments, such as planting and maintaining a neighborhood park, with traditional school 
subjects, such as botany and geometry. In the first year and a half, 65 teenagers between 
the ages of 14 and 16 were paid stipends for tutoring, cleaning parks, and helping rehabi
litate tenant-owned housing, among other things. 

Early that same year, the Inner London Probation and After-Care Service in Great 
Britain asked Vera to help plan a supported work program for ex-offenders there. What 
emerged from discussions among the Probation Service, the Home Office, the Department 
of Employment, and Vera's London office (page 111) was Bulldog Manpower Ser
vices Limited, established in October 1975. By the end of 1976, it was employing 70 
probationers and had provided supported work for more than 150. Their jobs included 
maintaining London's historic Highgate Cemetery, rehabilitating houses for the accom
modation of the homeless and of battered wives, constructing a special playground for 
children at a school for the blind, and renovating historic dock-side buildings. Thus, in a 
sense, supported work has completed a two-way trans-Atlantic voyage; principles origi
nating in the European sheltered workShop, modified and adapted to an American set
ting, now playa fresh role in British public policy. 

Meanwhile, Wildcat's participation in the national supported work experiment, as 
one of the 15 sites of the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation, has entailed 

. major policy shifts. First, Wildcat has begun to enroll two new categories of employees: 
mothers receiving benefits under the Aid to Dependent Children welfare program, and 
unemployed youth who are high-school dropouts. Like the ex-addicts and ex-offenders 
on whom Wildcat originally focused, these groups are hampered in the conventional labor 
market by inexperience, poor educational preparation, and lack of job skills. But they 
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also have special needs (such as assistance in finding after-school daycare) to which Wild
cat must be sensitive. A second shift is that no Wildcat employee may now remain in the 
program for more than 18 months, whether o. not it has been possible to place him or her 
in a job in the regular labor market. 

Looking Ahead 
Conventional wisdom has held that ex-addicts and ex-offenders have neither the desire to 
work nor the cz.pacity to seek or hold stable employment. Wildcat has disproved that. 
From its first day cf operation it has attrar.ted more applicants than it can accommodate. 
And there is evidence that although mow .. ! is an important incentive, for many partici
pants it is not the primary one. 

Although the project has established that persons conventionally viewed as "unem
ployahle" can perform useful work (the primary questlOn it set out to answer), after four 
years of experience Wildcat cannot say for sure which employees will succeed and which 
will fail, or why. Wildcat has provoked other questic.1S too. Can supported work embrace 
other disadvantaged groups such as welfare mothers, out-of-school youth, the mentally 
retarded, the elderly? Can supported work be managed by labor unions, probation de
partments, settlement houses, drug treatment programs? Can the necessary funds be 
pooled by such sponsors? Can permanent funJing sources be found? Would some partici
pants do better in part-time su!,ported work, especially in the beginning, when they are 
making the dim,,· .• 1t transition from idleness to employment? Will limiting the time an in
dividual may spend in supported work promote transition to non-supported employment, 
or will it lead back to the street and welfare? Should permanent sheltered work programs 
be established for participants whv may never be ready for non-supported jobs? Further 
experience and research by MDRe and by Vera should shed more light on these questions 
in the future. 

Nevertheless, the feasibility and fiscal sense of supported work efforts have been de
monstrated. The pooling of welfare and other public funds results not just in salaried 
work for the supported worker, but in a net saving to the taxpayer. 

Less is known about the capability of Wildcatters to move on successfully to non
supported employment. Some workers have been able to do so, but they are still a minor
ity. What are- the major impediments to transition? Do they lie within the economy, in 
employer attitudes, in supported work program design, or in the capacities of the ~up-
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ported worker? Where should resources be applied to improve job placement-in job de
velopment? public information and education? support services? opera~ions? These issues 
will be probed further by MDRC and by Vera. 

Although employer prejudice is a barrier to transition, it is possible that Wildcat has 
changed attitudes to some degree. It may be that New York City employers are a little 
more open to hiring ex-addicts and ex-offenders than they were four years ago. 

But the New York City economy - both public and private-provides fewer and fewer 
jobs, and graduation of Wildcatters into non-supported employment continues to be one 
of the most elusive of Wildcat's goals. The reasons are many, but one clear difficulty is 
the rather fixed barriers to employment that ex-Wildcatters face in the public sector, es
pecially in human services delivery systems. Hospitals, for example, offer a number of 
jobs that could be filled by supported work graduates (many of whom have the requisite 
skills and education), but an addiction history is generally an absolute bar to employ
ment in the health field. Yet the job development staff at Wildcat has found over the years 
that many supported work graduates would perform well in such human service jObs. 
Where there has been an opportunity to test this notion within Wildcat, as with Wildcat's 
contracts for delivery of meals to the elderly and handicapped, the results have been 
promising. Supported workers seem to find satisfaction in assisting individuals in need, 
they demonstrate patience and compassion, and they perform reliably and responsibly. 

Vera therefore began, in mid-1975, to explore the possibility of creating a "second
stage" of supported work to test the performance of Wildcat graduates in human service 
jobs that do not have most of Wildcat's extra supports. It was thought that this more de
manding employment would provide supported work graduates with employment records 
that would be attractive to social and health service agencies. 

The first of these projects is Easyride, a transportation service for ~ Iderly and disabled 
residents of Manhattan's Lower East Side. It was launched in July 1976, with five former 
Wildcatters as drivers. By year end, they had provided over 6,000 trips to the elderly and 
handicapped, and the project was expect\ng delivery of ten specially-designed buses. In 
1977 the workforce should expand to 20-25 former Wildcatters, and the service should 
become available to the 5,000 or so potential clients on the Lower East Side. The project 
has been funded by various agencies of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
and by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration; it also received grants from sev
eral private foundations. Although Easyride offers its employees group support, sensitive 
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supervision, and a job that provides visible social services-three important characteris~ 
tics of supported work - the job is less "supported" than Wildcat. and the employees are 
off the welfare rolls entirely. 

Easyride has developed close working relationships with the Metropolitan Transpor~ 
tation Authority and with area health and social service facilities. These agencies regard 
Easyride not as a rehabilitation project for ex-addicts and ex~offenders, but as a health
related transportation service of high quality. The distinction is an important one to the 
former Wildcatters. and to their future employment prospects. 

The project also extends the innovative financing arrangements evolved for Wildcat 
and the MDRe supported work projects. For example, in Easyride's second year, approxi
mately half the operating costs will be borne by the Medicare program, under special au
thorization from the Secretary of HEW, to test the potential for saving Medicare money 
by increasing the mobility of a population that is at risk of costly institutionalization. This 
funding approach parallels the welfare diversion mechanism that helps fund Wildcat, but 
Easyride's subsidy comes from novel use of money that would otherwise be spent to insti
tutionalize Easyride's clients rather than from welfare checks that would otherwise sup~ 
port the workforce. Again. the dil;tinction is important. 

Meanwhile, Easyride is providing Vera with a further measure of the abilities of sup
ported work graduates, particularly their tolerance for stressful, demanding jobs that in~ 
volve unsupervised personal contact with clients. 

Within the next year, the job creation team at the Institute will assess the effective~ 
ness of second-stage supported work in enabling former supported workers to move into 
more conventional human service jobs. This effort is an atttmpt to demonstrate the dual 
role that job creation efforts can play-filling gaps in human services and making good 
use of the abilities of the formerly "unemployable." 





OPINIONS about the "crime problem'! abound, but there is a persistent dearth of infor
mation upon which such opinions can be soundly based. Little is known about why 

some people commit crimes while others, similarly situated, do not. Nor do we know 
whether or how budding careers in crime can be aborted and reshaped toward socially 
constructive ends, or how the vast (but seemingly never sufficient) public investment in 
criminal justice-in police, courts, prosecutions, prisons, probation, and so on-might be 
allocated to bring abont swifter, fairer justice at reduced cost. Nor, for that matter, is 
enough known about what is happening in the criminal justice system: who is caught up 
in it, and why; how they are being handled, why, and with what effect. 

Vera has found it necessary to get those facts firsthand. It has found that case papers, 
docket books, and the experience of police officers, prosecutors, and court clerks are gen
erally more revealing than the readily available tables of aggregate data. Each Vera pro
ject has been as much an attempt to generate new and better information as an attempt 
to bring about change. 

Developments since 1971 
In 1972 Vera's various research projects were consolidated into a Research Department 
so that operations research and program evaluation could be applied to as many areas of 
activity as possible. The more structured research program has, in turn, improved com
munication among the projects. 

Vera's Research Department gathers information useful in planning projects, helps 
to design programs in a way that makes them amenable to evaluation, provides day
to-day operational data to program administrators, performs cost-benefit analyses, and 
makes recommendations for policy changes when the facts seem to call for them. The 
ideal relation between Vera research and the Vera projects is best characterized as "ac
tion-research" -described by Thomas Mathieson in The Politics of Abolition as "the ga
thering of information [that is] first of all related to the action itself, in an attempt to re
fine and improve the action, and not first of aU to a general sociological theory. In other 
words, the loyalty is towards the action, and not ... towards the theory. The assumption is 
that the information ... improves the action, which in turn leads to a new disclosure of 
infonnation, and so on .... " 

Only occasionally does Vera conduct original research beyond its immediate capa
city to act upon the findings, as when the Research Department conducted limited studies 
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in conjunction with Vera's technical assistance efforts in other jurisdictions (see Chapter 
5). More relevant in these pages is the Inst~!ute's major study of the processing of felony 
arrests in New York City's courts (described below). Although this study, like the three 
others discussed below, was intended to deepen the understanding of a broad audience 
about criminal justice matters, it has immediate implications for action that could lead 
Vera to test a number of new program ideas. 

Issues in Vera's Program-Related Research 
Vera's researchers are relied upon to provide quantitative measures of program impact 
when that is possible; such measures are sought by state and federal funding agencies, by 
other jurisdictions considering program replication, and by Vera planners. A centralissue 
of research arises from the need, when attempting to quantify program impact, to elimin
ate the possibility that extraneous factors make the program appear successful or unsuc
cessful. Thus, when comparing a group of program participants to a group of non-parti
cipants, it is necessary to control the impact of factors other than the program itself. This 
is best done by randomly assigning individuals who are eligible for the program either 
to an "experimental" group (to whom the program's services are actually given) or to a 
"control" group (to whom the program's services are not given). 

Controlled research involving human subjects often raises ethical issues, but in the 
criminal justice field it also can pose problems under constitutional guarantees of due pro
cess and equal protection of the laws. Considerations of this kind make quantitative mea
surement difficult in programs that are viewed as leading to more favorable court action 
for participating defendants. For example, Vera's plans for a controlled study of the im
pact of the Pretrial Services Agency on release rates were abandoned in 1976 when the 
city's Legal Aid Society and several judges insisted that it would be unconstitutional to 
withhold the Agency's services from a control group (page 19) . A similar debate delayed 
an evaluation of the Court Employment Project (page 46) . 

Some Vera programs do not lend themselves to th~ quantitative rigor of controlled 
research for a different reason: there is little need to measure the impact of programs de
signed primarily to ensure minimum standards of human service for deprived groups
programs like the Manhattan Bowery Project (page 42) or the services provided in the 
Victim/Witness Assistance Project (page 25). 

Thus, although Vera conducted one of the first controlled studies in this country on 
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the effect of an innovative social program when it measured the impact of the Manhattan 
Bail Project upon court release decisions in 1962-63, it did not do another until 1971. 
Two small controlled studies were conducted in that year: one on the Bronx Sentencing 
Project (page 121) and another on the Appearance Control Unit (page 124). In 1972 
Vera launched its most ambitious controlled research project, a four-year study of the 
impact of its supported work program, Wildcat, on public expenditure and on the crime, 
addiction, and employment patterns of participants (page 70). In January 1977 it begins 
a two-year study of similar design to measure the impact of the Court Employment Proj
ect. 

Vera continues to believe that controlled research is the preferable way to test most 
programs' impact and costs and benefits. But rigorous research of this kind is costly and 
beset with practical as well as theoretical problems. A 1975 controlled study of the Vic
tim/Witness Assistance Project's procedures for notifying witnesses of court appearances 
was not delayed or prevented by ethical objections, but the results were compromised 
when police officers, in their enthusiasm, notified the witnesses in the control group. And 
there is no denying the practical difficulties for program operations posed by the rigor of 
controlled research. For example, the random assignment to Wildcat jobs of only half the 
persons referred by drug treatment agencies in the program's first thirteen months made 
some of those agencies hostile; a few refused to make further referrals. 

Nevertheless, experience over the years suggests that controlled research is possible 
in the criminal justice field, that its costs are usually justified, and that there are ways to 
ease some of the difficulties. For example, instead of measuring program impact and costs 
by providing all services for one group and none for another (thus inviting objection from 
those who already believe the service has value), it is sometimes possible to assign per
sons randomly to alternative programs (for example. medical and non-medical detoxifi
cation services for public inebriates) . 

Vera has also learned that objections to controlled research on grounds that it arbi
trarily withholds service from some persons in need can best be countered when resources 
are insufficient to serve everyone who is eligible. As funds sufficient for comprehensive 
adoption of a new program are usually unavailable until its merit has been demonstrated 
through a limited pilot project, opportunities for controlled research arise regularly. And, 
from Vera's action-research perspective, study of new and evolving programs is particu
larly rewarding; research of the pilot phase is not the best means pf casting final Judgment 
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upon a program's merits, but it makes possible improvement of program design before 
the project has become comfortably established. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that 
Vera's research efforts have contributed to decisions to terminate some programs (for 
example, the Family Court Predisposition Panel. page 48, and the public high school 
supported work program, page 72) and to revamp elements of other programs (for ex
ample, the notification procedures of the Victim/Witness Assistance Project). 

Study Descriptions 

The following are summaries of four Vera research efforts that were not directly related 
to Vera projects discussed elsewhere in this report, and that merit separate treatment here. 

Felony Disposition Study (1973-1976) 
Penal policy and the administration of criminal justice are largely shaped by aggregate 
statistics and by unchallenged assumptions about their meaning. For example, the police 
made 100,739 felony arrests ill the four major boroughs of New York City in 1971, but 
fewer than 4,000 of these arrests led to "felony time" sentences of more than a year in 
prison. Aggregate data such as these, mirrored in studies from other jurisdictions, fuel 
demands for legislation to limit plea bargaining and to require automatic prison sentences 
in felony cases. Such policies, intended to protect the public and to curb the incidence of 
predatory felonies-particularly those of personal violence-are rooted in assumptions 
reinforced over the years by assertions from judges, prosecutors, defense lawyers, and 
police responsible for processing cases through our overburdened urban court system. 
Their answer to the public demand for better crime control has been that the felony con
victions and sentences necessary for incapacitation of dangerous criminals and for effec
tive deterrence are bargained away for guilty pleas to lesser offenses because resources 
are insufficient to take cases to trial. Police accuse prosecutors of being more interested in 
clearing congested calendars than in pressing for felony convictions at trial; judges are 
held up for public condemnation for acquiescing in "outrageous" charge reductions, for 
dismissing cases outright, and for handing down overly-lenient sentences in order to 
speed the flow of cases. 

But the assumption that better crime control will result from higher rates of convic
tions and of felony time sentences for felony arrests is undermined by evidence gathered 
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in recent years from victim surveys and police records. It appears that roughly twice as 
many victim felonies are committed than are reported to the poHce; and, in New York 
City, the odds that a felony complaint will lead to a felony arrest are about one in five. 
Crime control may not depend very much on whether convictions and prison terms result 
in the fraction of cases where a felony arrest is made. Nevertheless, these arrests deterio~ 
rate-are dismissed or end in misdemeanor convictions-at an ala(J:ning rate, and the ap
pearance remains that predatory felons are being loosed upon society by a system that 
"bargains away the courthouse." But the statistics cannot answer the crucial question: are 
the individual results of these cases, the dispositions negotiated in the congested court sys
tem, in rough accord with our notions of justice for the individual and safety for the pub
lic, or are they not? The answer depends on the individual situations lying below the sur
face of the aggregate data. What percentage of the felony arrests that end up as dismissals 
or misdemeanor convi ~ons involved "real" predatory felonies and what percentage are 
"garbage cases," as they are termed in courthouse vernacular? 

Vera's felony disposition study attempted to look below the surface of the aggregate 
data to answer these questions. * To establish the framework in which individual cases are 
disposed, complete records, from arrest through disposition, were analyzed for a proba
bility sample of 1,888 felony arrests (out of the 100,739) made in New York City in 
1971. The Criminal and Supreme Court dispositions, reached months or even years later, 
were as follows: 

• 44 percent ended in dismissal or acquittal. 
• 98 percent of the remainder reached disposition, without trial, by gUilty plea. 

Seventy-four percent of the pleas were to misdemeanors or lesser charges, only 7 percent 
of the pleas were to the same felony as charged at arrest, and only 19 percent of the pleas 
were to other felony charges . 

• 50 percent of the guilty pleas were followed by "walks"-that is, a fine, probation, 
or other sentence not requiring jail or prison time. 

• Only 9 percent of the convictions (5 percent of all dispositions) resulted in senten~ 
ces of more than a year ("felony time") . 

Vera then took a second, smaller probability sample to probe the facts underlying the 

'" The report on this study will be published in February 1977 as a monograph entitled Felany Arrests: 
Their Prosecution and Disposition in New York City's Courts. Copies may be obtained from the Insti
tute at $3.50. 
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pattern of deterioration of felony arrests found in the large sample. For the cases in this 
"deep" sample-369 felony arrests reaching disposition in New York's courts in 1973-
the arresting officers, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges were interviewed. Much 
of what the researchers found was surprising. 

The defendant had a prior relationship-often close-with the victim in roughly half 
of all cases commenced by arrest for a victim felony. (So-called "victimless" felonies, 
such as drug or weapon possession, were analyzed differently.) As the accompanying 
table shows, prior relationships were frequent not only in cases commenced by arrest for 
felonies of personal violence (homicide, rape, assault), where they were expected, but 
also in cases commenced by arrest for robbery and burglary, where they were not ex
pected. The underlying relationships were between spouses, former spouses, lovers, pros
titutes and pimps or customers, neighbors, in-laws, addicts and dealers, even landlords 
and tenants. 

Percent of Cases Involving a Prior Relationship between Victim, and Defendant 
By Felony Charged at Arrest 

Murder, Attempted Murder, Manslaughter 

Rape .. 
Robbery. 
Assault . 
Burglary. 
Grand Larceny-Auto 
Grand Larceny-Other 

Total ...... . 

56% 
83% 
36% 
69% 
39% 
21% 

55% 
47% 

For each type of crime, the rate of dismissal, and the rate of charge reduction in cases 
that were not dismissed, was much greater in the prior-relationship cases than in the 
stranger cases. 

The other major factor determining disposition was the defendant's prior criminal 
record, or lack of one. (It was expected that the majority would be recidivists, but 40 per
cent of the defendants never had been arrested and another 40 percent never had been 
sentenced to jail or prison.) The more serious his criminal history, the more likely the de-
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fendant was to be convicted and to receive a heavy sentence. Seventy-seven percent of 
convicted defendants with no prior record walked, compared to only 16 percent of con
victed defendants who had previously served time. 

Even at this first level of detail, the deep sample data undermine the rationale for 
mandatory prison sentences. Do we want to insist on prison terms where conduct is tech
nically felonious but the victim and defendant are reconciled (even to the point of getting 
married, as happened in one case) between arrest and disposition? If defendants in felony 
cases reaching disposition in the courts are unrepresentative of those committing felonies 
in the streets (because, for example, it is easier to identify and arrest a man who seizes 
money from his girlfriend than one who mugs a stranger), will felony convictions or 
mandatory prison terms better protect the public? 

It is impossible to explore here all of the detail surfaced by this research. A few ex
amples, from some of the crime categories that arouse the greatest public concern, must 
suffice . 

• Assault. Prior relationships were more common here than in any other arrest cate
gory except rape, and dismissal-most often because the victim withdrew the complaint
was the most common disposition. Sentences in prior-relationship assaults that survived 
dismissal were stiffer than sentences in stranger assaults, a finding that at first surprised 
the researchers. But further probing revealed that prior-relationship assaults serious 
enough to trigger a felony arrest and to motivate the victim to cooperate with the prosecu
tion in securing a conviction were also likely to involve injury serious enough to draw 
time at sentencing. In contrast, the more spur-of-the-moment altercations making up the 
stranger assault cases involved few injuries; sentences were therefore lighter, although the 
victims were more cooperative (there were no dismissals because of complainant non
cooperation) and conviction was more likely. 

II Robbery. Robbery is thought to be a predatory rather than a spontaneous crime like 
assault, and the robber may be the archetypal "real" violent felon haunting the public 
imagination. Indeed, a defendant arrested on robbery charges was half again more likely 
to be convicted as was a defendant initially charged with felonious assault. He was four 
times more likely to be convicted of a felony, three times more likely to be sentenced to 
jail or prison, and ten times more likely to be sentenced to felony time. 

The effect of prior relationship w.as dramatic: only a third of the prior-relationship 
cases resulted in conviction and none drew felony time, while nearly 90 percent of the 
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stranger cases ended with convictions and a third got felony time. 
As the prior-relationship robber is not a familiar image, an example from the study 

may help. 
An argument over money arose between an intoxicated 59-year-old man and the 

woman who had been his common-law wife for 15 years. He struck her and seized $5 and 
some food stamps. She had him arrested for robbery and went to the hospital, where she 
required] 2 stitches. She withdrew the charges a few days later. The police officer had 
been surprised at her initial insistence on arrest. ClUsually with these squabbles we just go 
in there and try to separate them and let them cool off. They usually don't want anyone 
arrested - just want us to scream at one party." Conviction and sentence were out of the 
question, according to the judge: "They were arm in arm before me, and she told me he 
was a damn good provider. Could] as a jud!?e prevent this?" 

The prosecutor in the case observed that the defendant "wasn't the typical robber," 
but he was not very different from defendants in the 11 other prior-relationship cases 
among the 53 deep sample robberies-nine of which were dismissed. On the other hand, 
the surprising incidence of prior relationships in robbery cases processed by the courts is 
surely not typical of the rObberies perpetrated on the public-only a quarter of all re
ported robberies are ever cleared by arrest, and the strangers are harder to catch. 

Dispositions in the stranger cases seemed generally responsive to the defendant's 
prior record. A convicted stranger robber with no record (there were very few of these) 
had only one in six chances of being sentenced to jail or prison; the likeUhood rose to nine 
in ten if he had prior arrests. In several cases, the disposition might have been substan
tiany more severe were it not that the prosecutor's case was weakened by the shady char
acter of the victim. Nonetheless, the stranger robbers who hurt their victims and had rec
ords of prior arrests were convicted of felonies and were sentenced to felony time . 

• Burglary. Burglary, too, is not often associated in the public imagination with prior 
relationships. But the technical definition of the felony encompasses any trespass with in
tent to commit any crime. The following case from the monograph illustrates the possi
bilities. 

An elderly woman remonstrated several children for throwing rocks at her window. 
She received a midnight visit from their two mothers who, bltoxicated and belligerent, 
pushed her tront door open and confronted her. Neither had been arrested before. They 
were initially charged with burglary (because they entered with the intent, it was alleged, 
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to commit assalllt). They pled gllilty to criminal trespass (a misdemeanor) and were dis
charged all condition that they not bother the complainant again. 

Among the 60 percent of burglaries that did not involve prior relationships, there 
were fact situations that fall equally wide of the stereotype. For example: 

A drunk passed out in frollt of a house and fell in through the window as it broke. He 
pled guilty to criminal mischief and was discharged on condition that he attend Alco~ 
holies Anonymous. "There was definitely no burglary involved," according to the prose
cutor. 

The first degree burglar-the dreaded armed night prowler-does not appear in court 
as often as he seems to appear in citizens' reports of burglary; not one defendant in the 
deep sample was even charged with first-degree burglary. But the "real" burglar is likely 
to avoid detection by careful choice of victim and by making his getaway before the crime 
is discovered. Only 16 percent of all reported burglaries are cleared by arrest. 

Different problems blocked full prosecution of grand larceny-auto and gun pos1>ession ar
rests. In virtually all of the former, there were substantial evidentiary difficulties in estab
lishing that the defendant intended to do more than use the auto without authority (a mis
demeanor), and many of the cars were old enough to make it difficult to establish their 
value at more than $250-the felony cut-off for grand larceny. Most of the gun possession 
cases raised substantial constitutional questions about the search or, when the gun was 
not seized by a search, substantial evidentiary obstacles to establishing that the defendant 
ever possessed the gun. Most of these cases ended in guilty pleas to reduced charges-a 
knowing trade-off by prosecutors and judges who preferred to establish some guilt on the 
record without risking acquittal at trial or reversal on appeal. Those Cases presenting a 
good chance of non-reversible conviction at trial and lnvolving defendants judges thought 
might commit further criminal acts (those with prior records, for example) were singled 
out for more severe dispositions. 

By and large, the Vera study found, dispositions of felony arrests seemed in accord 
with the acts that provoked the arrests and with the character of the defendants. Many 
felons undoubtedly do "get away with it," but most often because they escape arrest or, at 
least, are not arrested for serious felonies in cases free of evidentiary difficulties. 

There was much in this study to suggest that rough remedies such as abolition of plea 
bargaining or enforcement of mandatory minimum prison sentences would wreak havoc 
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with a complex and surprisingly sensitive system, while failing to offer much compensat
ing protection to the victims of predatory crime. 

There was also much to suggest a need for new approaches to help rationalize the 
process. For example, many of the incidents leading to arrests, although technically felo
nies, might have been better resolved through mediation or family counseling services. 
And if such cases were removed from the criminal justice system, greater care could be 
taken-and more resources applied-to ensure that the real predatory felons are fully 
prosecuted and appropriately sentenced. 

The study also indicated that if the deterioration of felony arrests is to be reduced, the 
distribution of arrests must be shifted toward predatory stranger crimes. Rather than leg
islate schemes for the abolition of plea bargatning or for the imposition of mandatory 
felony time sentences, it might be wiser to help the police experiment with patrol and in
vestigation strategies for apprehending more of the felons who commit crimes against 
strangers. 

Evaluation of the Early Case Assessment Bureaus (1975-1976) 
In 1974, when Vera was engaged in the felony disposhion study, a series of workshops at 
Yale Law School brought together for extended discussions a number of New York's 
criminal justice officials. including the Brooklyn District Attorney, and staff members of 
the Vera Institute. Much of the discussion concerned the evident failure of the system to 
screen felony cases soon after arrest; something was needed to ensure quick disposition of 
weak cases and speedy, full-scale prosecution of serious cases against serious offenders. 

Out of the workshop discussions emerged a proposal for an Early Case Assessment 
Bureau (EeAn). It was hoped that if Assistant District Attorneys (ADAS) with at least 
two years felony trial experience in Supreme Court were transferred to the Criminal 
Court Complaint Room, where they could supervise the work of the relatively inexperi
enced ADAS assigned there, they might be able to anticipate the final court outcome of 
each felony arrest even before the first court appearance. They could then and there de
cide to dismiss the weak cases or reduce them to misdemeanors for prompt disposition at 
Criminal Court arraignment, and speed the strong cases to the Grand Jury for indictment 
and Supreme Court disposition. 

Vera and the District Attorneys worked together in early 1975 to design such a pro
gram, and ECAB went into operation in Manhattan in May 1975. The second bureau 
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opened in Brooklyn in August and the third in the Bronx. in October. 
The Early Case Assessment Bureaus were programs of the respective District Attor

neys' offices. not or the Vera Institute. But, as the effort was about to get underway. the 
New York State Division of Criminal J IJ.stice Services asked Vera to study the impact of 
ECAB. 

Following the assignment of experienced ADAS to ECAn, the bureaus adopted as their 
basic mamtgement technique the t\ssignment of each new felony case to one of the follow
ing "tracks." 

"A" track: Serious cases in which all elements necessary for successful prosecution of 
the case as a felony are present. (These cases, when possible. go directly to the Grand 
Jury for indictment on the same day, and no police or civilian witnesses need even appear 
in Criminal Court for arraignment. ) 

"B" track: Serious cases in which there is some obstacle to immediate prosecution 
that a Criminal Court preliminary hearing on the felony charges will help resolve (for 
example, doubts about the reliability of a witness). 

lie" track: Cases in which information necessary for a proper assessment-a witness's 
testimony or an item of physical evidence, for example-is not yet available and a proper 
tracking assignment ('~nnot be made immediately. (When this information becomes 
available at a subsequent point in the process, EtAB should be informed so that the case 
CRn be retracked.) 

tiD" track: Cases in which a felony conviction will not be sought and in which the 
Criminal Court ADAS are directed to accept a plea of guilty to a lower charge at arraign
ment. 

"E" track: Cases dropped in the Complaint Room because the complainant wishes to 
withdraw charges or the ADA deems the evidence legally insufficient. 

Vera's research aimed to answer three questions: Has BCAD increased the speed of 
dispositions? Has ECAB changed the pattern of dispositions? Do EC'An's operations yield 
cost savings? To answer these questions, Vern compared the processing of felony arrests 
that entered the courts before ECAD to the processing of felony cases entering after the 
program was introduced. The research revealed the impact of ECAB to be substantial, and 
from the data gathered for the evaluation there emerged a number of specific ideas for 
further improvements. 

It had been expected that BeAn screening would increase. the proportion of cases dis-
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missed in the Complaint Room itself. HCAD djd not, however, make u significant change 
there. The BCAll prosecutors explained to the researchers that, in felony arrest cases war
ranting dismissal. they preferred the dismissal occur in open court rather than in the rela
tive informality of the Complaint Room. 

On the other hand, each BC'AB assigned more cases to the "D" track (more than SO 
percent of the total) than to any other track and. as might be expected, the rate of dis
position at Criminal Court arraignment of cases commenced by felony arrest nearly dou
bled. To the extent that BCAR accelerated dispositions in this way, further court appear
ances became unnecessary; in cases where the defendant would not have made bail, pre
tria! detention, too, was averted. 

Equally important. ECAll made sufficiently sparing use of the "A" and "B" tracks so 
that the workload of the Grand Jury and Supreme Court ADAS was reduced. The Grand 
Jury was not prcsented with some of the 'veak cases that. before ECAn tracking. would 
have been put before them for indictment. As a result, a higher proportion of the cases 
sent for indictment were indicted and stayed in the Supreme Court for prosecution as 
felonies. More of the Supreme Court prosecutions were successful, and a greater propor
tion of Supreme Court convictions were felony convictions. 

These improvements in case processing had a substantial fiscal impact: reduction of 
pretrial detention costs, savings of court resources by avoiding repeated adjournments 
(particularly in the "D" track cases), and similar savings in the time of police and prose
cution personnel. The data suggest an annual saving of over a million doll at'S in each of 
the boroughs where HCAD operates. 

In each borough the ECAn program developed differently, responding to different lo
cal crime patterns, judicial practices, and prosecutorial priorities. The variations in goals 
and methods were identified and explored through observations in the Complaint Rooms. 
interviews with the ADAS and analysis of data from court records and other sources. By 
comparing the results of these different approaches, Vera was better able to fOCllS on spe
cific problems and suggest improvements; a few are summarized below . 

• Too many cases must be assigned to the "C" track because the information neces
sary to make a more useful tracking decision is unavailable at the CompJaint Room stage. 
Specific efforts to reduce delays in assembling information such as criminal histories ("rap 
sheets"). witness testimony, or results of laboratory tests, and various methods to ensure 
timely contact between ECAB prosecutors and civilian witnesses have already been sug-
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gested. (Some of these program ideas are being explored by Vera's Victim/Witness As
sistance Project in Brooklyn.) 

-The more experienced EeAU attorneys were 1110re likely to reduce charges at the out
set; the less experienced staff members were more likely to leave such decisions to the next 
ADA in the process. Further. the prestige of the more experienced ADAS in the Bureaus 
won greater cooperation from police officers and increased the likelihood that ECAD deci
sions would be complied with by ADAS in the arraignment and trial courts. The research 
identified ways for BCAD tf) take greater adVantage of the 'iupervising ADAS. 

• Improved procedures fOt' communication within all dte District Attorneys' offices 
could give ECAB useful feedback mId increase the cumulative impact of tracking decisions 
made in the Complaint Room. Existing patterns of communication between ECAB and 
ADM in the vatious courts do not encourage efficient retracking of "C"-track cases after 
the missing information is assembled, The research indicated that the procedures of trial 
court ADAS could be changed to reduce the proportion of "C"~tnlck felony cases that 
reach the Grand Jury without an appropriate retracking decision by .urAB, 

• Finally. the data gathered in the course of the EeAB research confirmed a number of 
findings from Vera's felony disposition study. The factors found to affect disposition of 
the various crimes sampled for that study were reflected in tracking decisions of the Eady 
Case Assessment Bureaus. Thus, the recommendations flowing from the earlier stUdy 
draw furthel' strength from the ECAB evaluation. 

Women on Patrol (1975-1976) 
Only during the last several years have police departments across the country assigned 
substantial numbers of women to patrol and, from the start, this development has been 
surrounded by controvt"'''V. Critics have argued that when faced with danger female offi .. 
eel'S would panic and '.ld thereby endanger their partners, that they would b~~ more 
likely to use a gun when threatened, and that they would lack the stamina and strength 
necessary to chase a suspect or to carry an injured person. Advocates have maintained 
that greater interpersonal skills would make female officers better able than males to h~~
dIe irate citizens and less apt to incur attack upon themselves and their partners. 

In 1974, the New York City Police Department approached the Vera Institute for as
sistance in assessing the patrol performance of the City's policewomen. In onl~r to com
bine Vera's research capacity with the practical experience of police personnel, a joint 
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study was undertaken, funded by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimi
nal Justice. * 

The data collected in Vera's study are specific to New York City where, unlike many 
jurisdictions; radio motor patrol is conducted in ".No-man" cars, and are specific to a 
time when officer morale was suffering: But the results show clearly that the patrol per
formance of the women was more like that of the men than it was different, and the re
search adds to a growing body of evidence that justifies assignment of women to patrol. 

The initial research plan - to examine the performance of large COhOlis of recently 
appoin ted male and female officers - was altered by New York City's growing fiscal crisis; 
a hiring freeze imposed in December 1974 precluded appointment of additional officers. 
Then, in June 1975, layoffs began tlmt terminated 88 percent of the women appointed 
during the previous two years. Thus, the study followed immediately on a period of great 
instability for all police officers and for policewomen in particular; performance may 
have deteriorated as a consequence. 

The sample was selected in August 1975 and consisted of 41 female officers who had 
at least six months' experience on a patrol assignment and 41 male officers, roughly 
matching the women with respect to date of appointment to the Department, length of 
time assigned to tlle precinct, and length of actual experience on radio motor patrol. 
Each male subject officer worked either in the same precinct as his female counterpart or 
in a precinct similar in demographic and crime characteristics. The sample, although 
smaller than originally intended, was large enough to pennit statistically sound inferences 
about the performance of the male and female subject officer groups. 

Although the matching procedures insured that the past patrol experience of male 
and female subject officers would be similar in most ways, there was no way to control for 
other, perhaps more important elements of that experience. For example, the proportion 
of female officers in the precincts to which subject officers were assigned ranged from two 
to six percent. Thus, women entering a new precinct were far less likely than men to :find 
experienced officers of the same sex \,..iJ.o could serve as role models. 

It proved difficult to make any comparison of officers' capacity for patrol duty from 
the Police Department's routinely-gathered data. For example, the men had higher scores 

>I< The full report of this study is to be published in 1977 as a monograph entitled Women on Patrol: A 
Pilot Study of Police Performance ill New York City. Copies may be obtained from the National In
stitute. 
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on firearms tests; but only two shots were fired-both by the same male officer-in the 
almost 120,000 hours that subject officers spent in various duties during the seven-month 
study period. Instructors in the Police Academy driving course observed that the women 
were slower and more cautious drivers than the men and needed training in "aggressive" 
(emergency reaction) driving; but during the study period there were only two accidents 
involving subject officers as drivers (one male and one female). The men outperformed 
the women in Police Academy tests of strength and endurance, such as push-ups and the 
one-mile run; but officers ran less than twice per thousand hours of patrol, during the 
tours of patrol observed for this study. And the greater frequency with which the men 
were credited with arrests was neatly counterbalanced by the greater frequency with 
which the women were credited with assisting at arrests. A more important difference dis
covered in the file search was that the women took almost twice as many sick days as the 
men during seven-month study period. 

To make a useful comparison of actual patrol performance, however, it was neces
sary to observe the subject officers' performance directly, and to reduce it to objective 
elements. 

The 'Colltrol-Seeking' Model for Analyzing Patrol Behavior. A new approach to as
sessing patrol performance was used: the incidence and progression of "control-seeking" 
by officers in officer-civilian encounters was observed, reduced to objective elements, and 
recorded. Control-seeking behaviOl'~attempts to influence another to take particular ac
tion-may be verbal or physical, gentle or violent, subtle or obvious. A patrol incident 
can be described objectively as a sequence of specific officer control attempts and civilian 
responses, and for each control attempt within an incident a discrete objective can be 
identified. Thus, the control-seeking model makes it possible to evaluate the relative suc
cess of different cq,ntrol techniques, and the relative success of the individual officers or 
groups of officers with each technique. The development of this analytic model, and its 
application in this study, lays the groundwork for an inventory of police strategies for 
control and their relative effectiveness in different types of patrol incidents. 

Findings about Patrol and about Women on Patrol. Subject officers were observed 
by carefully selected and trained police and civilian observers who wOl'ked in pairs con
sisting of a civilian and a police officer, usually of opposite sex. The observers rode in the 
radio patrol cars with subject officers and their patrol partners for 3,625 hours. They re~ 
corded each action taken by the officers in the 2,400 police-civilian encounters that were 
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observed. On the average, there we·re only five or six such incidents piiJr eight-hour tour of 
duty. In 42 percent of the incidents, the subject officer and partner responded to unfound
ed reports or to reports of problems that had run their course, had already been handled 
by other' officers, or could not be located upon their arrival on the scene. Twelve percent 
involved the taking down of reports about pnst crimes. Arguments, complaints about 
noise, traffic ~tccidents, and ambulance cases accounted for an additional 20 percent. 
Only 13 peretiit of the incidents presented a likelihood of confrontation with someone 
engaging in or accused of committing a crime. The data suggest that. on an average tOttI', 
the New York Police Department's patrol force is in active contact with civilians less than 
half the time, and with crime suspects far less often. 

But if patrol is a generally routine occupation, it is not predictably so. Ordinary ser
vice calls can result in heightened passions. Family disputes are frequently cited as "tin
derboxes." In such situations, the officer's style of patrol and success in seeking control 
may be criticnl to the outcome . 

• 'Sty~e' of Patrol nnd Civilian Response. One officer may make small talk to put ci
vilians at e:\se when another would be primarily concerned with getting the facts down 
for a report. One officer may sympathize, where another would moralize. Do male and 
female officers adopt different "styles" of policing? 

The research permitted an examination of the frequency with which officers engaged 
in various verbal and physical actions during incidents. Half the total were either routine 
actions such as information-gathering, directing traffic, and transporting victims, or were 
physical activities such as walking, running, and climbing. Over 40 percent of the actions 
were either positive verbal expressions such as explaining, complimenting, and express
ing thanks, or were support-seeking expressions such as requesting assistance from patrol 
partners. Only seven percent of all the actions by officers of either sex were control at
tempts. 

The male officers were observed to perform more actions than their female counter
parts, but there were almost no differences observed in the relative frequency with which 
specific types of action were performed. The women were neither more nor less likely than 
the men to perform unrequested services for citizens, and they behaved as the men did 
when a civilian was seriously injured, unconscious, or dead. No activity pattern charac
teristic of male or female officers as a group--no particularly male or female patrol style 
-emerged from data. 
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Despite the lack of differences between what male and female officers were observed 
to do on the job, civilians of both sexes reacted more favorably to the women. A sample 
of civilians who had contact with subject officers was interviewed after the incidents. Re
actions were more favorable toward female officers than toward males on every question 
asked. And the positive feeling apparently carried over to the Police Department as a 
whole: civilians encountered by patrol teams that included a female officer indicated a 
higher regard for the Department than did the civilians encountered by teams that in
cluded a male subject officer. 

II Gaining and Keeping Control. Exercising control over civilians, important though 
it may be, is not very often required of patrol officers. On the typical eight-hour tour, only 
two or three control attempts were observed; observers saw no control-seeking behavior 
at all in three-quarters of the incidents. 

Over three-quarters of the control attempts that were observed were verbal; of these, 
ordering was most often used. Requests and orders, together accounting for about 60 
percent of officers' verbal control attempts, were judged effective about 75 percent of the 
time for both men and women. Making recommendations, too, was a frequent and rela
tively successful control technique. Other verbal techniques-threatening, reasoning, and 
"verbal manipulationH (shaming, flattering, or offering inducements) -were less fre
quently used, and proved generally less effective. 

Just as differences between the men and the women in overall "style" of patrol were 
minimal, there appeared virtually no differences between them in the frequency with 
which they used the various control techniques. Some officers had characteristic se
quences of control-seeking (starting with a low-key approach and getting tougher, or 
vice versa). But the men and women could not be distinguished, as groups, in this regard, 
The women were as likely as the men to choose physical techniques when attempting to 
control, and there was no evidence to support predictions, from those who opposed the 
assignment of women to patrol, that female officers would be more likely than men to re~ 
sort to their weapons. In less than one percent of the control attempts observed by the 
researchers did the officer display a weapon, and use of a weapon (usually a nightstick) 
was even more rare. 

The women did not, however, achi:eve the immediate objectives of their control-seek
ing at quite as high rates as the men (although the differences were small and generally 
not statistically significant). The women were significantly less successful than the men 
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in achieving their control objectives only when threatening or reasoning; but these tech
niques accounted for only seven percent of their control attempts. 

Of course, the rate at which officers realize their immediate objectives with a particu
lar technique is not a full measure of its utility or of their patrol skill. Reasoning may be 
a less certain means of gaining control than handcuffing, but the types of incidents that 
were observed suggest that reasoning is more often appropriate in police-civilian encoun
ters. And a series of "unsuccessful" attempts at control by incrementally more instrusive 
techniques may be more appropriate patrol behavior than leaping directly to physical 
contact from, say, a failure at recommending. Similarly, that the women were slightly 
less successful than the men in achieving the immediate objectives of their control-seek
ing behavior may mean only that the women were using male-tailored techniques and 
strategies, rather than choosing approaches to particular situations most likely to achieve 
their control objectives. 

The men, as well as being slightly more successful in their control-seeking behavior, 
were more likely than the women to seek contro1. But the difference is accounted for by 
the women's apparent reluctance to join their partners in concerted control-seeking. 

Nevertheless, the women did not display an indiscriminate passivity. In the incidents 
judged by observers to' present danger, male and female subject officers were equally like
ly to engage (solely or jointly) in efforts to gain control. And, although the women were 
more likely than the men to hold back in the few incidents calling for substantial physical 
strength or endunmce, they did not let conventional notions about division of labor get 
in the way when their patrol teams were presented with emergencies, as when it was nec
essary to restrain a civilian. 

ImpUcations of the Study. Most of the disparities between patrol performance of the 
women and patrol performance of the men disappeared when the women were on patrol 
with female partners or when they were on patrol in a particular precinct where women 
had been assigMd to patrol since 1972 and the precinct supervisors openly expressed fa
vorable attitudes toward their presence on the patrol force. Socially.·conditioned attitudes 
and behavior-protectiveness or disdain by men and passivity or yielding by women- ap
pear to inhibit the full development of women as patrol officers. 

Recommendations flowing from the research therefore include: training to sensitize 
men in supervisory positions and on the patrol force to the needs and capabilities of pa
trolwomen; pairing women who are newly-assigned to patrol with other, more expe-
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rienced female officers who can serve as role models, at least for an initial period; and 
assertiveness training for women assigned to patrol, similar to efforts to improve the per~ 
formance of women in executive ranks of government agencies. 

An important result of the study was the "control-seeking" model itself. It provides u 
systematic approach to answering two basic, but difficult, questions about patrol per~ 
formance: "What do officers do on. the job?" and "How effectively do they do it?" 

In this study, the lack of sufficiently detailed and widely accepted performance 8tand
ards precluded measuring officers' actions against preestablished norms of good policing. 
(Indeed, as the field of police patrol has been so completely dominated by men, there is 
substantial danger that prevailing practices will be accepted, without qualification, as the 
standard against which to measure performance of new, female entrants.) But individual 
officers-whether male or female-differ with respect to their most effective control-seek
ing strategies. The most effective technique for one officer in a given situation might be a 
direct order, While another officer's characteristics (bearing, height. sex, or race, for ex
ample) might make a recommendation or a gesture more effective than an order in the 
same circumstances. In some situations the need for gaining and keeping control may be 
so great that the only appropriate technique is the one most certain of success, but in 
other situations a mild technique, even one that fails. may be most compatible with good 
policing, and the attempt with a less intrusive technique may improve attitudes of civil
ians toward the police in general. 

The control-seeking model may therefore prove to have further value as a tool for 
analyzing and monitoring the elusive patrol function and for designing training programs 
that encourage officers to develop styles of patrol best suited to their individual strengths 
and weaknesses. 

Violent Delinquents (1975-1976) 
The juvenile justice system, hailed as a major step toward enlightened treatment of chil
dren when it was created in the early part of this century, has come under increasingly 
sharp attack. On the one hand, the system is perceived as needlessly heavy-handed, stig
matizing many-perhaps most-of the children brought up on delinquency charges for 
minor misbehavior. For them, diversion and a focused delivery of social services appear 
more appropriate than adjudication and sanctions. On the other hand, the view gains cur
rency that th~ system coddles juvenile villains, or at least encourages their delinquency by 
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ambivalent, over-lenient responses, and that juvenile delinquents are more numerous and 
ruthless than ever before. Get-tough legislation has been enacted in many jurisdictions, 
mandating harsher penalties at the same time that diversion programs are achieving per
manence. 

In this confused atmosphere public and legislative concern has focused on violent de
linquency as a growing problem, and one that seems clearly to require a tougher ap
proach, for the protection of the community, and a watering down of the juvenile system's 
parens patriae ideals. But the changes demanded to meet the threat of violent delin
quency could damage tile entire juvenile justice system, particularly as information about 
violent delinquency is largely anecdotal and journalistic. Therefore, in 1975 a Vera staff 
member began a study at the request of the Ford Foundation to define and quantify the 
problem of violent delinquency, to survey the present state of knowledge about its causes, 
and to review the available treatment and prevention strategies. * 

Scope of the Problem. Vera looked first at national arrest data. Although the increase 
has slowed considerably in recent years, arrests have been increasing since 1970 for all 
categories of crime, and arrests of juveniles have been increasing faster than arrests of 
adults. The rise is steepest and steadiest for violent crimes against persons-homicide,. 
rape, robbery, and assault. 

Arrest data are a poor measure of the incidence of crimes, however, for many offenses 
are not reported to the police, and less than half of reported crimes are cleared by arrest. 
Increases and decreases in arrest rates may reflect changes in police arrest and charging 
policies or in the efficiency of police reporting systems. Among the reasons to read juve
nile violence data with caution are the results of various self-report delinquency surveys, 
in which samples of juveniles respond anonymously to questionnaires about their crimi
nal activity. One pair of surveys, covering a stratified random sample of children through
out the country in 1967 and again in 1972, showed that both the frequency and the seri
ousness of self-reported delinquent acts declined over the five-year period. 

The Vera Cross-Sectional Study. In an effort to develop more up-to-date information 
about the scope and nature of violent juvenile crime and about judicial responses to it, 
Vera examined all court and probation records of a ten percent random sample of the 

'" Written by Paul A. Strasburg and tentatively entitled Violent Delinquellts: A Report to the Ford 
Foundation. the study is to be published in late 1977 by the Monarch division of Simon & Schuster, 
New York. 
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delinquency petitions brought in 1974 in three counties in the New York metropolitan 
area: Manhattan and Westchester Counties in New York, and Mercer County in New 
Jersey. 

Forty percent of the 510 juveniles had not beetl\ brought to court before; about a third 
had been to court before, but not more than three times; and about a quarter had four or 
more prior offenses on their records. Although 29 percent of the sample had been charged 
at least once, including the current charge, with serious violent crime (a violent offense 
causing injury requiring at least some medical attention), the proportion charged with 
serious violent offenses on more than one occasion was much smaller-6 percent. 

But Manhattan's juvenile delinquents were much more often and more seriously viow 
lent than those in the less urban Mercer and Westchester Counties. More than half of the 
Manhattan sample had been charged with serious violence at least once, and 12 percent 
more than once. Even so, when the figures from the Manhattan sample are projected for 
all juveniles brought before the court annually, only about 250 would have been charged 
twice or more with serious violent crime. and only 60 would have been before the court 
three or more times on such charges. 

While the dimensions of the problem of violent delinquency seem, from thL .. probing, 
to fall short of the extreme estimates of alarmists, they are impressive enough for serious 
attention to be devoted to containing it, preventing it, and treating it. 

Dispositions in the Juvenile J llstice System. In its felony disposition study (page 82), 
Vera was able to probe the reasons for dispositional patterns in particular kinds of adult 
felony prosecutions. The violent delinquency study did not permit analysis at such depth, 
but the sampling of case records did permit some analysis of the larger patterns. 

By and large, a juvenile delinquent's record (number of prior offenses, number of 
violent offenses, seriousness of violence in the violent offenses) had the effect one would 
expect-the more serious the record, the more likely the court was to find him delinquent, 
to detain him pending disposition, and to place him in a secure facility or under super~ 
vision in the community. But a substantial proportion of cases involving charges ofvio
lence drop out of the system along the way. and the proportion is higher in Manhattan
where charges of violence are more common and more serious-than in the other COun~ 
ties studied. Concern about this, and about delay between arrest and disposition in serious 
cases (only about half reached disposition within six m".'nths) was evident in interviews 
conducted by the Vera researchers with 69 judges, lawyers, prosecutors, psychiatrists, 
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probation officers, and program administrators and researchers. There was consensus 
that disposUional alternatives were inadequate to do very much for or to the juvenile 
gUilty of serious violence. And there was consensus that, in the long term, methods would 
have to be found to prevent juveniles from developing patterns of violent delinquency
that occasions for punishment and treatment come too late, even in the juvenile system. 

Causes of Violent Delinquency. Vera's search of the literature dealing with the char
acteristics of violent delinquents and the causes of their behavior highlights how little is 
really known. Consensus is hard to find. There is general agreement that, in the bulk of 
cases where delinquency is violent. environmental jnfluences and situational pressures. 
are of paramount importmlce in triggering the violence. But there is no satisfactory ex
planation of why some juveniles become violent while others, similarly situated, do not. 

The only accepted fact is that violent behavior is highly complex and multiply deter
mined. Even the most sophisticated studies available are unable to demonstrate conclu
sively the power of any sitlg1e explanation. Thoughtful responses to the problem, there
fore, must build on a few basic, frequently observed facts. These may be summarized as 
follows: 

II Violent acts appear, for the most part, to be occasional occurrences within a ran
dom pattern of delinquent behavior, rather than a "specialty" of a particular group of 
jUveniles. The number of delinquents who are chronically violent is quite small. Recidi
vists may be responsible for the large majority of violent offenses by juveniles, but it is 
not possible to predict violence simply on the basis of prior offense records. On the other 
hand, the best among many unreliable predktors of future violence is a prior record of 
violence. 

II When committing a violent act, a delinquent is more likely to do so in company 
with at least one other juvenile than alone . 

• Boys are more delinquent than girls, but a female delinquent is as likely to have 
committed u violent act as a male delinquent. Female violence tends to have somewhat 
less serious consequences, however . 

• Older juveniles tend to be more seriously violent than younger juveniles, but there 
is evidence, including data from the Vera samples, that the younger age groups (13 to 
15) are catching up. 

It From available records it appears that minority youths-and especially black 
youths-have been both more delinquent and more violent than white youths. 
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III The great majority of youths arrested for violent delinquency are not psychotic or 
otherwise seriously disturbed emotionally, although many are neurotic and are charac
terized by poor impulse controls. Rage, low self-esteem, lack of empathy, and limited tol
erance for frustration are typical of the majority. Environmental factors play an important 
role both in developing these traits and in facilitating their expression through violence. 

III Many if not most delinqucnts have learning problems, but the causes of those prob
lems and their relationship to delinquency and violence are not easy to establish. Specific 
learning disabilities may be an important factor, although existing research is inadequate 
to prove a causal connection. 

III A two-parent family seems to offer some protection against delinquent behavior, 
but the presence of both parents has little to do with whether a delinquent becomes vio
lent. Other factors, including the quality rather than the quantity of familial relation
ships, seem to be more influential in this regard. 

III Within community boundaries, differences in socioeconomic status appear to be 
weakly correlated with juvenile violence, although children from poor communities
particularly from ghettos in large metropolitan centers-are more likely to become delin
quent and violent than children living in more affluent communities. 

Treatment and Prevention. Whether delinquency, like illness, can be cured by "treat~ 
ment" is the subject of a debate that may never be resolved but is certain to continue for 
many years. At present, however, the argument for "treating" juveniles who have com~ 
mitted violent delinquent acts is weakened by the lack of an agreed and tested theory, 
upon which treatment can be based, regarding the causes of violence. 

Treatment of psychiatric disorders has provided the basic model for most of the in~ 
terventioll techniques that have been used to treat violent delinquents. Vera's review of 
the treatment literature, however, indicates that psychiatrically-based treatments have 
not produced large-scale 01' dramatic successes in dealing with violence. Nor have the 
alternative models-notably those based on social work techniques-achieved major 
breakthroughs. 

Among the disappointments arising from Vera's study of this field is the paucity of 
data about the treatment of violent delinquents in particular. Delinquents with histories 
of violence or with characteristics associated with a propensity for violence have routine .. 
ly been denied access to many of the treatment-oriented programs from which the litera .. 
ture about the success or failure of treatment is derived. (The cases sampled for Vera's 
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cross-sectional study evidence this discrimination against those most obviously in need 
of treatment.) Data about the impact of treatment methods on violent delinquents is 
therefore scarce. In addition, the conventional outcome measure used in treatmeat ex
periments is recidivism, a measure so broad that subtle but important changes (such as 
reduction in the frequency or severity of violence) would not be seen if they occurred. 
Finally, few of the treatment programs that have been evaluated have been examined 
with sufficient rigor to make their conclusions reliable or generalizable. 

Nevertheless, it was possible to draw some general guidelines from Vera's survey: 
Il1 No specific treatment has been shown effective f0r violence. There are, however, a 

number of promising interventions that are designed to reduce anti-social behavior gen
erally and that may be useful in reducing violent behavior. There is evidence that some 
forms of treatment are more effective than others with certain personality types frequent
ly associated with violent behavior, but this evidence remains highly tentative. 

o Application of a single method of treatment is not likely to change the violent be
havior of a delinquent. Effective treatment is more likely to require several kinds of in
tervention and support-not surprising in view of the multiple problems that characterize 
most offenders. Consequently, a range of treatment, together with good diagnostic, plan
ning, and management capabilities. is probably necessary for any significant succeSl:. 

Q Among the forms of treatment usually applied to delinquents, group techniques ap
pear to hold more promise than individual treatment methods. But each treatment meth
od may benefit some delinquents at various stages-another indication of the need for 
continuous assessment of delinquents in treatment. 

II No treatment method can be expected to bring about complete "cures" within a 
short period. 

Averting the development of violent behavior is an attractive goal, in part because 
the search for effective treatments is so frustrating. But the conventional strategies for de~ 
linquency prevention call for herculean social reform efforts - improving the delivery of 
public services, increasing educational and employment opportunities, and so forth. 
Laudable though these reforms may be, they have proved difficult to launch or test as de~ 
linquency prevention measures: as the target population of potentially violent youth is 
expanded, the cost increases and the probability of impact is reduced. In the long run, 
measures such as these may prove essential, but there is still an immediate demand for 
more focused preventioll strategies that work. 
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Other common prevention strategies were also reviewed in the Vera study: incapaci
tation (incarceration, in secure facilities, of the delinquents who seem likely to commit 
violent offenses if released) ; deterrence (iJ1Creasing the cost of violence by increasing the 
likelihood of apprehension and punishment, while increasing juveniles' employment 
prospects, for example); and "target-hardening" (reducing the opportunity for violent 
delinquency by protecting the potential victims). The major theoretical problem with 
these strategies is the inadequacy of available prediction methods. No technique for pre
dicting future violence has proven accurate even half the time with any group or sub
group. The safest prediction, statistically and clinically, is that no one will be violent in 
the future. It is even more difficult to target, in advance, the individuals who will be the 
victims of violence. 

This review, like the review of treatment strategies. suggested that information about 
effectiveness is scarce and that no one prevention strategy holds promise of sufficient suc
cess to be the exclusive focus of policy or of further research. 

Recommendations. The Vera study serves as a starting point for some badly-needed 
programming-by others as well as by Ford and Vera-for the seriously violent juvenile 
delinquent. By mapping this relatively invisible, but increasingly important field, it iden
tifies particular intervention and prevention strategies that merit experimentation. By 
highlighting the substantial gaps in present knowledge, the study suggests a focus for 
further, policy-oriented research. 
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THE Vera Institute of Justice was born in New York City in response to the crowding 
of New York jails with poor people who could not afford bail. The Institute's main 

preoccupations have remained local. 
But Vera has always been aware that there might be applications of its work beyond 

the five boroughs of New York, and that its contribution to New York might be enriched 
by insight') from those who confront similar problems and attempt somewhat different 
solutions in other jurisdictions. In fact, Vera was drawn into the larger arena by its first 
undertaking. The Manhattan Bail Project led in 1964 to the National Conference on 
Bail and Criminal Justice, co.sponsored with the U.S. Department of Justice, and disclls-

~ sion of Vera's Bail and Summons Projects at that conference spawned a federal BaH Re
form Act and a national bail reform movement. By the mid-60s, a stream of inquiries was 
coming into Vera from outside New York, and from abroad, regarding the Institute's 
work and the possibilities and difficulties of carrying out similar efforts elsewhere. 

Through its first response to an inquiry of this sort-in 1964, when Vera went to Des 
Moines, Iowa, to help design and launch a bail project modeled on Manhattan's-Vera 
found that there is as much to learn through providing technical assistance as there is to 
give. For example, Vera's experience of getting a bail project started in the subtly dif
ferent context of Des Moines and Vera's familiarity with that city's subsequent develop
ment of the project beyond the limits of the New York model proved valuable when Vera 
went on to plan the Pretrial Services Agency for New York City. 

After 1964, many jrn-isdictions lIsed Vera's programs as models. More than 50 cities 
modeled projects on Vera's Court Employment Project and hundreds followed Des 
Moines in adapting the Manhattan Bail Project to their local arraignment processes. The 
Manhattan Summons Project, the Manhattan Bowery Project, and the Wildcat Services 
Corporation have also been replicated in cities across the country-sometimes with more 
success than Vera had with the originals. 

In some of these cities, Vera planners and researchers worked for weeks or longer 
with officials who need~d to understand better their own systems and the Vera models be" 
fore framing and implementing local versions. SOUle jurisdictions relied only on Vera's 
project and research reports, or supplemented that kind of material with regular corre
spondence c; telephone contact with members of the Vera staff in New York. And, from 
time to time, jurisdictions assigned personnel to come to New York to study the projects 
in operation and to probe Vera's strategies for effecting change. 
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The Institute's involvement with the concerns of other jurisdictions grew in this ad 
hoc fashion until, by the early 1970s, technical assistance was a daily concern and it was 
clear that some structure for the effort was necessary. 

In the past five years, Vera has experimented with a number of methods for providing 
technicnl assistance without diminishing its capacity to act in New York. The need for 
limits is real: Vera's staff is small and its usefulness to New York would be undermined 
by too great a fascination with replicating elsewhere the pilot projects that prove success
ful in that city. On the other hand, change comes slowly in the criminal justice field and 
short, superficial involvement-a dose of "expertise"-is usually not enough for effective 
transfer of lessons from one jurisdiction to another. There are different practical and po
litical obstacles to be identified and met, there are different facts to be unearthed, and 
there are different personal and institutional arrangements to which any project model 
must be adapted if it is to survive transfer to a new criminal justice system. For Vera to 
assist properly, and for it to learn from the experience, a day here and a day there of even 
the most e>-perienced staff member's time does not suffice. 

Technical Assistance in the United States 
A formal Technical Assistance Program was established within the Institute in March 
1972 under a special grant from the Ford Foundation. The grant supported a Technical 
Assistance staff and the temporary assignment to specific technical assistance efforts of 
other personnel with special knowledge or experience gained from Vera projects. Most 
of the calls and letters requesting information or assistance were routed directly to the 
Technical Assistance staff, who attempted to frame useful responses or visited selected 
jurisdictions to work with officials in planning and implementing reforms-calling upon 
Vera's core and project staffs only as necessary. 

During the first two years of this formal Technical Assistance Program, the staff con
centrated on developing in other cities projects patterned after Vera's New York City 
programs: the Manhattan Bail, Summons, and Court Employment Projects; the Man
hattan Bowery Project; and the Bronx Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program. It be
came apparent that their efforts were successful only where Vera's experience and tech
niques could be actively combined with local officials' knowledge, commitment, and po
litical support. When these ingredients were not present, Vera personnel faced the Sisy
phean task of duplicating Vera programs in hostile and unfamiliar terrain. Where the 
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mix was right, technical assistance became a sharing with local officials of techniques for 
preliminary fact~gathering, problem analysis, and program planning. The object was not 
just to put a project into operation, but also to leave behind the attitudes and skills neces~ 
sary for further innovation and experimentation. 

After its first two years, the Technical Assistance staff began receiving requests for 
more ambitious planning assistance: would Vera help in developing "comprehensive!! 
criminal justice plans for jurisdictions and assist in implementing the programs and proj
ects that emerge from the planning? Requests of this kind came from such scattered 
agencies as the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, the Corrections 
Department of the Douglas County (Omaha), Nebraska, Board of Supervisors, and the 
New Jersey Governor's Office. Vera's Technical Assistance Program responded to these 
overtures, but "comprehensive" planning in criminal justice is often little more than a 
prerequisite for federal funding in the state and local jurisdictions, and is, in any event, 
exceedingly difficult for the reasons sketched in Chapter 1. 

The Institute soon directed its Technical Assistance Program away from such efforts 
and focused it on a more specific set of planning problems. At this time, in 1974, the 
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MORe) was launched by the Ford 
Foundation and the U.S. Labor Department to test in a number of jurisdictions the sup
ported work idea developed by Vera's Wildcat Service CorpQration (page 61). MORe 

made good use of Vera's Technical Assistance Program in planning, developing, and 
operat;mg the national supported work effort. In addition to assisting MORe directly, the 
Technical Assistance Program helped develop MORe supported work project plans in 
Illinois, New .Tersey, Ohio, West Virginia, and Washington. 

In the criminal justice field, too, the Technical Assistance Program reached for great~ 
er efficiency by helping to create single-purpose agencies that bring programs together 
from a number of jurisdictions to provide technical assistance to each other. For ex
ample, the New York State Association of Pretrial Service Agencies was formed in 1976, 
with Vera providing some of the impetus and with Vera project personnel :filling four of 
the eleven officerships. The Association provides a forum for discussion of issues in the 
pretrial process and of problems in ROR and diversion programs. It will permit the State's 
growing but loosely connected network of programs to coordinate in seeking executive, 
judicial, and legislative resolution of problems as they arise. Vera played a similar but 
more subordinate role in the creation of a national association along similar lines. 
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Vera's Technical Assistnnce Program continued to work directly with local officials 
around the country and, by the end of 1976, had completed formal projects in more 
than 35 jurisdictions. Some were supported by the Ford grant, some by the jurisdictions 
requesting assistance, and some by a mix of funding. It would be unnecessarily grueling 
to detail-or even to list-aU of those projects. Three examples should suffice to indicate 
the variety. 

Tucson, Arizona. In 1972, Vera provided technical assistance to help the Pima 
County, Arizona, Attorney develop a diversion project for adult defendants, patterned 
after Vera's Court Employment Project. In developing the Tucson project, Vera's Tech
nical Assistance staff worked closely with the Tucson Police Department, which then re
quested technical assistance in developing citation and summons projects. A Police 
Foundation grant to the Tucson police paid the costs of Vera's assistance in the planning 
and, later, the evaluation and improvement of a field release system for Tucson. Most of 
the technical assistance efforts followed a similar pattern. 

Cincinnati, Ohio. Also in 1972, Vera's Technical Assistance staff began working 
with the Cincinnati Police Division. The arrangement was different from Tucson's from 
the start because Vera employees were placed within the Division's Criminal Justice 
Planning Section. As time went on, and as each project led to another in much the same 
way that Vera's projects have evolved in New York City, the Technical Assistance staff 
in Cincinnati grew in size, attracted local personnel for new staff positions, became less 
dependent on the Vera Institute, and in 1976 became a wholly autonomous Cincinnati 
Institute of Justice. The new Institute is funded by the City of Cincinnati and maintains 
its close ties with the Police Division-four police officers are on loan to the Institute
but it now has its own base and a program that covers the full range of criminal justice 
concerns. From 1972 to 1976, Vera's Technical Assistance staff in Cincinnati helped 
plan and establish: 

• A 35-bed detoxification unit, and later a supported work program, for derelict al-
coholics; 

• A stationhouse release-on-recognizance program; 
• A program for efficient service of warrants; 
• A pretrial release-on-recognizance program; 
• A city prosecutor's program for mediation, rather than prosecution, of misdemean

or complaints filed by civilians; 
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A case information unit in the Police Division to allow ready access to case status 
and dispositions; 

A special facility for juvenile runaways as an alternative to court proceedings; and 
An Incident Referral Project within the Police Division, so that officers can, in ap~ 

propriate cases, make social service referrals instead of arrests. 
Houston, Texas. Vera's most recent teclmical assistance effort arose in an unpre~ 

cedented way. A federal lawsuit, Alberti v. The Sheriff of Harris County, Texas, was 
brought in 1972 to challenge the overcrowding of Houston's pretrial detention facilities. 
In December 1976, when the jail population had reached 200 percent of capacity, the 
court ordered Harris County officials to proceed forthwith to contract with the Vera Insti
tute for teclmical assistance in refashioning Houston's Pre~Trial Release Agency. The 
project is underway. 

Although the Tucson project, described above, was much more typical of Vera's 
Technical Assist~nce Program, the peculiar origins of the Houston project show the forces 
that are typically at play in technical assistance projects. 

At earlier stages of the lawsuit, the federal judge found the overcrowding in Houston's 
jail "severe and inhumane ... in violation of the law and [costing the] taxpayers of Harris 
County over $1,500,000 annually in Ullilecessary detention." The judge ordered renova~ 
tion and new construction, and the expenditure of $15 million was approved by the elec~ 
torate. But by 1975 the judge perceived that "multiple, interrelated factors contribute to 
overcrowding and substandard conditions [and a satisfactory resolution of the problems 
requires] an integrated, stage-by~stage approach." The first stage, in the judge's view, 
must be an effective release-on-recognizance program. "It does not make good business 
sense," the judge wrote in one of his opinions in the case, "to build or renovate a deten
tion facility, .. until it is known how many inmates necessarily must be housed. This can
not be known until a sound Pre-Trial Release Program and related operational proce
dures have been fashioned, placed in operation and then accurately evaluated in terms of 
projected jail population." 

In fact, a Pre-TriJ.! Release Agency (PTRA) had been established by members of the 
Houston Bar Association in 1972. But PTRA had never won access to the jail, where 80 
percent of all persons am'.sted in Houston are kept until court appearance. The judge, 
after hearing testimony, offered this analysis of PTRA'S inadequacies: 

[M] ultip Ie, overlapping government jurisdictions, each endowed with co-extensive, 
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mutually exclusive political authority [resulted in] lack of communication and lack of 
motivation . .. to resolve joint problems through joint efforts, [But] by far the most signi
ficant single factor influencing the agency's lack of success was the organized effort of 
comrnercial bail bondsmen to sabotage [it. They see PTRA] as a potential economic threat 
to their "market" [and] have admittedly brought considerable political pressure to bear on 
both city and county officials to hamper efficacious operation of the agency . ... FOI; the 
most part, their efforts have been successful. ... The result is an agency which has almost 
ceased to function as a viable component of the Harris COUllty criminal justice system 
(and whose recommendation to] release a defendant on his recognizance lacks credibility 
with the judiciary, the final arbiters of its success or failure. 

During the lawsuit, a Houston attorney who had worked in the Manhattan Bail Proj
ect some years before was caned to testify. Following his testimony, the federal judge 
called for testimony from the Vera Technical Assistance Program about what help could 
be provided, and from the Administrative Judge responsible for the criminal courts in 
Houston about what changes the local judiciary felt were necessary. Harris County was 
then ordered, over its representatives' strong objections, to enter into a contract with the 
Vera Technical Assistance Program to "overhaul and update the 'Model-T' system of pre
trial release presently used in Harris County." 

Vera has reason to hope that assisting Harris County's criminal justice system may 
prove no more difficult than other technical assistance efforts, despite the litigious origins 
of the effort. The major difference seems to be the open expression, in Houston, of prob
lems and conflicts that plague criminal justice systems throughout the country. The effort 
will, in any event, be instructive for Vera. 

Technical Assistance Abroad: England, France, and Germany 
The administration of criminal justice has been under stress and has been the subject of 
scrutiny and experimentation in foreign jurisdictions, much as it has in the United States. 
Differences in laws, procedures, and practices tend to make foreign systems seem peculiar 
or in-elevant to many American practitioners, and little of the foreign work in this area 
has been applied to the solution of problems in American criminal justice. American ex
perience is similarly discounted by many foreign officials who view it from different 
political, social, and cultural perspectives. Yet many of the underlying problems are 
similar, and each country's criminal justice system is rich with ideas for new ways to ap-
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proach old problems in every other system. The difficulty is in getting close enough to 
the day-to-day realities of foreign systems so that their relevance can be perceived, 

In 1974, Vera was invited by the Home Secretary (the English Cabinet member re
sponsible for criminal justice and penal policy) to establish an office in London and assist 
in adapting American innovations to the English context. The Home Secretary wrote to 
Vera: 

Of course, there are many exchange visits across the Atlantic in the field of criminal 
justice and penal policy; but joint working over an extended period is, I think, something 
different and new, and I believe it could have great promise. 

The Home Office was prepared to pay for the technical assistance but could finance 
only a part of the cost of an office of this kind. Initial American funding came from the 
German Marshall Fund of the United' States-an American foundation established, by 
a grant from the German government to commemorate the Marshall Plan, precisely in 
order to facilitate exchanges at the practical level between agencies in industrialized soci~ 
eties that are dealing differently with similar problems. 

The Office of Technology Transfer of LEAA'S National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice also made funds available; as did the Ford Foundation, so that the 
Vera London office could create a two-way flow of knowledge and experience between 
the English and the American systems. The Inner London Probation and After-Care Ser
vice (ILPAS) asked that the Vera "presence" be housed within its own structure. 

With funding from both countries, with the blessing of the appropriate authorities 
in England, with access to the everyday workings of London's courts, prisons, probation 
offices, and community treatment programs (all staffed by ILPAS, Europe's largest proba
tion service), two senior members of Vera's staff opened an office in London at the end 
of 1974. 

V era-in~London. It is the popular view, on both sides of the Atlantic, that Londoners 
are more law-abiding than New Yorkers and that the London criminal justice system
from its unarmed police force to its bewigged barristers and judges-is relatively free of 
difficulties. But in 1975, when 492,486 felonies were reported to the New York police, 
the citizens of London reported 452,578 "indictable offenses" to New Scotland Yard, 
The volume of arrests for these categories was similar as well-roughly 100,000 in each 
city. As the two cities are about the same size (7.9 million in New York and 7.6 in the 
Metropolitan Police District of London), their criminal justice systems are under com-
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parable loads. The two systems have distributed responsibilities for administering crimi
nal justice (prosecution, corrections, supervision) somewhat differently, however, and, 
since 1776. have evolved legal systems that differ in small but important ways. The re
sulting contrasts in legal principle and administrative practice, which have surfaced with 
clarity in the course of Vera's technical assistance effort, have provoked some useful re
vision of Vera's perspective on aspects of the American system. 

The first program effort in London focused on bail. The pretrial detention population 
in England's prisons had risen 157 percent between 1964 and 1974, bringing the total 
prison population near to crisis numbers. And, at about the time when Vera established a 
presence in London, an official Home Office Working Party had called for experimenta
tion with schemes like Vera's Manhattan Bail Project for presenting community ties in
formation to magistrates so that more defendants could be released before trial. 

Early in 1975, after a planning phase encompassing the probation, prison, and police 
services, the judiciary, and the Home Office, Vera launched a pilot bail project in one of 
the Inner London magistrates' courts. The project staff, assigned from the probation ser
vice, refined the basic procedures for efficient gathering, verifying, and presenting of com
munity ties information at the first court appearance of newly-arrested defendants in the 
English system. At the same time, Vera designed and launched two alternate models. In 
one, based in Brixton prison, England's largest pretrial detention facility, prison and pro
bation staff worked cooperatively to present verified community ties information at the 
second court appearances of defendants not bailed at first appearance. In the oilier, based 
in England's High Court (to which every pretrial prisoner may apply for bail at any 
time). prisoners' applications lor bail were supplemented with verified community ties 
information gathered by the joint prison/probation team. 

Each of the models was monitored by the Vera staff, who assisted in changing and 
adding features as suggested by the quickly-accumulating data. By October 1975 the 
Home Office decided that the court-based model was preferable and issued a circular to 
all magistrates' courts and probation services in England and Wales, recommending 
adoption of procedures modeled on the Vera/ILPAs pilot. Tn addition, the creation of a 
Bail Unit at the pretrial prison had excited interest among prison officers and in the Prison 
Department. The officers, whose normal functions are primarily security-centered, had 
applied in surprising numbers to work in the new Unit; and the Unit's efforts to secure 
release of their own prisoners, while only marginally successful, were judged by Prison 
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Department psychologists and man~lgement teams to have improved officer-inmate rela
tionships generally. The Prison Department decided to continue the Unit as a supplement 
to the court-based projects and to encourage the introduction of similar efforts at other 
pretrial facilities. 

From the various pilot projects came new data about English bail practices. Vera 
published several analyses of the data and distributed others confidentially to key deci
sian-makers; in this way, the program of action-research had an impact later when Parlia
ment revamped the whole system in the Bail Act of 1976. By ·the time the Act received 
royal assent, in November 1976, the Vera!ILPAs Bail Project was operating in four Inner 
London magistrates' courts and, with the help of fifty specially-trained volunteers, was 
securing bail hostel placements or providing conditional or supervised release to many of 
the defendants whose community ties were so weak or past records so bad that bail would 
otherwise have been denied. 

As a technical assistance effort, the Vera!ILPAs Bail Project was referr~d to with re
spect in parliamentary debate, in officials' public pronouncements, and in magistl'ates' 
comments from the bench. From Vera's perspective, however, the major benefit waS the 
way that prevailing American perspectives on bail and bail reform were challenged by 
experiencing the day-to-day operations of England's quite different system. 

For example! in England the police have wide powers to release on bail following ar
rest, and they use those powers in roughly half the cases so that lmnecessary deprivations 
of liberty and unnecessary waste of police manpower are avoided. Enough of the remain
ing defendants are released by th~ magistrates so that the proportion of defendants who 
achieve pretrial liberty in England appears at least as great as in the United States. Never
theless, in England there is no "right" to bail, and magistrates may deny bail outright and 
order pretrial detention not only to prevent absconding but also for reasons that an Amer
ican judge may not, strictly speaking, even consider when setting the amount of bail-to 
prevent the commission of a new crime and to prevent interference with witnesses or evi
dence. In England, the court may not require defendants to post money bail, and the use 
of American-style professional bondsmen is iUegal; the court may require the defendant 
to find "sureties" (persons who promise to pay a sum - usually a small sum - if the defen
dant flees), but a surety must be someone with an existing personal relationship with the 
defendant. Prompt hearings to review pretrial custody (at least every eight days, prior to 
conviction) are required in English magistrates' courts, placing a pressure on the prose-
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cution either to prove the case or agree to pretrial release, and review of a defendant's 
pretrial custody by a judge of the nation's highest court is available at any time. Written 
reasons for refusing bail are required from the court in some circumstances and, after the 
Bail Act of 1976 takes effect in 1977, written reasons will be required in almost all cases 
where bail is refused. 

This quick sketch of the English system, while glossing over some of its problems, 
suggests that it has answers to some of the more pressing issues in the American bail proc
ess. In particular, when English magistrates set bail their intention -and the effect of 
their decision-is the defendant's release. When a law enforcement interest seems to re
quire detention, it can be fully articulated and consideration can be given to specific non
custodial alternatives that might meet the risks posed by a particular defendant's release. 
If custody is thought necessary, it is ordered in clear, unambiguous, and reviewable terms 
-courts need not resort to "granting" bail in amounts beyond the means of the defendant 
and his friends. The problems for the American system in these areas were outlined in 
Chapter 2 of this report. 

Adapting any of these features of the English system to the American context would 
be at least as difficult as it was to adapt the Manhattan Bail Project for use in London. 
But further improvement of the American system-particularly the development of use
ful and narrowly focused programs of conditional or supervised release-seems much 
more possible after working within a system where the choice of bail 01' pretrial custody 
is clearly presented and the reasons for custody can be clearly articulated. 

While the London bail project was getting underway. Vera's London staff designed 
and found funding for a supported work program modeled on New York's Wildcat Ser
vice Corporation (page 61). The London version, called Bulldog Manpower Services 
Limited, started operations in October 1975 and grew steadily until, at the end of 1976, 
it had a work force of 70 "unemployable" probationers. Although Bulldog, like Wildcat, 
stands oHtside the criminal justice system as a not-for-profit corporation, and although 
Bulldog draws directly from Wildcat most of its techniques for supporting unemploy
abIes through a period of transitional employment, there is a major difference that may 
yield lessons ofimportance to the United States. 

A critical question in supported work programs is how best to meld the employees' 
often conflicting-but equally strong-needs for social work assistance and for the expe
rience of self-SUfficiency in the context of work. Wildcat has encountered difficulty in 
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building into its organization the capacity to deliver counseling and other social work 
supports without undermining the reality of the job. In London, all referrals to Bulldog 
are made by probation officers who are highly qualified social workers and whose case~ 
loads average 40 clients (a low figure, by American standards). After some initial confu~ 
sion, l1ulldog was able to build a reliable system for referring the employees' personal 
problems back to the probation officer-even those problems brought to the surface by 
the pressures of holding a steady job. Bulldog call therefore offer an unambiguously real 
job (though one that is flexibly supervised) in the knowledge that quality social work 
support is delivered, off the job site, to employees who need it in order to hold their jobs 
and to make the transition to non-supported work. 

Through their project efforts, the Vera staff formed working relationships with virtu
aUy every component of the criminal justice system-from bobbies on the street to judges 
of the High Court. In addition, contacts were established with academic institutions and 
voluntary agencies. The staff has attempted to share with American officials and prac
titioners the understanding of the English system that this network of relationships per
mits. For example, Vera prepared a Compendium of Selected Aspects of the British 
Criminal Justice System, which details certain procedures, practices, and programs 

, judged likely to provoke useful thinking in America. The Compendillm was prepared for 
distribution by LEAA'S National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. In 
September 1975, and again in October 1976, the Vera staff brought English and Ameri
can officials and practitioners together for discussion of practical problems in the two 
criminal justice systems. And a series of publications, including a monograph on. bail. 
should help to expose to a wider pl'ofessional audience some of the insights that have been 
flowing from the work. 

Vera-in-Paris. Early in 1976 officials from the French Ministry of Justice visited New 
York to examine Vera's projects and discuss its action-research approach. Upon their 
return to France, they published an article that suggested a similar approach be attempted 
in that country. During a later visit to Paris by a team from Vera, various aspects of the 
French system were identified as particularly relevant to American problems-despite 
fundamental differences in legal and administrative structures between the two countries. 
The Ministry of Justice offered to host a Vera office in Paris along Hnes similar to the 
Home Office arrangements in London. By December 1976 plans for such an office and a 
preliminary work agenda were con~pleted. The effort is to begin in J anllary 1977, with 
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American support from the German Marshall Fund and the Ford Foundation, together 
with financing for technical assistance from the French government. 

The Federal Republic of Germany. At the request of the German Marshall Fund, the 
director of Vera's London office made contact early in 1975 with officials of the Ministry 
of Justice in Bonn. An exchange of visits followed, similar to the exchange that preceded. 
the establishment of the Paris office. It was decided not to open yet another foreign office: 
but to reach for some of the mutual benefits of technical assistance through other means. 
At the end of 1976, Vera agreed to send a delegation from New York and London to 
discuss the Institute's work at a three-day conference at which the various German states 
would be represented by officials from the ministries of justice, labor, and health. The 
fedet'lll Ministry of Justice officials and the Institute agreed that, following the confer
ence, individuals with operational responsibilities in the German system who expressed 
an interest in and understanding of Vera's approach would be selected to spend extended 
fellowships in New York, working with Vera there. The German Marshall Fund agreed 
to support these arrangements. Thus, the relationship with Germany is developing to
wards another model of technical assistance-one that Vera hopes will retain the oppor
tunities for insight that come from day-to-day groping with the practical problems of dif
ferent systems of criminal justice. while protecting against owr-commitment of Vera's 
senior staff. 

No one technique for providing technical assistance has emerged that balances perfectly 
Vera's work in New York and Vera's responsibility to assist when otb~r jurisdictions ask 
for help in replicating that work. But the process of seardting for the best approach-a 
workable balance of publications, outstationed staff, and fellowships at the Institute-has 
helped Vera continue to question its own assumptions about the criminal justice system 
and about the programs it has generated. One result is that the work in other U.S. juris
dictions and in foreign systems has brought Vera full circle, back to the reconsideration, 
from new perspectives, of the issues it started with in 1961 -pretrial detention and pre
trial release. 
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Appendix A: Prqjects and Research Studies, 1961-1971 

The following paragraphs describe briefly most of Vera's first-decade projects and re
search efforts that were not reported earlier in this report. The reader will note that many 
of them held the seeds of future Vera programs-for example, Traffic Court Alert and 
Calendar Control were antecedents of the Victim/Witness Assistance Project; and the 
Manhattan Bail Project, of course, led to the Pretrial Services Agency. Nearly all of the 
projects that worked - that is, made a process or procedure fairer or more efficient-were 
institutionalized within criminal justice or social service agencies. In some cases, only 
those components that were found useful were kept, and the others were dropped. This 
incremental approach to reform continues to characterize Vera's role in New York City. 

Manhattan Bail Project (1961-1964). The Manhattan Bail Project, Vera'sfust dem
onstration project, sought to develop an alternative to the traditional reliance on money 
bail, a condition of pretrial release that discriminated against the poor. The Project de
veloped procedures to bring about the pretrial release on recognizance of defendants who 
could be trusted to return to court for disposition of their cases. Judges were given rec
ommendations for release based on verified information about accused persons' ties to 
family and community. In order to prevent discrepancies and bias in project recommen
dations, they were determined by reference to a point score: each of ten items of informa
tion about a defendant was assigned a positive or negative numerical weight reflecting the 
power of the information to predict his return to court, and defendants were recommend
ed for release on recognizance if they scored 5 or more on a scale running from minus-2 
to plus-15. 

In three years' operations, 98 percent of those released on Project recommendations 
returned for their court appearances. The findings led to the National Conference on Bail 
and Criminal Justice in 1964 and, following the conference, pretrial release projects were 
developed in many parts of the country. In 1966, the bail reform effort stimulated by the 
Manhattan Bail Project culminated in passage of the Federal Bail Reform Act. 

Manhattan Summons Project (1964-1971 J. The Manhattan Summons Project, oper
ated in conjunction with the New York City Police Department, sought tc. ~ecure the re
lease of reliable defendants still earlier in the criminal justice process. During the experi
ment, Vera personnel staffed several police precincts and interviewed persons arrested for 
minor offenses. Those who met the criteria were recommended for release; the precinct 
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booking officer usually followed the recommendation. Early operations disclosed that 
more than 95 percent of the persons released appeared in court when required. The Pro
ject was expanded throughout Manhattan in 1966, with police personnel assuming oper
ational responsibility, and it became city-wide in 1967. Besides benefiting the accused, 
the procedure enabled the Police Department to conserve a substantial number of man
hours. Reported at the 1964 National Bail Conference, it was adopted by at least ten 
other jurisdictions during the following year alone. In 1971, the procedure was incorpo
rated into the New York State Criminal Procedure Law, making it available to police de
partments throughout the state. 

Bail Re-evaluation Project (1966-1967). The Bail Re-evaluation Project sought to 
develop techniques for releasing additional numbers of defendants before trial. It gather
ed information about the backgrounds of detained defendants that was not available at 
the time of arraignment, and it devised forms of conditional release for those defendants 
who did not have strong community ties. The Project was able to recommend some form 
of release for about half of the almost 4,000 persons it interviewed in over 14 months. 
The courts accepted more than 60 percent of the Project's recommendations for some 
form of release or for reduced bail. Although the Project reduced the City's detention 
costs by an estimated $400,000 during tlns period, no support could be found for insti
tutionalizing the effort. It was not until Vera created the Pretrial Services Agency in 1973 
that the lessons of the Bail Re-evaluation Project were systematically exploited. 

A controlled research study, conducted in conjunction with the Bail Re-evaluation 
Project, showed that access to a monitored telephone for those in detention helped them 
secure their release: twice as many persons in the experimental group, who had access to 
the telephone, raised bail as did those in the control group. At the conclusion of Vera's 
participation in this experiment, the Department of Corrections incorporated procedures 
allowing greater access to telephones for prisoners trying to raise bail. 

Police Liaison Office (1966-Present). An outgrowth of the Summons Project and of 
the Police Department's desire to participate directly in future program development was 
th\~ establishment of a Police Liaison Office at Vera. Initially staffed by two police lieu
tenants, the unit fluctuates in size according to its workload. The Liaison Office allows 
Vera direct communications \vith police officials and facilitates joint planning of experi
mental programs. 

Reducing the Language Barrier in Police Lockups (1966). Because so few police 
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officers assigned to precinct detention duty spoke foreign languages, Vera helped the po
lice arrange to have Spanish-speaking defendants transferred shortly after arrest to the 
custody of the Department of Corrections, which employed more bi-lingual personnel. 
This change helped to eliminate rancor toward the police in the Puerto Rican community 
and to curtail suicides in the lockups. 

Twenty-Foul' Hour Arraignment (1967). For six months Vera and its Police Liaison 
Office examined the effect of an experimenta124-hour arraignment court in Manhattan 
that was designed to eliminate unevenness and backlogs in arraignment processing. The 
project revealed that a 24-hour court would not be necessary if the Night Court's jurisdic
tion were extended to include offenses that warrant fingerprinting, and if a second Night 
Court were created. As a result, Night Court's jurisdiction was expanded, and the second 
court was established in Brooklyn. The experiment also resulted in the District Attor
ney's office assuming responsibility for the screening of cases coming into the system and 
the preparation of court complaints, functions previously executed by court personnel. 

Traffic Court Alert (1967). This project tested a method to eliminate unnecessary 
court appearances by police officers in traffic cases by permitting the officer to remain in 
his normal patrol assignment on an "alert" status during days when he was scheduled to 
appear in traffic court. If his testimony was needed in court, the alert was activated and 
the officer directed to appear. The project was initiated in Manhattan and expanded 
throughout the city. It was phased out in 1971 when jurisdiction over traffic offenses was 
shifted from the criminal courts to the Department of Motor Vehicles: During the life of 
the experiment, 75 percent of the police officers scheduled to appear were placed on alert, 
and only 15 percent of them were required to appear in court. (The principles behind the 
project were carried over to Vera's Appearance Control Project [see below] and, later. to 
the Victim/Witness Assistance Project.) 

Police Guidelines on the Use of Deadly Force (1967). In 1967, the State Penal Code 
provisions regarding the authorized use of deadly force were revised. The Police Com~ 
missioner requested Vera's assistance in formulating guidelines that would be mOre 
restrictive than the law and would demonstrate the Department's commitment to preser
vation of life and safety of the public. The guidelines were distributed to police officers in 
explanation of a detailed and restrictive Department Order issued at the time. 

Bronx Sentencing Project (1968-1971). This program developed short pre-sentence 
reports suitable for misdemeanor cases as well as a program for the diversion from jail of 
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adults convicted of such crimes. Before the Project began, the Office of Probation was 
able to prepare pre-sentence reports on only about 12 percent of convicted adult misde
meanants in the Bronx Criminal Court. Little information was avaHa:ble to judges in the 
remaining cases, and the sentence possibilities were normally either jail or some form of 
unsupervised release. The Project designed and introduced a short-tenn pre-sentence re
port that could be prepared within a few days of conviction -much more quickly than 
the conventional probation document. The essential facts were gathered in 30-minute in
terviews and were then verified by telephone, and the interviewer obtained information 
011 the disposition of all prior arrests (often missing from the criminal record available to 
the judge). The information was reduced to an objective score by reference to sentencing 
guidelines developed in cooperation with the judges. If a defendant's score was sufficient
ly high, a non-custodial sentence was recommended. If the Project could not recommend 
such a sentence, the short-fonn report was marked simply "for information only." Sen
tences followed the recommendations at a rate of more than 80 percent. 

Although the Project procedures brought relevant information to the court in a 
timely fashion, and although it moved toward a reduction of sentencing disparities, it did 
not decrease the court's reliance on jail sentences until it developed. a new referral system 
with the community agency that had been most successful with clients referred during the 
first phase. This agency expanded its service capacity in order to take 011 addicts and 
agreed to accept convicted defendants whose sentencing was adjourned for one to six 
months. Sentencing in these cases was then based upon the defendant's performance with 
the community agency as wen as upon information in the short-form report. As a result, 
the proportion of cases handled by the Project that received non-custodial sentences rose 
from 44 percent to 57 percent. 

When the Project ended, the Office of Probation took over responsibility for the short
form pre-sentence reports, and a variety of public and private agencies assumed respon
sibility for the diversion part of the program. 

Calendar Control (1968). This project developed procedures to eliminate unneces
sary court appearances by parties to a criminal court action. Persons who had valid rea
sons for being unable to make a scheduled court appearance contacted the project staff 
who then ulTanged for a postponement of the case, after obtaining the agreement of the 
other parties. Elements of the project were incorporated into later Vera programs. 

Fingerprint Transmission (1968-1971). Vera and the Police Liaison Office devel-
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oped a closed-circuit television system to transmit "hurd copies" of fingerprints between 
the Brooklyn Police Photo Section and the Central Identification Section in Manhattan. 
The system reduced transmission time from one and a half hours to less than a minute. It 
was phased out when responsibility for the maintenance of criminal history records was 
transferred to a state agency. 

Police-Community Career Development Program (1968). Fifty unemployed, unskil" 
led young men and women were enrolled by Vera in a career development program to 
test whether the police and other city agencies could prepare such persons for jobs with a 
combination of work, remedial education, and vocational training at a technical institute. 
Although most of the trainees were placed in jobs after the training period, the program 
was considered only a limited success and was not institutionalized. 

Community Patrol Corps (1968). Vera helped plan and operate an experimental 
Community Patrol Corps in one precinct of Central Harlem. Some 30 neighborhood 
youths were given training by the Police Department and provided a range of services to 
community residents. Results of the experiment were positive, but no funding was found 
to continue the program. 

Criminal Court Information Booth (1968). For one summer Vera set up and staffed 
an information booth for the public on the ground floor of the Manhattan Criminal COUlt 

building. Since that time the booth has been manned by court personnel. 
Administration of Justice Under Emergency Conditions (1968-1969). Following the 

urban riots in 1967 and 1968, Vera was asked by the Mayor's Criminal Justice Coordi
nating Council to design a detailed emergency procedure for New York City's criminal 
justice agencies that would permit them to meet the demands civil disorder might impose. 
A number of cities have used the plan as a basis to construct their own emergency proce
dures and centers. 

Family Court Law Officer (1968-1970). As a result of studies in cooperation with 
the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council, Vera recommended that the city'S Family 
Courts establish the position of a law officer who would screen cases and represent the 
public in those warranting prosecution. Until that time~ prosecution was by attorneys who 
rver~ members of the Police Department. Vera suggested that elimination of the police 
prosecuting role would provide greater objectivity in the process. A pilot grant was made 
to implement the plan, and the prosecution function has since been assumed by attorneys 
of the city Corporation Counsel's office. 
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Addiction Research and Treatment Corporation (1966-Present). In response to a 
request by the Mayor, Vera developed the city's first large-scale ambulatory methadone 
maintenance program for the treatment of heroin addicts. The program was designed to 
increase the availability of methadone treatment, to explore some of the unknowns about 
the drug, to provide a range of social services to addicts-in-treatment, and to experiment 
with transferring patients from methadone maintenance to drug-free treatment. Initially 
funded by the National Institute for Mental Health, the program was administered by an 
independent corporation. Vera, under a separate grant from the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, has coordinated the research accompanying program 
operations. This research, centered on the medical, social, and criminal justice aspects of 
the program, has been conducted by Yale Medical School, Columbia School of Social 
Work, and Harvard Law School. 

Pre-arraignment Processing (1969). Developed by Vera through the Police Liaison 
Office, this project created techniques to speed and modernize the pre-arraignment pro
cess. Prior to ~he project, all arresting police officers and complaining witnesses were re
quired to remain in court as long as eight hours until the arraignment of the defendant. 
Under project operations, the officer and complainant were excused after the case was 
screened by an Assistant District Attorney and the court complaint was drawn. After a 
successful pilot in the Bronx, the procedures were introduced in Queens; they currently 
apply on a limited basis in all boroughs except Staten Island. 

Appearance Control Project (1970-1973). This program, built upon the experience 
of the Calendar Control and Traffic Alert Projects, organized prosecution witnesses' ap
pearances in a more efficient manner. Gathering accurate information about civilian and 
police witnesses' whereabouts and availability, the Project instituted alert procedures that 
resulted in elimination of unnecessary court appearances. It also developed a system of 
mail and telephone notifications that, in many circumstances, proved more efficient than 
the traditional subpoena process. The Project was absorbed into the Police Department 
and continues to operate in Manhattan, the Bronx, and Queens. (Most functions of the 
Brooklyn Appearance Control Unit are currently structured into Vera's Victim/Witness 
Assistance Project.) 

Plea Negotiation Project (1970). This was an attempt by Vera to make verifiedinfor
mation about defendants available to judges and prosecutors during the plea bargaining 
process. During a demonstration in the Bronx, however, Legal Aid attorneys responsible 
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for gathering the information found that the size of their caseloads prohibited their taking 
time to do the extra work, and the Project was dropped. 

Heroin Maintenance Proposal (1971). At the request of the Mayor's Narcotics Con
trol Council, Vera developed a proposal for a heroin maintenance program for ail.dicts 
who fail in or refuse other methods of treatment. The proposal: which called for up to one 
year of heroin maintenance before transfer to other kinds of treatment, included a plan 
for research into heroin tolerance levels, the drug's effect on motor and cerebral functions, 
the psychological and physical reasons for addiction, and other matters related to heroin 
addiction. While the experiment has not been carried out, the planning research provided 
valua.ble source material for further development, and the idea of heroin maintenance was 
recently endorsed by the Human Resources Committee of the National League of Cities. 

Cardiac and Blood Research (1971). Vera and the Coagulation Research Laboratory 
of St. Vincent's Hospital in Manhattan began a pilot study to detennine if systematic 
blood donation by men between the ages of 30 and 60 would reduce the high incidence 
of heart disease associated with males that age group. A double benefit was sought, be
cause the city's hospitals were in short supply of clean blood; much of the reserves had 
been purchased from less than ideal sources-addicts and others whose blood was con
taminated by hepatitis virus. Forty civilian and 237 police volunteers were randomly as
signed to groups donating from one to :five pints annually. All participants were given 
regular free medical exams, and the results were used for the research, At the end of the 
first year, the project was turned over to St. Vincent's, where the research has been con
tinued. More than 60 percent of the 237 police volunteers have continued, for six years, 
to donate blood regularly, suggesting that a large-scale, long-term study is feasible. 

Preventive Detehtion Study (1971). The District of Columbia Court Reform and Pro
cedure Act, passed by Congress in 1970, gave judges the power to deny bail and order 
pretrial detention of certain defendants on grounds other than their likelihood of abscond
ing. Vera and Georgetown University Law School studied the use and impact of the law 
over a 10-month period. The chief finding was that the preventive detention law was 
rarely used. During the first ten months the law was invoked with respect to only 20 of a 
total oLmore than 6,000 felony defendants who entered the D.C. criminal justice system. 
It was found that prosecutors were reluctant to become involved in lengthy preventive de .. 
tention hearings; prosecutors and judges seemed to prefer other, per11aps less clearly au
thorized, means of insuring pretrial detention of the defendants they thought were danger-
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ous. These included high money bail and the five-day "hold" provision of the 1970 sta
tute. A publication issued in 1972 reports case histories of persons for whom preventive 
detention was sought and the legal and procedural problems that emerged. 

Planning of a Criminal Justice Bureau within the Police Department (1971). Based 
on the work done by the Vera Police Liaison Office, the Police Commissioner requested 
Vera's assistance in evaluating the Department's capability to address criminal justice 
problems. As a result of this study, a Criminal Justice Bureau was established within the 
Department. This reorganization provided central control over the Department's criminal 
justice activities, including its procedures for the arrest, detention, and transportation of 
prisoners, the supervision of police personnel appearing in court, and the enforcement of 
warrants. The new Bureau also facilitated coordinated planning and liaison with other 
criminal justice agencie.s. 

Appendix B: Financial Information 

The following tables show the Vera Institute's grant expenditures over the five fiscal 
. years covered in this report. The expenditures are shown by categories that conform as 
closely as possible to the chapters of this report and to the functional areas of the Insti
tute's work they support. (Audited financial reports for ea6 of the five years are available 
from Vera's fiscal department). 

The scales of the graphs used to illustrate these tables are not tmiform. In the Sum
mary, Cdminal Justice Reform, and Supported Work tables, the bars show millions of 
dollars; in the Research and Technical Assistance tables, they show hundreds-of-thou
sands of dollars. 

Agencies that made the decision to fund a Vera project or study are noted in all cases, 
although in some cases the money may have come to the funding agencies from yet an
other source. For convenience of presentation, common acronyms or short forms for the 
names of flIDding agencies have been used in most cases. The following glossary explains 
them: 

AOA -Administration on Aging of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare 

ASA-·New York City Addiction Services Agency 

CJcc-New York City Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 
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DCJs-New YOl'k State Division of Criminal Justice Servicell 

DOCS - New York State Department of Correctional Services 

DOE-New York City Department of Employment 

DOL- United States Department of Labor 

DPw-New York City Department of Public Works 

Ford-Pord Foundation 

HRA-New York City Human Resources Administration 

ILPAs-Inner London (England) Probation and After~Care Service 

LEAA-Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the U.S. Department of Justice 

NIDA-National Institute on Drug Abuse of the U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 

NILECJ-National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the V.S. Department 
of Justice's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

NYPD-New York City Police Department 

OCA-New York State Office of Court Administration 

OED-Office of ECOnO[l1ic Opportunity of the U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare 
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Summmy of Grant Expenditures 
For the Five Years Ended June 30,1976 

General Support-Ford . . . .. ~ 

Programs in Criminal Justice Reform 

Supported Work 
.......... ~--~----"--~----~--

Research ... . . . . . . . . . . ~--~--
Technical Assistance and Special Planning ~_ .. 
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A ppelldiCt'S 

Fiscal Years Ending JUIll! 30 (in thol/sallds 0/ dol/ars) 

7972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

$ 216 $ 238 $ 222 $ 180 $ 32* $ 888 . · . General Support-Ford 

511 574 1,220 2,283 4.302 8.890 Programs in Criminal Justice Reform 

263 1.945 3,033 2,108 1,815 9,164 · . Supported Work 

186 427 801 810 1,058 3.282 . . . . · . . . . . , • Research 

113 258 271 426 499 1,567 Technical Assistance and Special Planning ---
$1,289 $3,442 $5,547 $5,307 $7.706 $23,791 - --- -

... 1111976 Vera reful/ded $91,000 to the Ford Foulldatioll. The amollnt refu1Ided represents general and admin;stra
lil'e costs charged to Ford ill lite preceding years that were subseque1ltly recovered from Tlera project fllllders pur. 
Sllallt to grallt re-negotiatiol/s. 



Criminal Justice Reform Grant 
Expenditures 
For the Five Years Endedlune30, 1976 

Project / Funding Source 

<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 
r:;; r:;; 
<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 

ci ~ 

<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 
<:::>' r:;; 
<:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> 
~' ~ ~ 

Pretrial Services Agency: DCJS; CJCC • • jlalllllll!llll1lll'l'.lljllillllllll_iIIIIIIl$llll!1JllllElllllael!iJlBl!lDlII!Dm\!i __ IitllI1!-_ 

Victim/Witness Assistance Project: LEAA; 

DCJS;CJCC ••••••.••• 

Disposition Reporting Project: OCA 

Inmate Rule Book Project: DOC.. •• III 

Temporary Release Project: DCJS; DOCS 

Police Planning and 
Technical Assistance 
to New York City 
Criminal Justice Agencies: 
CJCC;NYPD ••.•••• 

Appearance Control Project: LEAA; 

CJCC; NYPD ..•••.••••• ,_ 
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Appendices 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 (in thousands of dollars) Project I Fmulitlg Source 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

$ 109 $ 917 $1,895 $2,721 $5 j 642 Pretrial Services Agency: DCJS; CJCC 

Victim/Witness Assistance Project: LEAA; 

67 1,203 1j 270 . • DCJS; CJCC 

18 18 Disposition Reporting Project: OCA 

55 55 Inmate Rule Book Project: DOCS 

39 39 . Temporary Release Project; DCJS; DOCS 

Police Planning and 
Technical Assistance 

to New York City 
Criminal Justice Agencies: 

$ 308 259 287 321 266 1,441 . • CJCC; NYPD 

Appearance Control Project: LEAA; 

203 206 16 425 . . CJCC; Ny'PD 
I -- --
I, $511 $ 574 $1,220 $2,283 $4,302 $8,890 

---

, 
( 



Supported Work Grant Expenditures 
For the Five Years Ended June 30,1976 

Project / Funding Source 

Wildcat Operations, 
Including Support for Expansion, 
Training, Inclusion of Ex-Offenders, 
and Requisite Staff: * 
NIDA 

DOL ... . 

Ford .. . 
DCJSj CJCC . 

HRAjDOE 

Supported Work Planning, 
Including Job Creation Demonstrations 
and Job Development Projects: 
DOL •••• 

Ford ... 
DCJS; CJCC • 

DPW •••• 

<:::> 
"<l-

.-

I--.. 

<:::> <:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> <:::> 
<:::>' e e 
<:::> <:::> <:::> 
<:::> <:::> <:::> ...... 

"" t.i "<l- <.q. 

:t< The amoullis reported here represent ollly that por/iOIl of Wildcat's operations budget flillded by agencies 
participatillg ill the supported work experime!lt through the Vera Illstitllte. Complete financial stalemellts for 
the Wildcat Service Corporation are available directly from it. 
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Appendices 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 (in thousands 0/ dollars) Project / Funding Source 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

Wildcat Operations, 
lncluding Support for Expansion, 

Training, Inclusion of Ex-Offenders, 
and Requisite Staff: 

$ 950 $ 992 $ 998 $ 632 $3,572 NIDA 

47 396 506 814 1,763 • DOL 

58 6 64 Ford 
367 1,219 434 326 2,346 • DCJS; CJCC 

49 49 . HRA;DOE 

Supported Work Planning, 
Including Job Creation Demonstrations 

and Job Development Projects: 
$ 78 236 232 145 43 734 • DOL 

89 75 34 25 223 Ford 
95 123 86 304 • DCJS; CJCC 

1 89 19 109 DPW 
-- -- --
$ 263 $1,945 $3,033 $2,108 $1,815 $9,164 ---



Research Grant Expenditures 
For the Five Years Ended June 30, 1976 

Subject / FUllding Source 

Pretrial Services Agency: DCJS; CJCC . 

Victim/Witness Assistance Project: 
LEAA;DCJS; CJCC •.•.•.• 

Court Employment Evaluation: NILECJ • 

Wildcat Operations Research 
and Controlled Study: 
NlDA ••• 

DOE 

DCJS; CJCC • 

ASA •••. 

Felony Disposition Study: DCJS • 

Early Case Assessment 
Bureau Evaluation: DCJS 

VioientDelinquent Study: Ford. 

Women on Patrol Study: NILECJ 

Addiction Research & Treatment Corp. 
Evaluation: NILECJ • • • . • • • • 
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Appendices 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 (in thousands of dollars) Subject / Funding Source 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

$ 54 $ 85 $ 135 $ 274 . Pretrial Services Ag~ncy~ DCJS; CJCC 

Victim/Witness Assistance Project: 
8 43 51 . LEAA;DCJS;CJCC 

15 15 . Court Employment Evaluation: NILECJ 

Wildcat Operations Resean.:h 
and Controlled Study: 

$ 12 $ 1 96 142 328 579 NIDA 

230 264 232 726 DOE 

20 20 . DCJS; CJCC 

113 15 128 • ASA 

45 100 43 3 191 . . Felony Disposition Study: DCJS 

Early Case Assessment 
1 125 126 Bureau Evaluation: DCJS 

14 28 42 . Violent Delinquent Study: Ford 

12 131 143 . Women on Patrol Study: NILECJ 

Addiction Research & Treatment Corp. 
174 268 306 221 18 9\n* ,. Evaluation: NILECJ -- -- -- --- - ..... 

$ 186 $ 427 $ 801 $810 $1,058 $3,2&2 

* $965,000 of the total was expended by Harvard. "ale, and Columbia Unil'ersities; Vera provided coordination alld 
conslIlting services. 

--~.-~~-



Technical Assistance 
and Special Planning Grant Expenditures 
For the Five Years Ended June 30,1976 

Project / Funding SOl/rce 

General Support for Technical Assistance: 
Ford ........... . 

Planning and Evaluation Contracts: 
City of Cincinnati, Ohio . . 
Iowa Dept. of Social Services 
Other U.S. Jurisdictions. 

Vera in London: 
British Home Office!ILPAs; NILECJ; 

German Marshall Fund; Ford . . 

Urban ProjectR Innovation, Including 
Cardiac and Heroin Maintenance Studies: 
Ford ............ . 

Planning Projects in Which Less Than 
$50,000 Was Spent in the Five-Year Period: 
AOA; Ford; HRA; Hofheimer Foundation 
Field Foundation; New York Community 
Trust; CJCC; OEO. . • . • • . . • • 
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Appendices 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 (in thousands 0/ dollars) Project J Funding Source 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total 

General Support for Technical Assistance: 
$ 8 $ 98 $ 134 $ 125 $ 102 $ 467 . .. Ford 

3 

50 

52 

$ 113 

34 

59 

67 

$ 258 

63 

27 

1 

46 

$ 271 

93 
17 
93 

44 

54 

$ 426 

94 
67 
59 

107 

70 

$ 499 

287 
84 • 

179 

Planning and Evaluation Contracts: 
. . City of Cincinnati, Ohio ;' 

Iowa Dept. of Social Service~c 
• Other U.S. Jurisclictions 

Vera in London: 
British Home Office/ILPAs; NILECJ; 

151 . • German Marshall Fttnd; Ford 

110 

Urban Projects Jnnovation, lncluding 
Cardiac and Heroin Maintenance Studies: 

. . •.. .. Ford 

Planning Projects in Which Less Than 
$50,000 Was Spent in the Five-Year Period: 

AOA; Ford; lIRA; Hofhcimer Foundation; 
Field Foundation; New York Community 

289 •. . Trust; CJCC; OBO 

$1;567 



Appendix C: Vera Trustees, Officers, and Project Directors 

Board of Trustees 

Burke Marshall 
Chairman 

Gary Bellow 
Norborne Berkeley, Jr. 
Amalia V. Betanzos 
Bernard Botein 

(deceased) 
W. Haywood Burns 
David N. Dinkins 
Daniel J. Freed 

Other Officers 

Deputy Director: 
Robert Goldfeld 

(to March 1977) 
Michael E. Smith 

(from March 1977) 

Herbert Sturz 
President and Director 

Joseph Goldstein 
Nicholas deB. Katzenbach 
Jay L. Kriegel 

(from January 1977) 
Elizabeth Licht 
Orison S. Marden 

(deceased) 
Robert B. McKay 

Associate Directors: 
Lucy N. Friedman 
Michael E. Smith 

(to March 1977) 
Paul A. Strasburg 

R. Palmer Baker, Jr. 
Secretary 

------.. -.~-----

Lloyd E. Ohlin 
(to January 1977) 

Oren Root 
David Ross 
Lucille L. Schweitzer 
Joseph B. Williams 
Charles R. Work 
Adam Yarmolinsky 

Treasurer: 
Stanley R. Hellman 

Major Current Vera Projects, and Directors 

Corrections Project 
Vera Institute of Justice, 275 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Director: 

John Masten 

Easyride Transportation Project 
125 Delancy Street, New York, N.Y. 10002 
Director: 

Claire Cooney 
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Vera-in-London 
73 Great Peter Street, 
London SWIP 2BN, England 
Director: 

Charles R. Morris 

Vera Research Department 
Vera Institute of Justice, 30 East 39th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Director: 

Lucy Friedman 



Court Employment Research Project 
Vera Institute of Justice, 275 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Director: 

Sally Hillsman Baker 

Pretrial Services Agency 
305 Brondway, New York, N.Y. 10007 
Director: 

MichaelJ. Farrell (to April 1977) 
(J eremy Travis, from April J 977) 

Vera-in-Paris 
Ministere de Ia Justice, 4 rue de Mondovi, 
75001 Paris, France 
Dtrector: 

Paul A. Strasburg 

Vera Technical Assistance and 
Police Planning Department 
Vera Institute of Justice, 30 East 39th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Director: 

Michael J. Farrell 

Victim/Witness Assistance Project 
50 Court Street. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201 
Director: 

Jeremy 'Travis (to April 1977) 
(Mark Feinstein, from April 1977) 

Vera-Related Non-Profit Corporationst and Directors 

Addiction Research and Treatment Corp. 
22 Chapel Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201 
Director~ 

Beny R. Primm, M.D. 

Legal Action Center 
271 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
Direc/or: 

Elizabeth Bartholet (to June 1977) 
(Deborah M. Greenberg, from Jl1ne 1977) 

Court Employment Project, Inc. 
346 Brondwuy, New York, N.Y. 10013 
Director: 

Ian Bruce Eichner 
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Manhattan Bowery Corp. 
S East 3rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10003 
Project Director: 

Robert Morgan, M.P. 
Administrative Director: 

James C. Rice, III (to March 1977) 
(Edward T. Geffner, from March 1977) 

Wildcat Service Corp. 
437 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10016 
Director: 

Carl B. Weisbrod (to March 1977) 
(AI Cave, from March 1977) 

Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program 
1910 Arthur Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 10457 
Director: 

Warren Williams 





Colophon 
This five-year report, designed by Freeman Craw, was set-in metal and film versions of the 
English Monotype Times Roman-and printed by Allen, Lane & Scott, Inc., New York and 
Philadelphia. ' 
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